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After floundering around for longer than anyone expected, arcade

games are back at ihe top of the list due to the success of Dragon's

Lair. Unveiled at the spring AOE convention, the game subsequently

reached players in mid-summer and the rest is history. The news media

discovered the animated laserdisc game and suddenly video was a 'hot'

subject once again.

In our continuing pledge to keep you ahead of the game, Video

Games has pulled together some advance previews of the next genera-

tion of laserdisc arcade games which follow on the heels of Astron Belt,

originally introduced last year by Sega. This game, which led off the

laserdisc explosion last year is scheduled to be modified and reworked

by Bally who recently purchased the west coast manufacturer. Inaddi-

tion, as this month's cover highlights, the successor to Dragon's Lair,

Space Ace, which isn't due to make an appearance until after the begin-

ning of the year, is getting some final touches at Don Bluth

Productions.

The reason for all the action is the annual fall extravaganza, being

held this year in New Orleansai the end of October. It is here that coin-

op manufacturers will have the opportunity to showcase new product

and new technological applications. And this time around all energies

and attention are being focused on getting laserdisc games ready. Each

of the major companies is committed to proving thai they too have the

capability of creating some type of disc game.

This issue, we've rounded up a sampling of games which will be

leading the parade of many, many other models. Beginning on page

32, you'll read about Space Ace, Bega's Battle from Data East USA.

Taito's Laser Grand Prix and Mylstar's M.A.C.H. 3. Each of these

machines offer their own unique nuances and design directions, com-

bining live-action footage with more conventional video screen im-

ages, as well as a glimpse of what we can expect in the future.

Regarding game design, VG is following up on a feature from last is-

sue when we took you behind the scenes of the making of Atari's Star

Wars. This lime around, we changed our focus to the home market and

on page 52 you'll read how Rob Fulop designed his latest effort for Im-

agic, Fathom, and get an idea of what it takes to create a home game.

In addition, we're pleased to bring you an open letter {page 20)

which details what you should expect if you're fortunate enough to get

a contract from a home or arcade game manufacturer. In many ways,

after reading this feature, you'll have a better sense of what your rights

are if you do get the opportunity to sign on the doited line.

And there's still more in this issue of Video Games including the

latest arcade game reviews, home cart attractions and computer soft-

ware releases. You'll also find out about Coleco's new Gemini game

system and how video is expanding away from the more conventional

formats we've been used to (page 23). So gel ready as VG covers the

world of video games like no one else can.

flr^cC
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THIS NEW INTELLIVISION VIDEO GAME HAS
4539 TUNNELS, 256 DUNGEONS, 1 HIDDEN TREASURE
AND NOROOM FOR ERROR.

TREASURE OFTARMIN™*cartndge is the newestvideo (^

game challenge In the'

ADVANCED DUNGEONS
&DRAGONS^"*seriesfor
Intellivision . But beware. It Is no game for mere mortals.

You must be more than clever. You must master the

skills of mystic weaponry and sorcery. Or suffer destruc-

tion by over fifty different types of hideous creatures.

And once you begin your quest for the treasure, there's

no turning back.

So ifyou dare take on this video game, remember,

you've been warned. These dungeons are going to

giveyou the creeps. Getting rid of them
is your problem.

'ADVANCED DUNGEONS S DRAGONS and TREASURE OF TARMINitre uademarks
owned by ^nd used under licence from rSR, Inc THis c^ftridge is approved (yy

TSR, Inc , tne putiiisnpt ci ihe "F^intasy Roie-Ptaying Games" sold under the trademark

ADVANCED DUNGEONS S DRAGONS^

©l9a?TSR.inc All Rights Reserved © Mattel Elearomcs. Inc 1983 All Righu Reserved
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More Than Meets The Eye
I would like to comment on a par-

ticular game review in your October '83

Soft Spot—namely Solar Fox. Most of

the review is fine except for the last two

paragraphs in which Dan Persons, your

reviewer, states that after si\ racks the

game goes back to the first, with no in-

crease in difficulty. True, on Game #3

which is called the Parents Game (easy)

in the instructions. But try Game # 1 . and

you have a whole new game. Thcfirst six

racks are the same (as the easy game) but

racks 7 through 20 are completely dif-

ferent. Also, starting with rack 7 the "lit-

tle squares" (solar cells) have to be pass-

ed over twice in order for them to disap-

pear. After 20 racks they begin to repeat

but if you get that far (my son has)

you've forgotten what the first ones have

looked like anyway. Also, no mention is

made of the challenge racks which come

after every five normal racks.- This is

strictly a timed affair with no penalty for

not completing it. If you complete it in

the alloted lime a tiny letter appearson

the screen. Get all six letters (30 racks/5

challenges) and you spell the secret

message of Solar Fox. I don'l know if

the enjoyment will wear off after getting

ail six but right now it is about the only

one of some 40 games we play on the

2600. This letter is not meant to crilicii^e

your magazine or reviewer, but is to

show people that there is a lot more to

the game than you originally presented.

Try it, you'll see!

Michael McCormick

Pawtucket. Rhode Island

Dan Persons Replies:

Oops! When we had gotten Solar Fox.

CBS had neglected to send us its instruc-

tion manual. Since my reflexes are not

quick enough to survive all 20 racks in

Game #/ (kudos to your son), I played

Game if3 in an attempt to disco ver all the

rack configurations thai were available.

As Mr. McCormick has devined, if was

on this "Parent's Game" that I found

Solar Fox repeating without an increase

in difficulty. It was my mistake to

assume that the situation applied to all

games on the cart. With my apologies,

let me revise my evaluation. As I had

staled in my review. Solar Fox is an

unusual, fast-paced, hypergalactic gob-

ble game. Fans of the arcade game, or

those who are intrigued by the concept,

need notfear that the game will wear out

Its welcome too soon. There are appar-

ently skill levels enough for everyone.

The Great Debate Continues
I'm writing in response to three letters

published in your October '83 issue from

Robert Strong, Bob Ritter and Richard

Squibb. These three letters were in reply

to my original letter in the August '83

issue. It's a nice try boys, but the truth is

one thing and mistakes like buying a

CoIecoVision is another. Following are

facts that make the 5200 the one and

only supersystem. I) The 5200 has 320

lines of graphic resolution; 25% sharper

than Coleco. 2) The 5200 has 256 colors

compared with Coleco's measly 16. 3)

The 5200 has Star Raiders, a game pro-

duced for the 400 computer and holds

the #1 rating for 3 years. 4) Atari has

licensed rights from such excellent ar-

cade companies as Williams, Bally/

Midway and Taito, in addition to their

own excellent versions of arcade games.

Coleco has, on hand, "dry" arcade hits

like Space Panic, LadyBug, and others

that didn't even make it in the arcades. 5)

Whatever happened lo the Super Game
Wafer for Coleco? It was cancelled.

However, nothing has been cancelled

for the 5200. 6) The 5200's Pole Position

puts ColecoVision's Turbo to shame

along with all their games. The battle

over the 5200 and CoIecoVision has just

begun!

Nick Baime

Glendale, Wisconsin

And Continues...

This is in response to the battle be-

tween the CoIecoVision and the Atari

5200. Each system has its pluses and

minuses; so to compare the two is like

comparing apples and oranges (sorry

about that cliche folks). I personally

own a CoIecoVision and think it's a ter-

rific system, but I wouldn't mind own-

ing a 52(X) for it too is an excellent

system. Come on guys! Do you really

think your letters proclaiming your

system as the best are going to turn us

around? CoIecoVision owners rejoice!

Coming soon will be Dragon's Lair on

video disk for your system (5200 owners

don't despair. Atari will do likewise). In

addition. Mario Bros, is coming home to

you 52(X) owners, as well as for you

400/800/1200 owners. So thanks for

your time and 1 think your magazine is

great not only for its great information,

but for giving people equal time in the

letters section.

Bill Longsworth

South Hadley. MA

In response to Bob Ritter's (October

'83) misleading letter about the 5200. 1

would like to detail the true unbiased

facts. When I was shopping for the right

system lo buy, either the 5200 or CoIeco-

Vision, I looked at the positives and

negatives of each system. My choice to

buy the Atari 5200 came down to games;

Atari has (he best games by far. If Mr.

Ritter doesn't agree that Mr. and Ms.

Pac-Man, Pole Position, Dig Dug,

(continued on page 8}
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IX/hich playeris
* 'atacticalerror?^hiTl

ATARI ^

You've fought BATTLEZONE'" tanks, flying saucers and fighters in the arcade.
Now its time to pi'otect the home front. Because Atari's BATTLEZONE is now
prepared to wage war rig-ht in y^^^^n^^ag room.
The player on the right wilt ni^|HBH|H&i his mission. Heshould've hit the

fighter first. Even though it is ^^^^^ftC^^Knnts less than the flying saucer, it

is far more dangerous. It can desHn^K^|p^ can't.

There's another way you can :i^H^Hefl^p)olnts.
and you don't even have to '"'^^^SHRf-IPp^^^^S'
your tank to one side, you can of^Pror^^W enemy
into another's line of fire.

SurvivingBATTLEZONE is noeQ^^ga^s^BgJfyou'i'e
up for it, climb into your troop 1H|Pp4Hw make
tracks to the nearest store that sfiftftftS'AKSS^games

.

Only Atari makes BATTLEZONE for theATARI'^
seoO''' Game. Sears Video Ai-cadefsys-Jk^jfc W%M
terns, and a version exclusively for ^^ I^^Ik I
the ATARI 5200"' SuperSystem. ^II^^IXI

O A Waiiier Communications Company



Double Speak
(continuedfrom page 6)

Pengo, Joust, along wiih upcominti

games such as Star Wars, Millipede and

Mario Bros, aren't better than what

ColecoVision has lu uffor then 1 suppose

he must enjoy playing second class

games. The 5200 also has games coming

from other companies such as Blueprint,

Mountain King, K-Razy Shootout,

Congo Bongo and Star Trek to name but

a few. By the way. these carts will not be

for ColecoVision. If Mr. Riticr and his

ColecoVision fans knew all the facts

about the 5200. then I'm sure (hey would

be trying lo find some way to unload

their systems.

Andy Phillips

North Plainficld. New jersey

In your October '83 issue, you

published several letters responding to

Nick Baimes' letter (August '83) regard-

ing which is a better video system—the

Atari 5200 or ColecoVision. I own both

systems, I believe the 5200 to be the bet-

ter of the two. In another leticr Mr. Rit-

icr cited tiial the 52a) VCS emulator

cannot be found; well, it is now avail-

able. He also staled an absence of an ex-

pansion port. In the back of the 52(X)

there is a pry-out door which exposes

such a port. And as far as "hit arcade"

games are concerned, let's -face il,

ColecoVision doesn't even come close lo

Atari. Sure. Colcco has Zaxxon. Don-

key Kong Jr., and Turbo. Bui look what

is—and will be—available for the 5200:

Jungle Hunt, Joust, Robolion, Aster-

oids, Defender to name but a few. And

how about the flickering found in many

of Coleco's games? One would be hard

pressed to find such a thing in the 5200

carls. Take it from a ColecoVision own-

er, the 5200 out -classes the competition!

Keith J. Moore

Champlin, Minnesota

This in reply to Nick Baime's letter

(Aug. '83) in which he puts down Col-

ecoVision because he has an Atari

5200. While I also own an Atari 800

computer, 1 have a ColecoVision as

well and enjoy both. 1 think Atari has

some great games out, but so does Col-

ecoVision. 1 would like to know where

he gets his sales figures for the 52(X).

8 VIDEO GAMES

The last I have heard on ColecoVision

is 1 .3 million. Also, why must the 5200

be more popular. Also, ColecoVision

can be expanded into a very powerful

computer. It is also coming out with

games that far exceed anything the

5200 can come up with so far. The fact

of the matter is that Mr. Baime is prob-

ably sorry he bought the 5200 instead

of ColecoVision. (he reason he is see-

ing so much about ColecoVision is

because they are coming out with the

innovations and Atari is slipping

behind right now. I must commend

your magazine for the excellent

coverage. I have seen fair and equitable

coverage of all products no matter who

the manufacturer.

Robert D. Strong

San Antonio. TX

1 am writing this letter to correct some

of the comments that a person named

Nick Baime made in your summer

issue of Video Games. He said that the

5200 was more popular and sold more

than ColecoVision. The ColecoVision

has sold about 1 .5 million units so far

with an estimate that 2.5 million will be

sold by (not during or after) the holiday

season. The 5200 is close to selling half

as many as 1.5 million, you may be

wondering how I knowallof this. Well

I work at J.C. Penney's in (he video

games department and regularly meet

with the people who represent these

companies (Atari, Coleco) as well as

others (Activision. Imagic, Mattel).

My store wants me to make it my
business to ask fact finding questions

lo these representatives. At our store

(which is located in the largest mall in

the world, The Del Amo Fashion

Square in Torrance. California serving

a great number of customers) Col-

ecoVision out sells the Atari 5200 five

to one. Mr. Baime also stated that the

games on the 5200 will makeColecoVi-

sion owners drool. Hardly so. Since 1

met with these representatives 1 find

out about what is coming out way

before the general public does. From

what I have seen Coleco will have way

better games than the 5200 and almost

three times as many peripherals. Col-

eco will also probably be the first to gel

into 3-D and laser disc games and have

already bought the rights to Dragon's

Lair. Glenn Ford

Carson, Calif.

I just got your September issue of

Video Games and a letter from

Jonathan Cox said that the Atari 5200

was the best system. I lotally agree. Not

only will there be a computer add-on,

voice synthesis, recognition module,

irakball, and a 2600 adapter available

soon, but the games soon to be released

are great! There will be Baseball, Ten-

nis, Basketball. Vanguard, Pole Posi-

tion, E.T., Pengo, Robotron, Jungle

Hunt, Joust, Kangaroo, Dig Dug,

Tempest, Battlezone, and Moon
Patrol. Not to mention Ms. Pac-Man.

Millipede, Xevious. Stargate,

Gravilar, and Quantum all from Atari,

Also Imagic, Big Five, Parker Bros.,

CBS, and Fox Games all are making

games for the 5200. Also, I forgot to

mention the deal with Williams to pro-

duce all of their arcade games (Sinislar,

Bubbles) for the 5200. This letter

should be enough lo prove what

system's the best.

T.J. Bennett

Berkeley Heights, N.J.

In response to letter writer Jeff Silva

regarding Atari trying lo dominate the

market, it is obvious Jeff that you

don't know what the heck you are talk-

ing about . First, by ihe end of t he year

you will regret selling your Atari 2600

for a ColecoVision. You should have

gotten an Atari 5200. If you want lo

talk about domination, let's talk about

Coleco. Coleco comes out with an

Atari 2600 adapter, then they come out

with this Gemini System which is just

like selling a VCS with a different

brand name. They have been reported

using Atari type parts. Don't tell me

about domination. As far as Atari

making cartridges for ColecoVision,

the Editor said they will be. Now why

don't you tell me Jeff, why Coleco isn't

making games for the 5200. Think

about il.

Ron Galon

Lemon Grove, CA

Address vour letters lo Doublespeak

care of VIDEO GAMES, 350 5ih A ve.
.

Suite 6204, New York, N.Y. 10118.

Letters that require a personal reply

must be accompanied by a self-

addressed, siamped envelope.
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> Which is the hestivay
to inflateyourscore?

ATARK ATARIBetter find out. o"?;iro'u„°d.
work on DIG DUG so well, it plays just like it does
in the arcade. So don't dig yourself a hole. Like the
player on the left. Sure he'll score points for blowing
up the Fygar ' in a vertical path. But blow up the
Fygar in a horizontal path, like the player on the
right, and score twice as many p>oints. A landslide.

You can dig up even more points by uncovering a
bonus veggie. But you gel only one on each level.

All you have to do is drop two boulders and you'U
see it. Buried treasure disguised as a veggie.
Only Atari makes DIG DUG for the ATARI' 2600 Game. Sears Video

Arcade' systems, and versions exclusively for the ATARI 5200" Super-
System and all ATARI Home Computers.
So get to your near'est store and di^ into your pockets. For DIG DUG.

Here comes DigDug from Atarir
\^ A WainerConimuiiicaUonsCompaii.v



Artists Byte The Computer Bug

If
you're artistically in-

clined, you may soon join

those creative people who ex-

press their talents with tools

like keyboard and printer in-

stead of pen and paper. At the

SIGGRAPH '83 exhibition

of computer art this past July,

you would have seen that the

computer -gen era ted art

movement is thriving, as

almost 100 such works were

on display in Detroit's Cobo

Hall.

While most of the pieces

were plotter/printer drawings

and photographs, including

colorful designs and surreal-

istic scenes, there were also

less expected applications of

computers to other art forms,

such as sculptures, paintings, sional holograms on display,

textiles, prints, collages and Pieces were selected by a

even film and video. There panel of computer artists on

were also intriguing 3-dimen- their artistic merit, not merely

© 1981 TANNENBAUM, E.

because of slick use of com-

puter techniques that most

people versed in ihe technol-

ogy could execute.

The exhibition was part of

SIGGRAPH '83, the Tenth

Annual Conference on Com-

puter Graphics and Inter-

active Techniques, which also

included courses, technical

paper presentations, panel

sessions, equipment exhibi-

tions, manufacturers' ex-

hibits and user group meet-

ings, all related to computer

graphics in some way. The

11,000 members of SIG-

GRAPH all share an interest

in the subject.

So if all ihis sounds good to

you, you might want to be in

Minneapolis, Minnesota for

SIGGRAPH '84{.hily 23-27).

For more information, con-

tact: SIGGRAPH '84 Con-

ference Office, I II East

Wacker Drive, Chicago, IL

60601.(312)644-6610.

—Michael Fine

Club Feats
Computer clubs are notori-

ous for starting out with

heady enthusiasm, only to

drown in a sea of frustration

and confusion. Now Apple

Computer, Inc. is offering

kits that will help organize

computer clubs at school.

Each kit includes a manual,

which will guide the students

and their adult sponsor on

how to set up the computer

club.

The organizational guide-

lines and suggestions for club

activities outlined in the

manual are based on experi-

ences from existing computer

clubs that have large active

memberships. Brochures de-

signed for students which

describe what computer clubs

do, how to use a computer

and where they can learn

more about computers are

also part of this kit. The kit

has the unique design of be-

ing able to be used at a school

that either has or does not

have computer equipment

available.

The requests for computer

club kits should be written on

school stationary, include the

name of an adult sponsor and

be signed by the school prin-

cipal. The adult sponsor can

be a teacher, administrator or

a parent—any adult who is

willing to advise at least 12

students. Request should be

sent in as soon as possible

because there are only 10,000

kits which are being made

available,

Apple is also sponsoring a

national student competition

in which both computer clubs

and individual students from

elementary and secondary

school can compete for many

prizes. These prizes range

from computer equipment,

to traveling to cash awards.

Now students and computer

clubs are given a chance to be

recognized for their achieve-

ments in computer fields.

Clubs and students who
enter t he competition are en-

couraged to hand in projects

where they have used

microcomputers for a com-

munity service project. If you

have a project in another area

of computers, don't panic!

Any activity that requires the

use of microcomputers will

be considered for an award.

The competition will be

10 VIDEO GAMES
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Which player is really
firingup his score?

Think quick. The new borne version of

MOON
J. XMAA±K%. %^1AXV/X^. Mcx>n Patrol looks ao '\^ .- -. <

much like the arcade, it oouid fool the m&n in the moon
80 don't And yourself in a crater. Like the player on the 1:-,

right. He'll get only 100 points for using his Moon
Buggy to shoot down a Moon Strafer, While the player
on the left will get twice as many points for shooting
down a Crater Maker. A victory as great as the lunar
landing.

Your score can wax even higher. Youll get 80 points
every time your Moon Buggy jumps over a rock. But
youll get lOO points when you blow up a rock

.

Only Atari makes Moon Patrol for the ATARI* 2600" Qame, Sears Video Arcade^
systems, and a version exclusively for the ATARI 5800" SuperSystem.
So get on your lunar module and scan your local moonscape for Moon Patrol.

Here conies Moon Patrol from Atari!
A Warner OorainuiilcBtionA Company



DIIPS
judged by independent

judges who have been

selected for their notablHty in

both computer and education

fields.

The good part about this

competition is that there will

be more than one winner.

First the entries are classified

into elementary and second-

ary school divisions. Then

these two divisions are fur-

ther subdivided into club en-

tries and individual student

entries. In the club category

one winner and one runner

up will be picked from the

elementary school division,

then one winner and one run-

ner up from the secondary

school division. In the in-

dividual category they'll

award one winner and three

runners up for the elementary

division, and one winner with

three runners up for the

secondary school division.

Twenty- five semi finalist

clubs will be named from

each of the two club

categories. From each of

these two categories, two

finalist clubs will be chosen.

The winner from each of the

two finalist club groups will

then be announced in May,

1984 in Washington, D.C.

For each winning club, the

grand prize of Ten Apple He
"Starter System" packages

will be awarded.

Included in each of these

10 "Starter Systems" is an

Apple lie personal computer

with 64K of internal memory,

one floppy disk drive with a

controller card. The whole

package is worth approx-

imately $20,000 and the prize

for runner up is equally im-

pressive. It consists of five

Apple He "Starter Systems",

which is worth approximate-

ly $10,000.

In the individual category

there will be four finalists

along with 25 semifinalists

from each of the two

categories. From the finalists

there will be one winner and

three runners up chosen from

both categories. The winners

will be announced in

Washington, D.C. $1,000 is

first prize each lucky winner

will receive, The runners up

will each receive $500. The 25

semifinalists from each

group will not be forgotten,

with each receiving $100.

The deadline for entries in

this national competition is

March 1, 1984. The semi-

finalist announcement will be

on April 4, 1984, and the

finaUsts on April 18. The

week of May 16 will be the

Washington trip with the an-

nouncement of the winners.

A word of caution: Be sure to

get the rules and guidelines

from Apple Computer Clubs

before sending an entry in.

Information on both the

computer club kits and the

computer competition can be

obtained by either calling

(617) 452-9979 or writing:

Apple Computer Clubs, Box

948. Lowell. MA 01853.

—Melinda Glass

Design Competition

^veryday, the keyboard

operators ofhome computers

are getting younger and

younger. One main reason

for this, is that parents be-

heve that by allowing their

pre-schoolers to learn to

operate these machines, they

will have an advantage in

later life by being prepared

for the technology they will

encounter both in and out of

school.

The young computer buffs

have become experts in

deciding which computer

programs interest them and

which do not. Now who

would know better what in-

terests children, than

children? Kraft, a major

food manufacturer, has

decided to stir up someexcit-

ment among the 17 and under

microkids by sponsoring The

Kraft Kideo Game Contest,

Nutrition is the theme of this

contest—primarily the im-

portance of eating a balanced

diet. Of course, it is not

limited to a balanced diet,

other healthy habits like get-

ting enough sleep, exercising

properly or brushing teeth

can be mentioned.

A 200 word concept and a

simple screen drawing are the

requirements for this contest.

The concept will be translated

into a microcomputer nutri-

tion game for those in the

3-to-8-year old level.

The Grand Prize of this

contest is a 4-day/3-night trip

to Wall Disney/EPCOT
Center World for the winner

and family (up to 4 people).

Included is a round-trip

coach air fare, hotel, and

Walt Disney World/EPCOT
passes. Also, $500 in cash to

cover additional expenses,

(estimated value—$4,000!)

Also, theGrand Prize win-

ner will have the opportunity

to travel to New York City on

a promotional media tour,

accompanied by one parent

(or guardian) and a Kraft re-

presentative. The Second

Prize is a $1,000 gift cer-

tificate good towards com-

puter equipment. Twenty

Runner up prizes will be

awarded of $50 gift certifi-

cates for computer equip-

ment.

Entries for the contest

must be received between

January 1, 1984 and March

31, 1984. The winners will be

announced by May 1, 1984.

To receive the Official Rules

and Regulations for the con-

test, send a self-addressed,

stamped #10 envelope to The

Kraft Kideo Game Contest,

P.O. Box 845, South

Holland, IL 60473.

—Melinda Glass
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Hour tomake sure
you don't get

5pairs ofunderivear
for Christinas.

Fill in this checklist, tear it out and give out that this Christmas you'd like

it to your parents. Help them figure software and hardware. Not underwear.

I I Ms. Pax:-Maii

n Centipede™?500000

I I

Phoenix" ^^^^^^

n Vanguard !•-
I I

Jungle Hunt'

I I

Kangaroo'

I I
Dig Dug

I I Galaxian g::^!^

Pole Position[g
O Battlezone"^IH

Moon Patrol ^^^"^

r~| ATARI 5200 Super-•—
' System

*^
The world's most advanced
videogame system. Now
with a $30 00 rebate offer.'

ATARI 2600 System
The world's most popular video
g-ame system. Now with a
$30.00 rebate and a $60 00
rebate coupon book."

n ATARI 5200 TRAK•—
' BALL Controller

For the real ai-cade touch . Plays more
TRAK-BALL'" compatible games than
anyone else.

ATARI VCS Cartridge
Adapter [^^^

Lets your 5300 play every game W^^^H
r ATARI game systems. ^"^HB

ATARI TRAK-BALL
Controller

For real arcade action on the ATARI
2600'" System . Sears Video Arcade'
System and all ATARI Home Computers.

ATARI
Oa Warner Communications Company

1 MS PAC-MAN.inijcnd'at-iefsareiracfematks of Bally Midway Mig Co sudiiCfiiedlo atari, inc DyNamcoAmenca.'nc 2 PHOENiX nno VANGUARO^reirademarksiicenseaby Ceniun. inc 3
JUNGLE HUNT IS a trademark dnd OdI Tailo America CofD 1982 4 KANGAROO iS p'oauced undeMicensetrom Sun EleclroniCsCoip 5 DIG DUG iS ceaied and designed by Narrico Ltd under
license l!v ATARI. I nc Tidaema'ltandO Namcoi9B2 6 GAlAXiANisairadem.iit.df Baiiy Midway Mig Co licensed by Namco America inc 7 POLEPOSlTlDNisengineereaanddesignedDyNamco
Lid Manutsclured under license by ATARI. Inc TradernarK and CNamco 1982 8 MOON PATROL is a iradema'h and O Williams 198? manutacluied under license Irom Williams Electronics, Inc
"Limned otter expires 12/31/83 See patliCLpaHriy retailers lor deiails t IriOicaiesaliadernarhcil Sears Roebuck and Co C 1^83 Alan Inc All nghls reserved



BUPI
Video Gaming Digest

At last, a magazine

dedicated to recognizing the

very best electronic and board

game players. From
Asteroids to ZZY, ZZY, XX.

lop players for every im-

aginable game, both arcade

and home computer, are

listed. Only the lop player is

listed because of magazine

space limitations and vast

amounts of games being

played. However, to find out

if a score is among the top 25

and qualifies for a world

record, the editor of World

Game Records, Ed Harris,

can be contacted at the ad-

dress below. If it qualifies asa

world record, instructions on

how to verify It will be given.

The top scores of arcade

and home games is not all

that's packed into this nifty

little magazine. AKo included

are game reviews, informa-

tion on computer/video game

clubs (along vvith their re-

quirements), the top 100 ac-

tive USA chess players and

Pente finalists. For those who

want the details of lop scores,

H'orld Game Records is "the

Authoritative Source for

Who, & What Won Where,

When and What." This

magazine is published four

times a year for S7.50. For

more information on sub-

scribing and high scores*

write World Game Records,

Box 338, Dayion, OH 45449.

—Me/inda Glass

^Include a self-addressed

stamped envelope.

I

Sticky Business
f there weren't enough

already, another company

has entered the replacement

joystick sweepstakes. Coin

Controls Inc. of Elk Grove,

Illinois is distributing a new

product line which includes

the Competition-Pro 1000,

Competition-Pro 3000, and

the Competition-Pro 5000.

The latter is nylon and steel

with a sturdy plastic handle

that features a I'/i" round

control knob and tapered

shape. There's eight-way

directional action and real

leaf switches, as well as two

large arcade-style buttons on

either side of the stick for

right or left handed players.

An optional six-foot exten-

sion cord can be attached to

the Competition-Pro 5000's

five-fool cord, and besides

freeing you from close prox-

imity to your system, allow

you to use the stick with a

variety of systems including

Atari's 2600/400/800/1200,

Commodore 64 and VIC-20,

and the Sears Arcade Game.

In addition, with the exten-

sion cord the ColecoVision

Home computer system,

NEC home computers,

Panasonic home computers,

Vectrex video game system

and any other computer/

video system which utilizes

the D-9 conductor cord can

use the Competition-Pro

5000. Last, but not least, the

5000 features a two-year un-

conditional warranty, which

ensures you of getting repairs

or replacements if anything

goes wrong.
—Melinda Glass

Lone Star
Sensation

Do any of you TI 99/4A

owners out there feel lucky?

Then try your hand at the

Computerized Giveaway-

Texas Style, a drawing where

winners get Tl 99/4A-

compatible peripherals, soft-

ware or other accessories. The

contest, sponsored by three

Midwestern and one Eastern

computer retailers, offers a

Paraprinl 18A Parallel

Printer Interface, 32K
Memory Expansion, and

Parallel Printer Interface

Cable as a grand prize; two

second prizes of a complete

software set, including games

like Frazzle and programs

such as Check Book Balancer

and Quizmaster; and other

prizes, including the

Peripheral Expansion Box

and more software. All in all.

twenty-eight entrants will win

something.

To enter, put your name,

address, and phone number

on a 3'/2" X 5'/2" postcard

and send it to this address by

[>ecember 10. 1983: Com-

puterized Giveaway-Texas

Style, C/0 TEXware
Associates, 350 First North

Street, Wellington, IL 60973.

Winners will be notified by

phone or mail by January 10,

1984.

The sponsoring retailers

are Doryt Systems, Inc., of

Glen Cove, N.Y.; Dhein's

True Value, of Waterloo,

Iowa; TEXware Associates,

of Wellington, III.; and Com-

puter Connection I, of

Cleveland, Ohio.
—Michael Fine
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In comic books. In action figures. Now the video game.

Out there, in the deepest reaches
of space, looms a craggy chunk of

age-old granite. ..the mighty Volcan

Rock, now held by some of the most
deadly aliens. It is up to you to acti-

vate all the anti-alien weapons and
devices.

Your task is to help Adam Power,

Leader of the Lords, fight the laser-

eyed Space Serpent that guards the entrance to

Volcan Rock. But be careful, there's more danger

lurking. Once inside, you must fight

the fiery attacks of the evil Arkus.

And even more scary, the attacks of

the deadly accurate aliens.

Just how good are you at defend-

Ing the universe? Play POWER
LORDS and find out It's the inter-

galactic strategy, multi-board video

game adventure from Probe 2000
that's challenging even the masters.

Certainly you're one of them...

wa; N AS CONSUMEi? tLEClfiONICS COW
ODYSSEY
A NCrfiTH AMtUiCAN PHIIPS COMPANV

POMR LOfiOS C A raftCTMABK C* ft « WaS StPOWGiN-
MflvHM INIEMMAHONAL

CCXECO^SiOM rS A IRADEMAUK C* COliCO INDUSIR'ES iNC



omic strip characters

continue to make a play for

computer games with the

legendary B.C. and Wizard

of Id leading the way with a

new batch of titles from

Sierra On-Line and Sydney

development. These charac-

ters will be coming to life in a

series of educational and

entertaining programs. In

the next eighteen months, at

least eight programs will

emerge' for all major home

computers, including

ColecoVision. QUEST FOR
TIRES, WIZTYPE, WIZ-

WORD, WIZLAB, WIZ-

MATH, WIZSPELL. DOT
TO DOT ZOT, and BUNG
JUGGLER which will be the

first programs to be released

with QUEST FOR TIRES

and WIZTYPE out in time

for Christmas.

QUEST FOR TIRES is an

entertainment program in

which Thor, the first man,

zips through the world of

B.C. on his prehistoric unicy-

cie. He encounters many

adventures in an attempt to

save his girlfriend, Cute

Chick from the terrifying

pterodactyl. After making it

through 30 screens this feat

will be accomplished.

PIIP5

Cartoon Capers

W IZTYPE will be the first

educational program. This

individualized, self-paced

typing program makes it fun

to learn how to type. In this

game The Wizard of Id and

the spirit compete with each

other. The Spirit tries to over-

whelm the Wizard wiih

words to be typed . Words ap-

pear on the screen to prevent

the Spirit from transforming

into a dragon, they must be

typed correctly. If there are

eight words to be typed on the

screen the Spirit fries the

Wizard. On the other hand, if

no words are left on the

screen, the Wizard jumps up

and zaps the Spirit.

Sierra On-Line plans to be

the first independent U.S.

developer to ship software

for ColecoVision with these

new programs. Hopefully,

WIZTYPE will be the first in-

dependent product available

for Coleco's new ADAM
computer.

Sydney Development was

chosen to design these new

programs because of the

superior software designers

on their staff. They will be

able to capture the engaging

identities of Johnny Hart's

B.C. and Wizard of Id.,

which are enjoyed by over

100 million people each day

in comic strips.

'*Sierra On-Line is ex-

tremely excited to be working

with the Sydney creative team

to develop genuinely unique

and original educational soft-

ware for the home and class-

room," commented Ken

Williams, president and chief

executive officer of Sierra

On-Line. "Our investment in

this acquisition affirms our

commitment to education,

and it represents not just an

isolated game or two but a

continuing series of quality

learning products. We feel

that with the B.C. and

Wizard of Id games we are

producing fresh and novel

educational software with

characters that are extremely

appealing because they are so

accurately represented."

—Melinda Glass

What's In

Store: Part II

(which also go under Hie

name of Games 'N' Gadgets)

has been pouring in to V'G's

offices. So wc thought you

In the September "83 issue of might like to know an address

Video Games, vicrcponcd on and phone number: Bouti-

Thc Electronics Bouiiquc que, 901 S. Trooper Road,

("What's in Store" page 11). Norristown. PA 19403. (215)

Requests for more informa- 666-9292. Happy Shopping!

tion on this chain of 'stores —Melinda Glass
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BUT YOU'VEGOTTOWATCHYOURSTER

Meet the Alienators. A fiend

ish bunch whn've planted bombs
throughout your Jupiter Command
Headquarters.

\t)ur job? Use your lighlning

speed to scale ladders, scurry

across girders, climb ropes and race

tbmujjh 30 levels tn defuse the bombs before they gooff.

That's the kind of hot. non-sttip action we've
packed into the award -winning' best selhngjunipman ;

and into Jumpman Jr.',"'()ur new cartridge version with

12 all-new, different and exciting screens.

Both games force you to make tough choices.

Should you avoid that Alienator, climb to the lop
•t!i8:U" K S ;m;ird vuniu'i

and try to work your way down, or try to hurdle

him and defuse the bombs closest to you
before they gooff?

If you move fast you'll earn extra lives.

But if you're not careful, it's a long way down.
So jump to it. And find out why Jumpman

andjumpman Jr areonalevel all their own.

One (" fimr pitiyei's: >^ ."ipi'i'tis;Jayslifk

roHtfvi Jimipmau (uls 30 screens, jumpman Jr.

has 12 screens.

STKATIGYGAMES FOKTHtACnOM-GAMt PiAYtR.



inf£ WBftfw f W^^Um To put your joystick down long enough to fill out this

questionnaire. Tell us what you like and don't like in the arcades, at home and about this magazine. Then let

her rip (or photocopy it) and send it to us pronto at this address: VIDEO GAMES Magazine, 350 Fifth Ave.,

Suite 6204, New York, New York 10118.

Name: _

Address:

City:
. State: Zip:

Sex: Male: Female: Age:

Family Income: Under $14,000 $14-21 ,000 $21-39.999 Over $40,000

Education; Elementary School High School College Master's PhD

Occupation (ifnone, list parents'):

Favorite Department in this issue;

Favorite Feature article:
Favorite Blip:

What I'd like to see less of:

What I 'd like to read more about

:

How does this issue of VIDEO GAMES compare to previous ones?

The same Even better Best so far Never mind

Why?

Otherthan V7D£OG,4M£Swhichmagazinesdoyouread?

Hobbies:

GAMER SECTION

How much money do you spend on video games per week?

Favorite new game: arcade home

Biggest disappointment: arcade home

Most challenging game: arcade home

All-time favorite game: arcade home

Favorite sequel game: —
What home system do you own? —

How long have you owned it?

How many hours per week do you play?

Ifyou would get another system, which would it be?

How many video games do you buy each month?

How many video games do you own?

Do home and arcade game ads in VIDEO GAMES influence your purchases and selections?

What influences you in buying a video game?

Magazine or newspaper ads Radio Television _ Word of Mouth Other: _

Does reading an article in VIDEO GAMES inRuence your video game purchases?

How did you get this issue? subscription newsstand

You've just been hired by Big NameCamesCompanyas senior games designer. Describeyour first project:

What do you think of Interview?.
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By Moses Ma

Our intent at Video Games is to

bring you the latest informa-

tion, news and insights, re-

views, product evaluations, playing tips

and reports on a variety ofdevelopments

whether it 's via an interview with an

industry notable, or behind-the-scenes

coverage of one of the major con-

ventions.

However, there's another, equally im-

portant, side to Video Games. This en-

tads our dedication toproviding aforum

for industry issues which have an impact

on all of us. We want to provide that

voice so that you 're more aware of the

different events and happenings which

are continually changing the complexion

of products and business practices.

There needs to be, after all, an increased

sensitivity to the trials and tribulations

of the individuals involved in creating

this area 6fentertainment.

With this in mind, Video Games

presents the following 'open letter'

printed in the hope that any current, or

prospective, game designers might bet-

ter understand their rightsand recognize

the fad that steps are actively being

taken to eliminate many oftheproblems

which have existedforfar too long.

—Editor

At a recent computer graphics con-

ference, a few dozen game designers

from various companies had a rare op-

portunity to meet and talk openly. But

instead of brainstorming about new

game scenarios or hardware develop-

ments, the group spent much of the time

discussing certain problems in the in-

dustry. Two grievances seemed to be

universal and we thought it important

enough to address these issues and what

can be done about them.

The first concerns the lack of public

recognition for game design teams. The

second deals with the difficulty in ob-

taining author royalties. Screen credits

and royalties are standard in virtually

every other entertainment industry.

However, in this case, game manufac-

turers are reluctant to view designers as

talent rather than engineering labor.

Let's start with a little background on

the life of a game designer. If you're a

new or prospective game designer, you

soon learn thai the video game design

world is not a perfect one. Game design

is fun. but at times, it can be quite

frustrating for a variety of reasons. In

some companies, high level decisions

(such as whether your game gets scrap-

ped) are made by people who know little

about video games.

Managers who do not design some-

times demand the impossible—to make

a home game in six weeks , or a coin-op in

two months. Once. a manufacturer fired

an entire division partly because they

were starting to organize themselves for

collective bargaining. The entire staff

was replaced by hungry hackers just out

of college. So expect to see a fair amount

of frustration in your career as a game

designer. In the flush of exhiiiration

after receiving a job offer from a video

game company, sil down and think

cautiously for a little while.

To benefit the novice designer, here

are a few words of advice. During hiring,

it's not unusual for management to

make many verbal promises, that are

sometimes not kepi. Insist upon a writ-

ten contract and let your attorney review

it. If they really intend to fulfill a pro-

mise, they won't mind putting It in

writing. This sentence is worth memoriz-

ing, "IF YOU REALLY INTEND TO
FULFILL THIS PROMISE, YOU
WON'T MIND PUTTING IT IN

WRITING. "Ifan employer is offended

by this statement, it's an indication of his

real attitude. You should consider look-

ing elsewhere for employment.

If that company has any integrity,

they will respect you much more and

take you more seriously, since you're

presenting yourself in a more profes-

sional manner. You don't need to be

afraid, since most companies are quite

straightforward and honest. Next, don't

ever sign a long-term, non-competitive

agreement that restrains you from work-

ing in the video game industry after your

termination. It's neither a standard, nor

1^^ .M^ »



fair practice in the industry, and you'll

be sorry if you do. And finally, DON'T

MAIL IN FLOPPY DISKS. People will

only have as much respect for your game

as you do. And be sure to register the

copyright before you personally show

your game around.

Horror stories abound in the indus-

try. 1 can't tell any now, or I'll be up to

my neck in libel suits. But most of the

stories follow a typical pattern which

goes like the following:

Your new game design employer tells

you thai if your game is successful,

you'll be rewarded handsomely. He

slaps you on the back and says, "We'll

get rich together." And you think, "I'll

get a royalty contract, but later. ..after I

get some clout around here." The game

gets finished, and the initial sales in-

dicate a hit. So you say to yourself, "I'll

wait.. .until it's really a hit."

And then it's really a hit. You walk in-

to the vice president 's office and demand

royalties. And management says, "We
were just going to do that! Boy, you're

going to get a really big bonus come

Christmas-time. " So you wait five mon-

ths until Christmas, and you get a small

bonuscheck.Inanyotherentertainment

industry, what you got would be called

"chump change." So you /("na/Zv com-

plain. And management retorts, "What

are you talking about? You got the big-

gest bonus the company has ever given!

You got more than any other engineer

I've ever s^n!"

Any other engineer. They calm you

down, and make more promises. They

talk about the slump in the market, or

about corporate earnings being down.

So you decide not to quit. After a while,

management licenses the rights for the

crossover to another market, or the car-

toon is made, or it gets on the game net-

work. This can mean vast sums of

money.

Time after time, management smiles

at you in the hallway, but you never see

any money. You start to stew inside.

Finally, you quit, thinking, "If these

guys won't appreciate me, ..I'll find

someone who does," And you start job-

hopping.

When you're interviewing for another

job, and you say that you designed

about 50% of your hit game, do you

think your ex-employer will back that

up? Pride and memory always fight, so

your ex-manager will probably recall

designing 75% of the game himself!

Your ex-employer might say something

like, "Oh, yeah. ..he's a pretty good

hacker. ..but he's awfully moody and

doesn't work well with a team." This

may not keep you from getting the job,

but it definitely affects your negotiating

position. This is when the lack of public

recognition for your work really begins

to hurl.

But even if you're lucky enough to ar-

range an equitable financial contract,

there are other difficulties to be aware

of. Sometimes the best way to describe

how video game companies are run is to

call it Management by Stochastics. One

month they fund you, and ihc second

month they try to pull the rug out from

under you.

One man said of his company that it's

like having a random number generator

doing the lop level decision-making. The

"hit syndrome" affects most com-

panies. If your game doesn't look like an

instant hit, with extremely wide market

appeal, they'll scrap your project. Truly

creative, evolutionary games with high

appeal to smaller market segments don't

stand a chance. Management usually

prefers to stick with the safer route of

cloning. Super This; That Deluxe, or

Yesterday's Hit, Jr. On the other hand,

if you don't gel cancelled, they will test

market your game to death. In an in-

dustry that's dominated by a technology

race, it's sometimes suicide to wail loo

long 10 release a game.

The life of a video game designer is

usually thought to be madcap and zany,

but the truth is thai, in some cases,

management will drive you into becom-

ing a "high strung primadonna." A lot

of the fun has gone out of it. Not all of

the fun, but much of it. There is simply

too much greed and politics in the in-

dustry as it now stands whether for

home products or coin-op creations.

On the other hand, considering the

pressures of being a company executive

in times like these, it's a miracle that they

remain as compassionate as they are.

There are a considerable number of

company executives who gave many

novice game designers their ' 'big break"

into the business. Manufacturers, from

their own point of view, are actually

quite generous to their game design

engineers. The source of the difficulty is

their inability to understand the creative

needs of iheir game design lalent. But

game designers don't really understand

the needs of company executives either.

With a communication breakdown like

this in the industry, it's no wonder

there's so much room for improvement.

Improving conditions for designers

would really have a marked impact on

the overall stale of the industry by im-

proving the quality of games. A good

first step would be to develop explicit

guidelines for a "standard contract"

between game designers and manufac-

turers, such as the one enjoyed by the

Screen Writers Guild. Up to now, it was

the manufacturers who decided what a

fair and equitable arrangement was.

With such guidelines in hand, designers

could at least be educated before they

enter negotiations, as is the case with

their counterparts in other fields.

A good standard contract would

understand the needs of both the game

designer as well as the manufacturer. But

certain conditions are vital to a good

contract. One such condition is the in-

corporation of "screen credits" for the

entire design team, either in the attract

mode or the end of the game, But the en-

tire team should be recognized: the

designer, assistant designers, graphic ar-

tists, sound designers, and hardware

engineers. Presently, the majority of

manufacturers insist upon secrecy.

(Continued on page 81}



AT YOUR SERVICE
Plugging Into interactive

Telecommunications and Games

By Suzan D. Prince

The last time I carried a savings

account passbook was a year-

and-a-half ago. For 20 years I

never left home without it; il gave me a

feeling of tremendous security. I could

touch it, examine it, show it to the

friendly tellers for updating or present-

ing it as argument in case of human er-

ror. Then I moved and switched to a

modern bank that issues cash machine

cards only. No more "tangible assets":

My entire financial existence, along with

all the other depositors' wordly sums.

existed solely in the memory banks of an

unseeable, untouchable computer.

After the shock of never knowing ex-

actly where my transparent transactions

were located in the bank's free-floating

system of bits and bytes wore off (it took

about six months), I found electronic

banking to be not only convenient and

accurate, but an amusing pastime as

well. Sometimes on my way into town,

I'll stop in and punch the secret pass

code just to see what the system is up to

that day, whether it's processing fast or

slow, whether the "user friendly" guide

messages have changed, as they often

do, or if. maybe—just maybe—the

"house" has suddenly and accidentally

deposited a "jackpot" in my account.

Telecommunications is surely chang-

ing the way the world works, shops,

thinks, and of course, plays. Like the

bankbook that is bound for obsoles-

cence, some industry seers believe the or-

dinary, standard issue game cartridge—

and indeed, the whole concept of isola-

ted household game systems—is not on-
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ly being seriously challenged but could

wind up on [he endangered list. The

ROM cartridge's replacement is a bevy

of alternative software delivery "iystems

that are as mind-expanding as they are

complex and that know no geographic

boundaries.

Today, over 2,000 players a week in

cities all over the U.S. and Canada tune

their terminals into CompuServe, the

world's largest commercial public

database with more than 50.000 sub-

scribers, collectively spending tens of

thousands of dollars per month on $5

hourly telephone connect charges simply

to join Megawars li. This high-speed,

muUiplayer real-time strategy game with

the arcade flavor and souped-up 3-D

color graphics accommodates up to 10

players at any one time, with each

leave game-related messages, or just let

off steam, knowing that a person—not a

computer—will read and respond.

"It's true that some players prefer to

play alone and to be able to constantly

improve against a machine (hat stays

constant/' he says. "But eventually,

people get tired of being humiliated by a

computer in a game and want to go back

to being humiliated by a person."

Louden readily admits, however, thai

limeshare games cannot and do not pre-

tend to compare with the flash of arcade

games. On the other hand, he points out,

there's a competitive edge and a com-

plexity thai is absent from quarter-

gobbling video arcades.

"Arcade games, and I include the

home games through Atari and the like

in this category, typically have a shoot

'em-up style, use three or four controls

and depend more on luck than skill," he

explains. "They tend to mesmerize

players because they don't really use the

thinking part of the brain—if you try to

think too much, you often lose."

Louden characterizes multiterminal

games as "thinking games."

"Many have complicated rules,

numerous fantasy characters and can

player's computer screen serving as his

or her cockpit window through which he

looks at the others. As colonists with a

seven-hundred-year history of chaotic

fighting to protect their galaxy from

Kryons and Acherons (two of the many

ugly and evil creatures that inhabit the

worlds of Megawars, SPCWAR and

DECWAR—three of CompuServe's 37

on-line supergames), participants must

master the intricacies of warfare to sur-

vive, and the smartest of colonists learn

to think fast or die.

Because of its challenge and sophis-

tication, Megawars is by far Compu-
Serve's most popular game, and also its

second -largest revenue producer, sur-

passing such services as news and stock

quote retrieval, according to Bill

Louden, product manager for personal

computing services. Operators of

multisystem games believe such set-ups

are drawing players in droves, because

they provide the human interaction that

is missing from player vs. system games.

Timesharing also allows for social

benefits such as the "banter board"

where opponents can tease each other.

"MuUiplayer, multiterminal games

create a whole new level of complexity

that most companies today can't carry,"

Louden says. "It takes a very sophis-

ticated network with fast mainframes to

handle 10 or 20 human players across the

country."

take hours or days to master," he says.

"Players must make quick judgments

about terrain, weather, invading forces

and available fuel supply- They must de-

pend upon intelligence, recall and

strategic ability. It's this mental

challenge that the players seem to enjoy

most."

The manager says that so far,

CompuServe is the only timesharing ser-

vice that links North American players

to one another in so sophisticated a man-

ner; the company uses large, high-

capacity mainframe computers that

work the day shift as corporate data pro-

cessors while reserving the overnight for

hobbyists and an increasing number of

first-time home computerists.

Still, the Columbus, Ohio-based ser-

vice is hardly alone in offering on-line,

"real-time" alternatives to the memory

restricted game cartridges. The Source,

another popular commercial subscriber

system based in McLean, Va., down-

loads a variety of single- and multjplayer

games for a low overnight hourly

charge. Control Data's PLATO, an in-

teractive educational network, routinely

offers a sideline menu of dozens of

muUiplayer adventure and strategy

simulations (including a 50-player and

up galactic war game called Empires),

mostly to schools, universities,

businesses and government organiza-

tions that can afford to tap into its costly

database. There arc also hundreds of

private community bulletin board

systems (CBBS) that modem-owning

users can enter for free (except for

telephone time), to collect an endless

range of "home brewed" programs.

Games downloaded via cable TV are

also gaining some popularity, among

Ihem PlayCable, a two-year-old joint

venture of Mattel and General In-

struments currently available in 15

systems across the country, and The

Games Network, another joint venture

between International Cable Casting

Companies and Westwood Corp. . an in-

vestment banking firm in Salt Lake City,

which recently wound up a test of 100

households on the Group W cable

system in Eullerton, CA. Warner-

Amex's QUBE two-way cable system

has also experimented on and off for

several years with remote game playing.

And there's evidence that interactive

gaming as a clearly preferred alternative

to standalone cartridge systems is
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gathering steam. According to receni

market research by Booze, Allen &
Hamilton, a management consulting

firm, by 1995 U.S. households will

spend $11 billion a year on home

information services, including recrea-

tion. In the firm's study of 700 con-

sumers throughout the country. 39 per-

cent said they would use HIS-based

video games. In another videotex test of

350 homes in San Diego by Times Mir-

ror, participants most often listed video

games as an "essential service"

delivered by the videotex system, follow-

ed by shopping and product informa-

tion, home bill-paying, late-breaking

news and education. These results come

hot on the heels of a Gallup Organiza-

tion poll last winter thai found 51 per-

cent of all home computer owners used

their units to play games, among other

functions.

Additionally, it's apparent that the

definition of "home" entertainment will

broaden as Americans expand the limits

of their living room fun. Last spring

Travelhost Communications, a unit of

Travelhosl Inc.. a large hotel-supply

company, installed a premiere 100 com-

puter terminals in a third of Chicago's

Midland Hotel rooms. Now, with over

10.000 room terminals in 150 major

hotels in 80 cities nationwide, including

most Quality Inns, and several Hiltons.

MarrioUs, Sheratons, Holiday Inns and

others, Travelhost expects to have a total

of 100,000 systems in rooms by next

month.

A $3 minimum charge for the first 20

minutes and 17 cents per minute there-

after (37 cents in prime daytime hours)

allows guests to call up air schedules,

restaurant menus, weather and news

reports, and games such as back-

gammon, checkers and blackjack.

Although guests can't play against other

rooms, the hotel computers offer a

degree pf interactivity. For example,

when it beats someone badly at

backgammon, it flashes, "You are a

rank amateur. Better luck next time,"

on the TV screen. Like most human ser-

vices, a major credit card activates the

terminal, with computer time billed to

the individual's account.

For those who don't gel their fill of

coin-operated Pac-Man in the lobby,

Inn-Room Video Games, Inc.. a Cali-

fornia firm, has recently installed video

game consoles and cartridges in rooms

in 15 hotels across the country. The com-

pany leases the systems to hotels, which,

in turn, rent cartridges to guests, usually

for about $5 a day. The Hrm says It

hopes to expand its offerings to on-line

entertainment and information .services

in the future. HolelTech International

of Belvedere, Calif., meanwhile, says it

will supply terminals to Amfac's Dallas-

Fort Worth hotel in December. The

"SuiteTalk" system offers a host of on-

line information similar to the Travel-

ho.st Network for about $10 an hour,

plus free information on room service,

local restaurants, entertainment and

hotel fire exits.

"Room computers will become more

commonplace as. more people come to

depend on computers in their daily

lives," remarks a spokeswoman for

Holiday Inn. That's exactly the logic

behind the Travelhost Network, says

.lames Lokey, vice president of

marketing for Quazon, the company

that designs and manufactures the hotel

terminals for Travelhost. "With an

ever-increasing home user base, and

with business travelers becoming in-

creasingly familiar with—and depend-

ent on—keyboard-based work, the de-

mand for remote communications in all

kinds of away-from-home settings is

likely to soar," he says.

While corporations probably dis-

courage expense account game-playing

at 37 cents per prime time minute.

Travel host's member hotels have

nonetheless found the young system to

be as popular with business travelers as

with vacationers. Myron Levy, Midland

Hotel's general manager, says his guests

find the computers "a curiosity, like

black-and-white TV thirty years ago."

Although the manager says he occa-

sionally goes into a room to play a video

game, he believes more kids than adults

use the systetn for recreation, while the

grownups look at such items as news and

stock quotes and even loan amortization

tables. "Personally, 1 couldn't figure

out how to work the system," he admits,

"but then, I'm over 50."

Levy's informal findings are contrary

to others', who are discovering that the

audience for remote game play, home or

away, is primarily aduli. Stuart Segal,

vice president of marketing for Control

Video Corp., which recently launched

GameLine, a pay-per-play service for

Atari VCS owners, says preliminary

demographics of (he CVC system in-

dicate "heavy" adult usage.

"Of the 2,000 direct mail subscrip-

tions we've received so far, we were
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pleasantly surprised to iind thai the

average age of the primary user was

almost 26," he notes. Moreover, he

says, the average monthly credit limit

registered by users before signing on to

the system is over $60. "Wc originally

projected people would only spend

around $10 a month to receive the

games." Sega! says. "This could mean

there are a lot more grownup game buffs

out there than we thought—a lot more

close! game players who like the idea of

playing on-line in the privacy of their

own homes."

GameLine, with 55 titles now avail-

able at $1 per playing session, expects to

have 250,(XX) subscribers at year-end,

Segal says. Another CVC on-line ser-

vice, SporlsLlne, providing sports news,

starts this month. CVC debuted 1 he con-

cept last year, w'hcn cartridge sales were

siill booming. At that time, the company

had no hick in persuading the most

popular game producers, including

Atari and Activision. to contribute pro-

grams to the delivery system, relying in-

stead on producers of lesser marketing

Strength, such as Data Age, Telesys and

Games by Apollo. Bui now that giants

such as Atari and Mattel have experienc-

ed devastating sales losses, Segal says

CVC offers these manufacturers a temp-

ting marketing alternative, a cost-

effective way to put new, as well as

older, titles directly into player's hands,

since down-loading games can deter-

mine their popularity and profitability

before they are mass-produced and

distributed.

"As of this month, we've signed the

big four: Atari, Activision. Mattel and

Coleco," Segal confirms. "Parker

Brothers, too," he adds, noting "the

software companies are beginning to

recognize that it isn't the game business,

but the game cartridge business that has

softened."

Indeed, even traditionalists who

advocate that users would rather ulti-

mately own, than rem. their entertain-

ment find their arguments weakening

against the sheer variety of convenient

ahernatives now becoming available.

Two companies. Alius of San Jose.

Calif., and Air Video Inc. of Toronto,

recently tested their answer to the port-

able video game by installing a tray of

thcin into scat -backs on selected llights

of Canadian Pacific Airlines (see Blips,

yidco Games, September '83). Each

Altus Airplay tray holds five LCD
games. (Air Video's holds three) sup-

plied by Nintendo. Casio and others,

and includes such titles as Snoopy Ten-

nis, Mickey and Donald. Donkey Kong.

Jr., Blackjack and Monday Night

Quarterback. A layer of mylar plastic

with touch-sensitive keys protects the

games from food and drink spills. Dur-

ing the test period, passengers paid

about $3.50 per llight to rent the trays.

"People seemed to receive it quite

favorably," says CP Air's public rela-

tions director, Jim McKeachie. "One

woman traveling with four kids phoned

ahead to see if she could be assured of

getting the game trays on her flight."

Interestingly, Alius' product litera-

ture stresses the games' aduli appeal.

"Lots of people, particularly fregucnl

business fliers, arc trapped in these seats

for substantial periods of time and arc

bored to tears." comments Douglas

Crane, Altus president. "This gives

them a chance to relax and have fun on

the way lo their destination."

While CP Air is evaluating the ques-

tionnaires filled out by passengers dur-

ing the experiment, other airlines are

already slated for tests. "It's a question

of when, not if, these video games will

come on board,
'

' predicted Charles

Novak, public relations director for

United Airlines. He adds. "We're in-

terested, but we're going to have to see

how the traveling public likes it."

According to Crane, there's little

doubt people will actively use the games.

"As far as I'm concerned," he says,

"we're looking at the Modcl-T of in-

flight passenger entertainment. This is

only the beginning." Still, analysts and

others look on the phenomenon with

mixed feelings. "Altus will probably

either take off like gangbusters—or be

an absolute Hop." offers Donald Mur-

fin, president of Lubrizol Enterprises,

which has invested venture capital in

Crane's firm.

But Michael Thorck. president of Air

Video, maintains that now that CP Air

has "broken the ice. there are several

airlines interested in talking specifics

about on-plane tests." Among the

airlines scheduled to receive games are

TWA, Pan Am, United and Delta. Ad-

ditionally, Altus will test Airplay 1 1 , pro-

totype on-board hand held computers

(the Casio SX-70()P will be used, along

with a financial applications package)

containing up to one megabyte of

memory. The computers could plug into

airlines' Airfone telecommunications

system which would enable passengers

to receive flight information right at

their seats. Business users would also be

able to send short memos and messages

to their office computers, says Crane.

(continued on page 81)
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MIKE aSLAN AND THE
EVOLUTION OF VIDEODISCS

Interactive Game Play Comes Home

By Richard Goodwin

The interactive generation has

begun. Arcade players around
the country are crowding

around Cinematronics/Slarcom 's

Dragon 's Lair and laserdisc owners are

trying to outguess theirfriends with Vid~

max's Disc. With RCA ready to in-

troduce a new CED player that will rival

the Laserdisc machines in terms of op-

lionsandfeatures, the marketplace is be-

ing set for an explosion in softwarefor
home use.

What may come as a surprise to some
is that disc players have been aroundfor
a number ofyears but only now are get-

Copynghl ': 1983 lnletaclivpPf[xJiit1«>is Inc Ai. Riqt;;ii FiL>'i-_'rv(.\J

ting the attention originally anticipated.

In addition to superior picture quality

and lower prices compared to the more
prevalent videocasselte machines, disc

systems offer a broad range of games,

catalogs and adventures that cannot be

found on tape. Sears has already ex-

perimented with placing their catalog on

disc, while others have marketed in-

structional discsrangingfrom gardening

tips to the art of massage.

As popularity increases so too has the

number of independent producers,

brimming with ideas for making the

most of this technology. In theforefront

of this burgeoning field is Michael

Vslan. Inhis30's, Uslan has been active-

ly involved in creative endeavors since he

read his first comic book. Although he

has a law degree, Vslan has written com-
ic books and numerous triviapaperback

quiz books in addition to teaching oneof
thefirst college courses on comics.

Over the last few years, Uslan, in

association with Benjamin Melnicker,

has been pursuing mo vies basedon com-
ic books. Their first project. Swamp
Thing, was a $2 million lesson in

moviemaking. It was also a prelude to

their big project, a $20 million version of
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Batman to be produced with Warner

Bros, next summer In the meantime,

Uslan is preparing an American

Playhouse production of Three

Sovereigns for Sarah, about the Salem

Witch Trials and actively exploring the

limits of interactive videodbc technol-

ogyfor home application. Hisfirst disc,

a trivia quiz disc, will be out in time for

Christmas with others scheduled to

follow.

Uslan spoke with Video Games about

his plans and hopesfor the newfield.

VIDEO GAMES: What are you cur-

rently involved with?

MICHAEL USLAN: Right now, I'm

up to my neck with these interactive

videodiscs. We've got two productions

going on later this summer, to be follow-

ed by several more, taking me up to

March of 1984.

VG: How did you gei involved with the

discs?

MU: The discs came about through a

company named VHD Programs, when

they began to take the initiative in this

country and look for producers who

could handle this new interactive

technology. I met with them and dis-

covered ihey were interested in doing an

interactive trivia disc. They had seen the

TV trivia book 1 had done with Bruce

Solomon, the Rock and Roll and the

comic book trivia books and asked if we

would be interested in producing it.

1 then went to VHD school in Califor-

nia with their chief technician, and really

learned the ins and outs of how to pro-

duce for this new technology; which

really hadn't been born yet.

VG: How long did it take to learn the ins

and outs?

MU: It was a concentrated period of

about four days followed by the hard-

core experience with their guidance of

going through the first production, ll

was such an early stage that at times it

was like the blind leading the blind. As

we got into it, we learned there were

more and more things that you could do

with the medium; things you could do

with the digital video effects and it got

more and more exciting. I think it's go-

ing to be a very significant part of the

future.

VG: How long did it actually take to

produce the trivia game show?

MU: The game look about five months.

We formed a company. Interactive Pro-

ductions Inc., based in New York. This

is the first company that is solely devoted

to producing interactive video. The first

project took five months and I worked

on it with two associates, Bruce

Solomon and Al Ruban. Bruce and I

wrote the disc, based on our books and

Al handled the directing chores and a lot

of the technical aspects of producing the

discs. At present, Al is producing and is

fessor McTavish and Professor Pepper-

winkle and there's interplay between

Captain America and Spider Woman
and Jack and Noel. The sequence ends

when Spider Woman is saying, "Come

on, can't you give us one jeepers Mr.

Kent for old times sake?" And Jack

says, "I've been writing for the Jeffrey

Ballet and the Metropolitan Opera for

years, just to get away from that Jimmy

OppOMic puMc: Michad LMn/i tai rifihi) confers with co-producer. Bruce Solomon and Jack

Larson about the latest oj his creative endeavors. Above: Jack Larson and Noel Neill whopor-

tray Jimmy Olsen and Lois Lane in the Superman series.

also director of photography, on a film Olsen stuff." She asks, "Won't you do

for John Cassavetes. He also played the il for me?'' Finally, Jack turns and looks

characterofCharliewhogetskilledearly at the camera and goes, "Jeepers, Mr.

on in the film. Kent!" The whole crew just melted on

VG: What categories are on the disc? the spot. It may sound silly but it was

MU: Movies, television, comic books, very special for everyone who was there,

rock and roll and commercials. VG: How long does the game play?

VG: You used different hosts for each MU: It has an actual running time of 97

section? minutes. However, the estimates of the

MU: Yes. There is some crossover but, company say il would take the average

for comic books we have Captain player21 hourstogetthroughlhegame,

America and Spider Woman; for rock because of the interactive elements in-

and roll we have Fabian; for movies and volved. We made use of a number of

TV we have Noel Neill and Jack Larson modes of interactivity, including an

plus a variety of hosts for the commer- enormous freeze-frame storage poten-

cials. For comic books there is a special tial. Each section has 50 questions,

section on the SwpermanTV show which followed by 50 answers, each one

involves Noel, Jack, Captain America recorded on one frame. A person wat-

and Spider Woman. ching this, with his remote control unit,

I must tell you this story: We had a canadvanceit frame by frame. We have

crew who was mesmerized by these two

people. There wasn't one person who

didn't grow up with the Superman TV

been able to pack an enormous amount

of information into one disc. There's all

kinds of other games and interactive

show. Jack and Noel told story after elemenlsinvolved. Itcanbeagreatparly

story about every actor and all the dif- game, a great memory challenge if you

fgj-gnt episodes and it was fascinating, want to just take it on a personal basis.

We devised a little bit. leading into the VG: Will the normal consumer need a

Superman section where Jack and Noel detailed instruction booklet?

get very nostalgic about people like Pro- MU: Not really. A person who knows a
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player capable of interactive video will

have an understanding to begin with. It

works off of a small remote control unit

which is very clearly marked. On each

quiz, we give them instructions, orally

and in writing. We might auto-stop the

disc, giving you all the time you need lo

think about the answer. It may say,

' 'Push play or continue or see if you are

right." On another one, we use bran-

ching, which is a kind of random access

element; there may be a multiple choice,

A. B, C, or D.

For example one choice may read:

"King Kong was discovered on: A) Af)e

Island, B) Skull Island or C) Long

Island." Depending on the answer you

select, you press a channel number.

Then you instantly random access to

that part of the disc that says, "Sorry,

Long Island is the wrong answer, ob-

viously you know nothing about King

Kong. You are minus five points and we

move you to the Citizen Kane quiz." If

you hit the right one, it accesses to the

part of the disc that says, "Hey. you got

it right and now have 10 points and it's

on to the next King Kong question."

Now, we've been able to program the

disc using two channels of audio. One

channel is a beginner's level and another

channel has questions for experts—all

using the same video.

Because you may not know too much

about rock and roll, you may lake that

on channel A and take the beginner's

quiz. You may know everything there is

to know about comic books so you can

take that part on channel B. It's very ex-

citing stuff and has never been done

before. You interact with the disc, and

you're really a part of that game show.

VG: Have you had a chance to play it?

MU: We have a master and it plays very

fast. It's a barrage of stills and clips and

has bits with the hosts.

VG: It sounds like now is finally the time

to buy a videodisc machine.

MU: Actually, now is the time to sit

back and wail and here's why: There are

two styles of disc players here in the

United States, stylus and laser. The !a.ser

system is interactive and you can buy it

right now but it is more expensive than

the CED system. You can buy it right

now and use the discs that are out but

most of them are geared for

kids—there's fun and games and now

the Mystery Disc. There are some that

are not as much set for entertaining as

they are for instruction like The Art of

Belly Dancing. That's not what I'm

interested in doing at all; I'm interested

in doing really entertaining program-

ming.

The new RCA system debuts in

September and it's RCA's first inter-

active machine and that's going to sell

for about $299 which is a bit cheaper. It

will do some things a little different than

the laser machine. We are doing discs for

both systems. We did the Trivia disc for

the VHD system which would have been

the third competing system in the United

Stales. They have stopped their launch

in the United States and they just in-

troduced it in Japan and it's doing very

well there. So now they're talking about

another year and a half of so before

launching in the United States. In the

The video audience

is fickle; instead of

going through the process

of pulling out a machine

every few months, all you

do is flip a disc and

put a new heading on it.

It will revolutionize

the arcades!

meantime, yes, the Trivia disc may turn

up on both systems.

VG: It seems that interactivity will save

the disc machine and pump up the ar-

cades.

MU: The discs will take over the arcades.

They'll have to because the video au-

dience is so fickle that instead of going

through the process of pulling out a

machine every few months, all you do is

flip a disc and put a new heading on it. I

think that will revolutionize the arcades.

We're also involved with interactive

discs for education and industry. So we

have three separate divisions all going at

once. What's being called Level Three

interactivity is just around the corner. I

can safely say that within two years the

industry will be into Level Three which is

when a home computer will interface

with a videodisc player. We're just doing

our first discs now that will be program-

mable for Level Three. There is just

nothing we won't be able to do. Let me

tell you just one example of a Level

Three disc.

There's a prototype of aCPR training

disc with sensors in the dummy's throat,

nose and lung area. It's hooked up lo a

microprocessor and the disc is playing

with a doctor giving instructions. As he's

giving the instructions, he's telling the

student the first thing to do is clear the

throat. As the student proceeds to clear

the throat, there are sensors recording

how far he's done it. The disc will ran-

domly access to a point in the disc where

the doctor says. "You've only done it 50

percent. You've got to clear it further,

try it again." Then, when you do the

artificial respiration, the sensors will in-

struct the disc to tell you, "No, that's too

much air or that's not enough air." It's

unbelievable because that's more feed-

back than if the doctor were there with

you.

VG: What do you have in mind for the

educational discs?

MU: I plan on taking a lot of very well-

known characters, as well as some

original ones, and doing discs with a ma-

jorin-school distributor, whereby we'd

be doing everything from biology to

history. We could do something like a

study of all the bones in the body and,

using the Level Three, we could have

bones of different colors and actually

assemble them in the proper order, and

can call them up through the computer.

As the technology goes throughout

the entire school system, which the past

five presidential and congressional

studies have said must happen, then at

that point this whole interactive

technology will move strongly into the

classroom. We want to be there first and

right up front.

VG: What about your industrial work?

MU: Well for example, General Motors

has brought in thousands of interactive

machines. They are using them to train

salespeople for showrooms. Ifyou come

in and want to buy a new Corvette, you

look at it, press a button lo find the col-

ors available, options and whatever you

want to do.

The United States Army is starting to

use interactive discs to train young

soldiers on how lo use tanks. What

they're finding is that a lot of the soldiers
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Lookfor Spider Woiimn and Captain America (picturedabove)

10 be in Ihecomic book series.

are video games buffs and by using the

interactive video, they are learning faster

and better. The applications of that

knowledge are astounding. We are gel-

ting involved in all these different ven-

tures. Commercially we have some

wonderful, wonderful things coming

up.

VG: What are the two you mentioned

earlier?

MU: First is the Marvel Comics game

and puzzles disc. We are using live action

and animation, provided by Marvel

Productions. We are using all the dif-

ferent Marvel heroes and it's going to be

all kinds of fun. Comic book fans

should get a kick out of it. Younger fans,

too, should get agreatdealof enjoyment

from the disc. We're also going to be

utilizing state-of-the-art computer

animation. It's very exciting and it looks

incredible. One of the games will have

Spider Man swinging through the city,

from building to building and you're go-

ing to have to deal with that, or else he

will miss the building and fall down.

The other is a Tom and Jerry inter-

active cartoon disc that we are doing

with MGM Home Entertainment, part

of it is the classic Tom and Jerry chase

but there's much more to it, using the

unique aspects of interactivity.

VG: What else do you have in the

works?

MU: We have some great properties that

we have acquired: Comic book, non-

comic book, as well as a deal brewing

with a major publisher for a series of

successful books that will be translated

to discs.

VG: You can put your comic book

course on disc, too.

MU: Thai's probably coming soon.

Another arrangement we have with

Marvel Comics is to put the Marvel

Comics Library on videodisc.

I don't like putting all my eggs in one

basket so I'm spreading it around.

VG: How many discs a year do you envi-

sion producing?

MU: We are ahead of the marketplace

right now. We have to wait for the mar-

ketplace to catch up to us a bit . But as we

do that, our plan is to have three discs

completed by December with the

possibility of a fourth disc. Going into

1984, 1 see the company doing seven to

nine discs for the home consumer

market plus several for education and

several for industrial. We just have a

really talented crew of engineers and

video technicians, creative personnel put

together and they're all experienced in

this, there are not many people ex-

perienced in interactivity, believe me.

1 think the field still has to stumble

over its feet a bit and set its course

straight. The Electronics Industry

Association has incredible projections as

do companies like RCA and MCA. I

think it's just going to be enormous and

there's going to be no stopping it,

RCA has really turned around the

whole market. They adapted this

marketing strategy where you give away

the players and make your money with

the discs. It's worked terrifically well

and they have turned the corner and got-

ten this industry moving. You're getting

a quality image that nothing else can

touch; you're getting stereo sound and

getting interactivity which I think will be

very important.

VG: How long do you think it will be

before the home computer user will have

access to the Level Three technology?

MU: Two years, maybe even sooner.

There are some major companies that

are going to get into this, besides the ones

you would normally think about. They

have spent millions on research and

development and there should be an-

nouncements fairly soon about their en-

trance into the interactive market.

Right now the videodiscs have the

bulk of my attention. Come March,

Sarah will have my attention. In the

meantime, other projects will keep us

going. Good things are worth waiting

for. A
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THE
LASERDISC AGE

BEGINS
Don Bluth's Animation

Leads the Way to a New Coin-Op World

In
some circles they call him the "new

Walt Disney." Bui Don Bluth would

rather be known for himself—an art-

ist dedicated to quality film animation

and the man who helped bring "Dirk the

Daring" to life in the ground-breaking

laserdisc video game, Dragon's Lair (July

Video Games).

The Disney comparison, however, is

probably inescapable since Bluth worked

for the granddaddy of film animation for

almost 10 years, contributing to such

movies as Sleeping Beauty and Pete's

Dragon. And anyone who's seen even a

few seconds of Blulh's work on Dragon's

Lair can hardly be blamed for measuring

the richness, colors and action against the

standards set by Disney.

The reason for this is due to the fact

that Bluth is continuing the tradition of

"classical" animation, which means the

backgrounds of film sequences are paint-

ed in full detail and characters move

fluidty and naturally. This classical ap-

proach accounts for some of the startling

reactions to Dragon's Lair because to-

day's game players tend to experience an-

imation only in terms of the flat, srilted

effects of Saturday morning cartoons. By

contrast , the animation of Dragon's Lair

appears three dimensional and life-like

because of the meticulous work that has

gone into the film production.

In fact, it was largely Bluth's commit-

ment to this kind of classical animation

which led him to break away from Disney

in the late 1970's. Live-action feature

films were over-shadowing animation at

Disney, so, on September 13, 1979,

(Bluth's birthday), he and animators

By Mary Claire Btakeman

Gary Goldman and John Pomeroy left

the company to establish a firm of their

own.

The trio had worked nights and week-

ends in Bluth's garage re-discovering

some of the lost techniques of classical

animation and after leaving Disney, they

released one of the fruits of their labors,

a short film called Banjo. Then, moving

into offices in Studio City, Calif.. Don

Bluth Productions created the animated

sequence of Don't Walk Away for the

movie Xanadu. Eventually, Bluth got to

work on his dream, a full-length

classically animated film, The Secret of

NIMH, which was released in 1982.

Around that time, Bluth started ex-

ploring ways to unite animation with

computer technology in a popular form.

The Secret of NIMH, with competitors

such as E. T, wasn't doing as well as ex-

pected at the box office, so when Rick

Dyer approached Bluth with an idea for

a video game, he was ready to hear about

it. Dyer, president of Advanced Micro-

computer Systems, had a dream of his

own: A video game that would combine

laserdisc and computer technology—

a

gamethatwouldbecome Dragon's Lair.

"He called it his fantasy machine,"

Gary Goldman recalls. "Originally, it

wasaslower, more intellectual game. He

wanted our company involved because

he liked the animation we did. So we

started discussions about how to speed

up the action to make it a popular arcade

game."

It took only about two weeks for

Bluth and his associates to decide to join

Dyer and the game manufacturing firm.

Cinematronics, in creating Starcom, the

holding company which released

Dragon's Lair in July. With video games

outgrossing movies, the decision was

partially based on the economic reality

that Dragon's Lair would solidify

Bluth's financial position. Also, the

animators were known as innovators

and the chance to be in on the newest

thing looked irresistible. But deeper than

those obvious motivations, Bluth saw

Dragon's Lair as an opportunity to build

a new audience for animation, and video

games as a way to nurture young

animators.
"1 thought it would be great if I could

make a film and put it in front of an au-

dience in an arcade," Bluth says. "And

the games are a perfect training ground

for young animators. They can take

risks. They can experiment until they

learn how to use the principles of anima-

tion. Then they can move into feature

films."

John Pomeroy adds that the games
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Producers Don Blulh. Garv Goldman and John Pomeroy (pictured left (o rigf.i} pose ^^'ilh

storyboardsfrom their first animaled feature. The Secret of NIMH.

also attract the important entertainment

audience between the ages of 14 and 20.

"Dragon's Lair is attracting that audi-

ence and making them aware of what

good animation looks like and how ex-

citing it is," he says. "It's eliminating

that taboo of animation being associ-

ated with seeing a *baby movie.' So

when our next film comes out, when

people see it's done by the same people

who produced Dragon's Lair, they'll

want to go see the picture."

Already, the animated game is bring-

ing new players into arcades around the

country. 'The game now attracts people

who would go to a movie house instead

of an arcade," says Pomeroy. "They're

going to get a visual experience rather

than just racking up computer points."

Some arcade owners are actually

treating the game like a movie, sur-

rounding it with crowd marquee ropes

and red carpet, or setting up chairs for

spectators. In one Encino, California ar-

cade, so many people crowded around

to watch the game that the operator

turned it off at 2 PM each day, while in

other locations, spectators are turning

into game players, dropping quarters in-

to Pole Position and Mr. Do while

awaiting a turn on Dragon's Lair.

The theatrical influence of Dragon's

Lair is also affecting the behavior of hot-

shot game players who sometimes play

to the gathered crowd, swishing the air

with imaginary swords during the
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moments when the laserdisc makes the

screen turn blank on Dragon's Lair.

Gary Goldman watched with amuse-

ment as one player/performer in a Los

Angeles arcade got the crowd excited

when he made it all the way to the lair of

the dragon. As Princess Daphne seduc-

tively urged the player lo save her, he

dropped to the ground, did a 360-degree

Michael .lackson-style spin, jumped up

and waved his arms like a magician

before hitting the game button. "Look

at that chick," he yelled as the audience

clapped in approval.

Such a response to the princess has

earned Bluth some flak about the sexist

nature of video games but he insists that

the characters were developed with a

tongue-in-cheek attitude and an eye for

comic effect. He also points out that the

princess has not kept female players

away from Dragon's Lair and in one

Denver tournament, three women tied

with three men in competition on the

game. While he makes no promises,

Bluth hints that female characters may

be more liberated in future games.

While the similarities between video

games and movies are increasing, the

games still demand unique features.

When Bluth animated Dragon's Lair, he

had to adjust his thinking to accom-

modate these special needs of game

players. "You're trying to do a story

with a plot . character and sound effects,

like a mini-movie," Bluth says. "But al

the same time you have to appreciate

that it's a faster-moving film. In a

movie, you would move more slowly,

with 15 or 20 minutes to build up to a

turning point. In the games you have to

make decisions very, very fast."

Bluth estimates that in Dragon's Lair,

the player has to make 200 to 250 deci-

sions and encounters danger every one

and one half second. Also, since the

game is interactive, the animators had to

give the player signals about when to act.

"We had to keep the movie running in

continuity and along the way, we had to

throw in blatant clues for the player."

Bluth says.

"Wc discovered in the first two

months that we were not being clear to

the player what the problems were,'*

adds Gary Goldman. "After the AOE
(Amusement Operators Expo) and get-

ting feedback from other people, we

decided we needed to add more dangers

lo the player and limit the options so the

player would know exactly where to go

to escape. So then, the problem would

be skill, it would be a question of

whether the player could get through

therein the righl time."

J im Pierce of Cinematronics and Erin

Bromley of Colcco both emphasized this

need for challenging the players' skill,

Goldman adds, and they also pushed for

the idea that Dragon's Lair be some-

thing more than another maze game.

Unlike video games where an engineer

programs the action. Dragon's Lair

grew out of this kind of team effort in

which a group of writers from Ron

Dyer's company, Advanced Microcom-

puter Systems, laid out the concept and

passed it on to the animators for explor-

atory story boards.

"They would send us stick figures of

the action and then we'd glorify it into

staging that was dramatic and

cinematic," Goldman says. "We'd

sometimes get into conflict about

whether we were staging for a film or

game because games and movies are

vastly different."

After establishing the basic outline for

game play. Dragon's Lair was broken

up into episodes with several dozen

scenes. Each scene contained a threat

and resolution of the threat and the

episodes were laid out in story boards.

The sketches were then refined by "clean

up" artists who drew them on paper and

then, using a color xerographic process,

the sketches were transferred to plastic



sheets called eels. A eel represents one

twenty-fourlh of a second of film and

several layers of them can be used for

any moment of action.

In Dragon's Lair, as much as five

sheets could be used for one eel com-

pared to 1 3 or Mlevelsofdrawingsfora

split second ofa movie like The Secretof

NIMH. Some eels may contain only a bit

of background detail on the entire sheet

.

For instance, in Dragon's Lair, one sheet

ofa eel had nothing but a few water bub-

bles from the boating scene in the game.

The eels are painted, filmed in sequence

and then transferred to video tape. The

Dragon's Lair tape was then sent to Ad-

vanced Microcomputer Systems which

recorded it on the laserdisc and pro-

grammed instructions into the game so it

would do things like cue up a death scene

when a player missed a shot.

The animators had to do more than

technically adapt their craft to Dragon's

Lair, they also had to adjust to the reali-

ties of budgets for games as opposed to

movies. One minute of an animated

feature typically costs S100,000. In com-

parison, Bluth produced Dragon's Lair

for approximately $50,000 per minute

and the game contains 24 minutes of

animation. Goldman says the cost

reduction resulted because the

animators "got very clever."

"We didn't take that many
shortcuts," he says, "But when Dirk

runs to the right, left or forward we

would stage it so he could run the same

way instead of doing a brand new run

every time. We could never do that in a

feature because there are one million

hard core animation fans and they are

unforgiving on re-use."

The animators had to work not only

smarter but also faster. A feature like

Secret ofNIMH took two years to pro-

duce while Dragon's Lair was done in a

little over four months. Given this pace

of production Bluth says he plans to

come out with five new games per year.

One of the new games Bluth plans for

introduction is Space Ace, which should

be released by the beginning of the year.

Like Dragon's Lair, this interactive

laserdisc game has a basic plot and

specific objectives for the players. In

Space Ace, a young man named Dexter

is hit by an "infanto ray" by an alien

villain, Borf . The ray changes Dexter in-

to a young teenager much to the dismay

of his girlfriend Kimberly. Borf kidnaps

Kimberly and tells Dexter that if Earth

does not surrender to him, he will hit the

planet with the "infanto ray" turning

everyone into little babies.

The player has to maneuver Dexter

through various predicaments so he can

save Kimberly and the world and once a

certain number of points are scored, the

screen blinks red. Then the player can hit

an energizing button and Dexter be-

comes a full-grown man. "Dexter

becomes 'Space Ace' at that point and

he is stronger and can take on any

villains," Bluth says. "The game gets

risky and there are greater dangers but

the player can earn more points then."

Bluth also reveals that the player will

have to make more decisions about

which way to travel through the game.

"You can be protective and go the safe

route, " he says, "or you can go the more

challenging way. You might try the safe

way once and awhile and then switch to

the more challenging way. I think this

will give the game a longer life."

' 'And there'll be a great wrap up at the

end," Bluth adds, "It will be like a big

wrap in a movie and it will be a surprise

ending."

Space Ace will also offer more com-
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plicated challenges Blulh says because he

understands that much of the success of

Dragon's Lair was due to it being the

first laserdisc game on the market
.

' 'The

second game has to be a better game

because the novelty won't be there," he

says. "We're aware of that."

So Space Ace may move almost 50

percent faster than Dragon's Lair. It will

have stereo sound and richer detail in the

animation. While Dragon's Lair had 14

tracks of sound effects, including two

for music and three for dialogue, Space

Ace will have even more tracks for

speaking parts of the characters.

The additional dialogue is an impor-

tant part of Bluth's strategy for improv-

ing Space Ace. "Watching kids play the

games in arcades I thought, 'If that's

how smart they are, then we'll go back

and be a little more clever and make it

harder,'" he says. "So we will deliber-

ately try to confuse the player with

dialogue and signals so they will have to

concentrate very hard to find the true

clues in there."

Voices in Space Ace may also attempt

to confuse a player by offering clues that

are the opposite of the correct action, in-

stead of telling a player to move to the

right to escape danger, the voice track

might advise running to the left.

Also, Bluih will use rhythms as

another distraction in game play. "In

Dragon's Lair I thought 1 was making it

more difficult for players by simply in-

creasing the speed," he says. '*But it

turned out that the duel scene wasn't fast

enough. The game players' brains, un-

like mine, are very fast and their hand-

eye coordination is incredible. So 1 gave

them erratic rhythms in the next game

that will be confusing because its not like

a steady rock rhythm.

"We will also make the dangers more

subtle," he adds. "We flashed the dan-

gers brightly in Dragon's Lair but we

won't do that anymore. You'll just have

10 figure it out yourself."

Gary Goldman points out that ad-

vances in technology will enable the ani-

mators to continue offering new chal-

lenges to players. "The player won't be

aware of it but more sophisticated tech-

nology will mean there are no interrup-

tions on the laserdisc," he says. "There

may be companies using both sides of

the disc and we may get fa.sier access on

them as well."

In addition to animation, Bluth pre-

dicts that live action film may be used in

interactive games. He thinks the future

will also bring larger screens for the

games and eventually, more movie tie-

ins. "1 think there will come a time when

a movie and a game are released simulta-

neously," Bhnh says. "Wouldn't it have

been wonderful if there was a laserdisc

game of 'E.T.' that was a good game in

which they used the same sets and actors

for the game as they did for the movie."

Technology may bring about 3-D or

holographic games, but Bluth sees few

changes in game themes of the future.

His company may produce games based

on jungle adventures or haunted house

themes, but fundamentally. Bluth views

Don Blulh discusses his fthus, arcade fiames

and the overallfurure of animation.

the conflict of good and evil as a univer-

sal, everlasting story line. As a former

English major, he reads the classics of

Shakespeare, Melville and Dickens for

inspiration and points out that basic

stories have changed little o\er the cen-

turies. "We're still telling the same old

Greek tragedies," he says. Star Wars

was not new, it was a fresh re-telling of

the same old story about good and evil
. '

'

This attitude about game themes may

bring a new kind of stability to the

throw-away mentality surrounding

video games. Goldman points out that

Dragon's Lair was set in the past on

purpose so that il could be pulled from

distribution when its popularity wanes

and perhaps re-released in the future in

the same way that classic movies are

revived.

"The classical approach to animation

creates a longevity that not even Gone

With the HVn(/ enjoys, Goldman says.

Snow Whi(e\ out there 45 years after its

initial release and it's number three in the

movie kingdom. That's why we believe

that if you go ahead and spend the

money on animation, with all the special

effects and the beautiful backgrounds, it

will have a longevity that other projects

don't have. It's timeless."

This long-term view, coupled with the

fact that laserdisc games are inter-

changeable, may lead arcade owners to

establish game libraries similar to film

libraries. "This arcade owner could

decide to pull Dragon's Lair, change the

game to Space Ace and then bring out

Dragon's Lair a few months later when

demand has built up again," Goldman

says.

Whatever the changes of the future,

the effect of Bluth's animation on the

current state of games is undeniable. "I

don't think the young people will be the

same afier they play the animated games

for a while," he says. "The big com-

panies are all competing and the race is

to the visuals. They will come to Holly-

wood for the visuals and we'll join hands

with the engineers and you'll see science

and art produce visual entertainment

that's as exciting as Star Wars or

anything Hollywood can do."

With Dragon's Lair, Btuth has set a

standard with which other game com-

panies will have to contend. "My fear is

thai other animators will produce junk

that looks like Saturday morning iclcvi-

sion," he says. "There's a great danger

that if they do. it will kill the market."

But Goldman says that smart com-

panies will realize they have lo surpass

the animation of Dragon's Lair: "For

the next person that comes out with an

animated game, if they can't match our

look, they had belter have a darn good

game."

With Dragon's Lair, players havegot-

ten an increased dose of visual stimula-

tion and Bluth says they will no longer

settle for standard computer graphics.

"Wc can't go back to dots and slicks."

he says. "We've shattered that."

Now that Don Bluth has upped the

ante—turning game graphics into ar-

tistic animation—the rest of the game in-

dustry has little choice but to follow suit.
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'(Or any other Atari 2600 compatible Joystick).

Championship electronics

(U.S.A.) Inc
711 Grandview Drive

South San Francisco, CA 94080
(415) 568-3015
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Spectravideo's new
Quickshotingives you
a better handle on
Coleco Games
With Specfravideo's new Quickshot^ Itt

'

Joystick, you'll reaify be able "to handle"
those challenging Colecovisfon games.

.

whether it's Coleco s own games or the

exciting ones Spectravideo now makes
for Colecovision.

Not only is the QuickstK>t HI a big Im-

provement over other Coleco-compatible
Joysticks, we think it's the most advanced,
superbly-craftedJoystick controller in the

world.

The two buttons (for separate furKtiorrs)

on ttie grip make one-hand play possible,

and this is a real advantage. However, if

your trigger Angers tire, your can simply

switch to two-hand control by employing
the two fire buttons on the controller base.
The grip Itself is contoured and
unbeiievabty comfortable, and the easy-
read Numeric Keypad allows you to

select game levels and number of

players. The Quickshot III also features s^f-

stabilizing suction cups and a convenient
extra long cord.

If you 're tired of coming out second best
to those tough (but fun) Colecovision

games, pick up the Quickshot III.

And show 'em who's boss.

Two sets of tftd9p&ndont
fire buttons.

Special "Easy Read"
Numortc Keypad.
More comfortably designed
contoured t\andle.

£xtra long cord plugs Into

elttyer Colecovision game
mactilne or Spectra Video's

Coleco Game Adapter.
Built-in suction cups. 4

^=S?^S\[ViUiD£Sa

Quickshoflll
SPECTRAVIDEO INC.
45 SOUTH SERVICE ROAD
PLAINVIEW, NEW YORK 1 1803

All Spectravideo pioducisaierepieseiied NjnonMide by TheLenngion Group (201) 664 86 ii Colecovision Is a irademark r>l Coleco Industries, Inc



FANTASTIC FANTASY
Data East's Bega's Battle

Bv Man Claire Blakeman

Sure laserdisc games look good,

but are ihey fun to play?

Now that Dragon's Lair has taken the

shine off the newness of these toys,

players are. hopefully, taking a harder

look at laserdisc games while manufac-

turers are trying to outdo each other with

this technology.

One company. Data East USA, is bel-

ting that Bega's Battle will be the gam.^

to show how standard video game play-

ability can combine with ihe visual

possibilities of laserdiscs. "This game

was designed lo play," says Bob Lloyd,

president of Data East USA, "it's not

just to watch."

Edrick Haggans. the marketing

manager for the Santa Clara. Calif.

Company, adds that the game moves

beyond currently available laserdisc

machines. "The graphics in a game like

Dragon's Lair are superb but its play-

ability is limited." he says. "Once you

memorize where to move the joystick,

you can play to the end almost every

time. With Bega's Battle we have the

time proven playabiliiy of video games

but with the visual effects of the laser

discs."

Data East achieves this effect in

Bega's Battle by using the laserdisc for

both static and moving backgrounds

and then generating the game's charac-

ters with a standard printed circuit (p.c.)

board as in other arcade games. The joy

stick controls the character's move-

ments across the screen ihroughoui

play. There's no pause or interruption

during play, unlike Dragon's Lair in

which the player affects Dirk the

Daring's antics only when moving him

out of danger.

In Bega's Battle, a "save the world"

showdown between good and evil, the

warrior Bega and other game characters

appear as digitized images on the bottom

of the screen during play. The back-

ground scenes, however, are complete

colorful pictures ranging from an

ethereal pagoda to an exploding

volcano. In the attract mode and shots

which come between the play action on

each level, animation, provided through

the laserdisc, gives the characters a life-

like look distinct from the computer

generated images.

Lloyd says Data East chose (his ap-

proach over several other applications of

the laserdisc technology lo video games.

"In Dragon's Lair, the player uses a but-

ton with memory and timing to go from

one frame to the next," he says. "In

Sega's Astron Belt, p.c. board graphic

overlays interface with the laserdisc
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system. Then there's ihc ihird way which

is how Data East does it. And thai is to

have a laser backdrop with a story line

pulling the player through graphic over-

lays which are a game in themselves."

"This game is challenging to the best

player," he adds, "because of its long

lasting game play and laserdisc story

line."

To further demonstrate its commit-

ment to playabiliiy on Bega"s Battle.

Data East chose the Sony Industrial

Laser Disc System for use in the game.

The system pushed the price of Ihe game

up, but Lloyds says it is worth the extra

cost because it will mean less down time

for operators and players. In umeiling

the game for company distributors,

Lloyd expressed Data East's view ihat

"using a commercial laserdisc buill for

industrial use rather ihan the home ver-

sion laserdisc was like putting a standard

commercial video game into an arcade

rather than an Atari VCS effort." Lloyd

also points out that Sony provides a

nationwide service system.

This investment into a long-lasiing,

slightly more expensive system, retlects

the company's philosophy towards busi-

ness: Data East USA is a wholly-owned

subsidiary of the Tokyo-based Data

East Corporation, a firm which belie\'cs

in slow growth over the long term. The

Japanese parent company is known for

hit games in that country where ii has 15

percent of the market . and this past .sum-

mer it had a winner in Pro Soccer which

outranked Atari's Pole Position in

popularity.

In 1976, Tetsuo Fukiida, the head of

Data East in Japan, realized lhat his

electronics engineering company could

provide video game operators w it h inter-

changeable games. While players may

be oblivious to convertible games, ihey

have been important to some arcade

ownerssirugglingio survive I he past two

years. Operators can change graphics on

the side of the machines and switch p.c.

boards and other parts on the inside.

While Mr. Do is perhaps one of the best

known successful conversion kils on Ihc

market. Data East also produced a

good, solid convertible in the game

BurgerTime which is now a\ailablc lo

the home market through Mattel.

The Data East creation, known as the

Deco Cassette Interchangeable Game

Slides Transporters Cannon

7HRB£SCR££HS
TRIPLBWB
Aam,

You're trapped in a

uranium mine with deadly

mutants and loads of

uranium. In three danger-

filled screens, you collect

uranium, fight mutants,

even get shot out of a

movable cannon.

POR ATARI VC5 MOO
(inDTI99-4/A

TIGC!\VI5IOn
Tiger Elecirunics, Inc.

909 Orchard, Mundelein, Illinois 60060
(312) 949-8100

1 1 nivl Miner
lUti jri-uartc

irknui Aljii, Inl .

IVws Inslrunifnts

Inc. iind BijFivi;
Siitiware. Ini'.

tf>peciivcl>,

t 1983

System, enables operators lo switch

games in a mailer of minutes. When
operators buy a basic, interchangeable

cabinet from Data East, ihey purchase a

.system with three p.c. boards which are

acti\ated by a microcassette tape and

key module that works with the tape to

unlock the p.c. boards when the

machine is turned on. By switching the

lapcand key module of one game for the

tape and key module of another game, a

Data r.asi Bump 'N .lump can quickly

become its Prt> Btnvling.

The U.S. branch of Data East was set

up in 1979 and began distributing Astro

Tighter in 1980. More than 75 full-time

game developers and engineers create

(he games in Japan which are then sold

in that country or adapted to the U.S.

market.

Since Data East has already posi-

tioned itself in the market as a maker of

convertible games, the company sees the

development of Bega's Battle asa logical

move because laserdiscs are also inter-

changeable.

"The discs are by definition, inter-

changeable, even though they arc not

interchangeable among different com-
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panics." marketing manager Haggans

says. "As the technology evolves in this

industry, wc have lo go with it or lose

out."

The company plans to stay competi-

tive inihc laser disc arena and will release

another disc game in January. But Hag-

gans points out that Bega's Battle is only

one of 15 other games currently pro-

duced by the company. "The main area

of our business is not laser," he says,

"and wc are commilicd lo ihc Dcco

Cassette system."

"One technology, either the inter-

changeable system or the laser, does not

pay for the next technology," Haggans

adds. "The disc will have to pay for

itself."

Japanese Super Heroes Get Americanized
in Bega's Battle

Americans are not the only ones

who like superheroes. The Japanese

are fond of them too, especially when

they save the world from destruction.

In the Japanese movie Gemtui

Talsen, which translates roughly into

Armageddon, the warrior Bega fights

to defend the human race against

dark forces. But Bega cannot defeat

these forces alone so he finds a

woman named Luna, who has the

power to transform people into super

natural beings. Bega. Luna and their

friends join their individual powers in

fighting the bad guys in an ultimate

showdown between good and evil.

These characters are now taking

their powers into the video game

world as the protagonists in the first

laserdisc game from Data East USA:

Bega's Battle. The game action

begins with an animated cartoon of

Bega and Luna complete with sound-

track music by Denny Jaeger, (he

man who contributed lo the soimds

in Wait Disney's Epcot Center and to

the television series The Powers of

Matthew Star. Jaeger was just one

part of a creative team at Media

Works, a video production company

in Mountain View, Calif, that

worked with Data Easl on American-

izing the game.

In stage one of the game, Bega

must enlist the aid of as many Luna

characters as possible, since she is his

key to additional help. Bega has to

avoid a hail of bricks flying off a sky-

scraper, while also touching nine

Luna figures to help in his quest. In

stage three. Joe. a young man who

looks somewhat like an English punk

rocker, appears on the screen. With

Luna at his side, Bega touches Joe

who joins the group. Joe has the

power to encircle the entire group

with a glowing yellow barrier shield

which protects them as long as Joe is

not killed.

Another special character. Sony, is

a young black man who wears sun-

glasses and careens around on a

skateboard. Sony's power is the abil-

ity to transport all of the characters

back to safer screens if they get into

trouble. Eventually, the group meets

the Indian who adds firepower to

their arsenal.

During play, any one of the addi-

tional characters can be killed along

with Bega. When the Luna characters

are all used up. Bega no longer has

access to the others.

Through 4() screens of play, Bega's

Battle develops in three stages. The

characters encounter everything from

glowing orange skulls to a treach-

erous dragon that can only be killed

with skillful shots by the player. The

various obstacles are actually all

forms of the evil nemesis of the

game, the character Vargah.

Unlike other video games in which

the player has only one stream of

firepower to destroy enemies, every

character in Bega's Battle can shoot

in unison with the others. In testing

of the game in California, one player

discovered the value of group effort.

"It's really hard to win in this game

when you only have one man fight-

ing," he said.

The appearance of the stream of

shots was one of many adaptations

Data Easl USA made on the Japan-

ese version of the game. "We made

the firepower much sharper and more

focused." says Edrick Haggans, mar-

keting manager for the company.

Other changes were made through

collaboration with Media Works.

"We took out the Japanese cultural

innuendos," says Leana Alba, presi-

dent and producer at Media Works,

"Then wc turned it around to appeal

10 American kids, to what they relate

lo." The .sound track, especially con-

tributed lo this American market and

a special rock and roll song was

written lor the game. Denny Jaeger

worked with a Synclavier, a highly

sophisticated 16 track synthesizer, to

produce the soundtrack.

The changes in Bega's Battle were

nol made just to accommodate

American tastes, however, but also to

adapt it to the new videodisc technol-

ogy. The partnership between Data

East and Media Works marks one of

the first times a game manufacturer

has combined with a video produc-

tion company lo create an arcade

machine. "The videodisc is such a

new technology," says Leana Alba.

"There's nol that many people who

have done disc programming at all,

much less tying it to a computer for

an arcade game. It was a challenge

for us and we thoroughly enjoyed the

project."

Alba observes that the growth of

videodisc games will probably pro-

duce more joint ventures with film

producers. "I think there will be

more video producers working with

game developers because it's an in-

credibly complex process," he says.

Besides the technical work that

went into Bega's Battle, the complex-

ity of the job is also evident in the

number of people who re-worked it

for the United States market. As part

of the Media Works team, software

programmer Mark Wright re-wrote

the script, actor Ben Thun played the

parts of Bega and Joe while actress

Sheila Lichirie played Luna,

Lichirie's voice was also processed

in the sound studio for the part

of the evil Vargah.

One line Lichirie got to deliver as

Vargah will haunt players throughout

the game as the attempt to save the

earth. Even though the soundtrack

and visuals offer encouragement

along the way it also offers one warn-

ing: "Beware. The power of Vargah

lives."

—Marv Claire Bhkeman
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River Raid^'and Kaboom!

'

are here. And your Atari' home
computer just became more fun

than ever.

Because River Raid and
Kaboom! have been re-designed to

take full advantage of home com-

puter capabilities.

Far beyond anything you've

ever experienced before in video

games.
Unique gi-aphics, crisp detail

and brilliant sound all come together

with spectacular impact.

River Raid," the battle

adventure up the "River ofNo

^ Return!'
^^^ii^-J^—- The realism of

Carol Shaw's River

Raid is utterly

amazing.
It challenges

your reflexes,

stamina and strategic savvy as you

battle your way up the winding river.

Enemy choppers. Jets. Tanks.

Hot-air balloons. Ships. All out to

blow you to smithereens.

But you strike back.

Keeping one eye on the ever-

changing teirain.

Bridges. Mountains. Canyon
walls. Islands.

One false move and it's curtains.

And if you're up to it, now you
can skip easier sections of the river

and get right to the heart of die battle.

»lOC3

Everything that made River

Raid such a smashing hit is here.

And tons more.

Kaboom!', the award-
winning game of catch with
buckets and bombs.

Lairy Kaplan's

Mad Bomber is

back. The buckets

are back.

But now, in

Paul Willsorfs _
adaptation, you

can drop the bombs, while someone

else tries to catch them.

Imagine dropping bombs. Faster

and faster

lb the ever-quickening pace of

the 1812 Overture.

You shift right. Left. Back again.

All the way rignt.

He misses! You win!

Now it's your turn to catch. The
pressure mounts.

The bombs stait flying. You

dash to catch them.

And so it goes on into the night.

And everytime you hit a new
high score, it's displayed after the

game, just like at the arcade.

Kaboom! and River Raid for

your Atari home computer.

They're here.

Just for the fun of it.

Aclivision is a re^stei^d trademark of Acfivif^ioii, Inc.

Atari is a registered trademark of Atari, Inc.

'ei983Activisi(m.]nc.
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THE RACER'S EDGE
Taito's Laser Grand Prix

By Jim Gorzelany

Without question. Atari's Pole

Position has, up until now, been

the reigning champ of the coin-op driv-

ing game circuit. However, coming up

fast on the outside is Laser Grand Prix,

an interactive laserdisc racing game

from Taito, that jusl might be able to

out-position the competition.

In Laser Grand Prix, players control a

speedy formula-one racer, barreling

around the turns of Japan's famed Fuji

Speedway. Yes, it'sthe same track that's

featured in Pole Position. However, this

lime, rather than race over a computer-

graphics version of the race course, you

get a chance to test your driving skills on

the real thing. Laserdisc-generated film

footage of the actual Fuji Speedway pro-

vides the background for this realistic

racing encounter.

Both sit-down and upright versions of

Laser Grand Prix feature full race car

controls including wheel, stick.shift,

accelerator, and brakes. As in Pole Posi-

tion and Turbo, your on-screen perspec-

tive is from directly behind your auio.

The disc-controlled film footage reacts

p. 2cisely to your acceleration and decel-

eration. Steering is, as in real life, more

responsive ai high speeds (surprisingly

so, at first) than it is at reduced speeds.

Your car, as well as the other autos on

the course are represented by computer-

generated graphics. The race course, as

well as some blood-curdling crash ef-

fects (skidding, broken glass, and so on)

are filmed laserdisc scenes.

After leaving the attract mode, you

first participate in a high-speed drag race

In Laser Grand Prixplayers control a speedy Formula One racer while barrelling around the

turns ofJapan 'sfamed Fuji Speedway.

down the long Fuji straightaway. Aside

from providing an exciting visual effect,

this serves to give you the "feel" of your

racing machine for the real competition

to come. Once this competition is com-

pleted, you must attempt a qualifying

lap around the course.

Unlike Pole Position, this initial lap

takes place without other cars on the

or putter around at the slowest speed

possible, you should have no trouble

qualifying for the race. Here, only your

ni.i (laiau

^^

track. The object here is to finish the lap

in as quick a time as possible. The faster

your time, the better your starting posi-

tion at the beginning of the next phase of

the game, the race itself, Generally,

unless you drive carelessly and careen

off from one embankment to the other,

(dare we say it?) pole position is at stake-

After qualifying for the race and be-

ing assigned a position, the main contest

begins. Naturally, you must drive fast

and safe, staying on the road and avoid-

ing crashes at all times. If you complete

the lap in less than the time assigned by

the machine (this iS an operator-variable

time limit), you get to race in yet-another

lap around the speedway. This time,

however, the other cars on the track will

be more plentiful as well as aggressive in

terms of cutting you off and otherwise
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creating a hinderance. You continue lo

race for as long as you can beat the

assigned time limit. With each new lap,

the race gets increasingly tougher and a

top-notch coin-op driver can expect a

maximumof about six laps for a 50 cent

game.

Taito has set out to make the most

realistic driving game possible through

laserdisc technology. For example, in

the sit-down rendition, the video effects

are enhanced by four-channel stereo

sound effects. You'll actually hear the

other cars on the road pass you from

back to front on either your right- or

left-hand side, just as you would on a

real race course. However, although the

sound effects in the attract mode are

taken from an actual auto race, the ef-

fects for the remainder of the game (due

to technical limitations) are computer-

generated.

The bottom line? Although Taito

hasn't strayed far from Pole Position's

general concept (some might say, copy-

ing it too closely), Laser Grand Prix

achieves an element of realism that

Atari's high resolution computer effects

only approximate. Will Laser Grand

Prix challenge Pole Position's #1 rank-

ing? Certainly. Will it topple the cham-

pion from its throne? It's too early in the

race to tell, but one thing for certain is

that the new technology is showing just

how real coin-op play can be for the

future.

AIRBORNE
ADVENTURE

Gottlieb/Mylstar's M.A.C.H. 3
By Jim Gorzelany

ylstar (formerly Gottlieb, of pin-

ball and O^bert fame) has entered

the flashy new mcga-tech world of laser-

disc video games with M.A.C.H. 3, an

air combat game that, unfortunately,

ends upas being more nickerihan flash.

M.A.C.H. 3 is a sit-down coin-op

machine that puts you behind ihc stick

of a supersonic jei, flying one of two

complelely-differeni, player selectable

combat missions. Throughout each

your jet soars over various assortments

of real-life (not merely rcafistk) terrain,

thanks to some well-filmed laserdisc-

controlled footage. In either mission,

the object is to attack both ground and

airborne targets for points while, ai the

same time, preserving each of your three

lives. Some of the ground targets arc

filmed as part of the laserdisc footage;

however, most targets, as well as the re-

mainder of the game's elements (air-

craft, missiles, explosions, and so on)

are represented by computer-generated

graphics. These are superimposed over

the background footage and the result is

that there is little in the way of interac-

tion with the laserdisc scenes.

Whichever mission you select all

movement is controlled by a single

"Tron-slyle" joy.stick, which incor-

porates buttons for firing missiles and

dropping bombs. A trigger, meanwhile,

fires your anti-aircraft machine guns.

Mounted over the front of the video

screen- itself is a large magnifying lens

similar to the types sold for home televi-

*'

sion u.se. However, where the in-home

types usually only blur and distort the

picture, the magnifying lens in

M.A.C.H. 3 adds to the overall visual

effect of the game. By slightly curving

out and blurring at the extreme ends of

the screen, the lens gives the player a

sense of peripheral vision with regard to

the laserdisc footage (especially in the

first mission when you zoom through

tight mountain passes).

In the first and fastest of the two mis-

sions—the fighter game—you must fly

at high sfKcds and low altitudes over an

everchanging terrain. You'll fly over

hills, valleys, and lakes, through moun-

tain passes, and occasionally up into the

clouds. You're provided with an

unlimiled supply of fuel and ammuni-

tion, with which you must destroy an

TX

equally-unlimited number of ground

targets including missile silos, anti-air-

craft cannons, and the like.

Occasionally, the ground targets,

which are marked by computer-graphics

crosshairs, lire back at you. Further, an

array of enemy aircraft also appears

from time-to-lime to ruin your day. The

backgrounds in the first game are

especially well-done. You get a real feel

for flying here, especially when zooming

in on targets at low altitudes or through

mountain passes. Also, the game starts

out at an easy level, which gives you the

opportunity losit back fora few seconds

and enjoy the scenery before the real bat-

tle begins.

The second mission—the bomber

game—is slower and not as engrossing

as the first. This lime, you fly at high
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altitudes and slow speeds over a rather

bland-looking desert landscape. Again,

you must destroy a number of ground

targets by dropping an unlimited

number of bombs on them. These tar-

gets are also marked by computer cross-

hairs, but in this mission more targets

(ammo dumps, munitions plants, and so

forth) appear as pari of the laserdisc film

footage, which adds a realistic touch.

Actually, the bomber gameis as much

of an avoidance game as it is a combat

game. Periodically, the ground targets

will fire bombs back up at you that will

explode Intodeadly flak. And. even get-

ting dangerously close to the tlak explo-

sions will obliterate your bomber. Fur-

ther, you miisi deal with enemy aircraft

(thai, distraclingly look just like your

own) which occasionally enter the

screen

.

These planes don't attack a'* much as

they just drift into your airspace You

can either shoot them if they're directly

in front of you or otherwise just avoid

them and go about your destructive

business. The pace here is much slower

than it is in the fighter game, lis ultimate

effect more closely approximates a

somewhat dressed-down version of

Mattel's B-52 Bomber Iniellivision

game.

In general, the two games- look and

play well, if not engrossingly so. The

problem here is that, while the laserdisc

filmed backgrounds are nice to look at.

they rarely come into play other than as

decoration (the exception here is in the

fighter game where you can, if you're

especially careless, crash into the ground

or a mountain ledge).

All of the game play takes place

through computer graphics. 1 n faei , you

could still play this game if the videodisc

components either short-circuited or

somehow began showing old Gene Kelly

movies. As either mission progresses,

and the screen fills up with aircraft, ex-

plosions, target markers, and other

graphics, you neither see nor pay much

attention to the backgrounds. At this

point it becomes just a higher-priced

shooi'em-up game.

Furthermore, you're unable to com-

mand your own destiny with regard to

piloting your jet. You cannot Oy off of

the' screen area (thus, you could not

escape a battle by flying up into the

clouds), nor can you turn your ship and

fly back in the direction From whence

you came. Early on, in the fighter game

it may seem as if your jet and the

backgroimd arc moving as one—air-

craft and background will appear to

pilch and lurn in the same direction

simultaneously— bul ii's juslan illusion.

The clever Mylsiar engineers have

located computer target markers near

one edge or another of the screen just

before the laserdisc film backgroimd

banks in ihat direction. Since your

reflexes will probably lead your jet

toward ihe targets, it will appear as if

your plane and the background are both

banking in I he same direction. However,

in this instance the background would

still pitch off to one side regardless of

whether you were flying off toward the

other end of the screen or doing nothing

at all. It's a nice try, however, ai true

interactivity.

One inieresting aspect of the game,

that could have been better exploited,

was the use of background music and

voice alerts. This, we have been in-

formed, will be altered by the time ihc

game is in full production by the end of

the year. The music—son of an "ac-

tion/adventure theme"—should have

been louder and a more integral pari of

the game play. Likewise with the voice

alert.s. Although they are crisp and clear,

they're too often drowned out by the

game's sound effects. Also, these qlerts

generally warn the player of targets

and/or enemies that are large enough to

react lo without the warning.

One thing to waich out for in

M.A.C.H. 3 is that the game never

stops. There are no aliack waves,

boards, or screens lo complete in ciilicr

of the missions. The act ion coniinuously

progresses at increasingly-higher levels

of difficulty without giving you so much

as a moment's respite. Death earns you

no rest from this ruthless machine,

either. When your jet cither hits

something or is blasted into video game

oblivion, it immediately regenerates and

the battle continues uninterrupted. This

makes for a fast four bits imless you

know your way aroimd the game.

We played a pre-production model of

M.A.C.H. 3 (under the name "Air-

mada") at a lest site in a Suburban

Chicago shopping mall. While the

players were interested in the

game— popping 50 cents into it here and

there—they seemed to be more intent in

feeding other, less-costly favorites such

as Ms. Pac-Man, Centipede, and Pole

Position. Nevertheless, M.A.C.H. 3 isa

fun game to play. Given the slate of

modern technology, it could have been a

better game, bul it is entertaining

nonetheless. Whether it is entertaining

enough to attract a steady .stream of

hard-core players at a premium price re-

mains to be seen, bul ii does stand as

another step in the further development

and application of laser technology.
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y uncle has diabetes. His doc-

tor, a very up-to-date fellow,

I persuaded him to buy a $500

home computer so he could measure

his blood sugar levels several limes a

day.

The problem is that the computer

doesn't work very well with mere

humans. Its artificial intelligence re-

quires that my aunt, who runs the

machine, be very skillful and accurate

with its calibrator. Since the sensitive

device requires that the tests be run

almost exactly the same way each time,

my uncle can't gel it to provide the in-

formation the doctor wants.

About ten years ago, I bought a

Casio pocket calculator, the Biolalor,

which has a similar kind of artificial in-

telligence. Despite my devious efforts

to feed il the wrong information, it

does a passable job of balancing my
checkbook. It's smarter than I am,

since 1 can't add and subtract long

rows of figures without making a

mistake or two.

Sometimes I feed it crazy numbers to

add and divide, just to see If I can get il

to make me wait too long for an

answer. It computes at lightning speed

inside its 3 x 5-inch frame, cost less

than $20 almost a decade ago and has

needed only one battery replacement in

that time. It lells me instantly when

I've given it data that doesn't compute.

Sometimes 1 feel as though it could tell

me whether 1 should make a date for

Saturday night, or just stay home wiih

my nephew's Atari.

By George Mazzei

It's easy to imagine that the calcula-

tor has a thick bank of intelligence, in-

tuition and emotion behind it. Because

we've made processors that can com-

pute words and numbers, we begin to

identify with them and start to believe

they can think. This process is called

Artificial Intelligence, or AI.

Of course, nobody's made a

machine that can think. We haven't

even made a computer that's intelli-

gent. After all, no intelligent being

could take the boredom that's involved

in doing the things a computer does. A
computer must perform the same min-

ute tasks over and over, and then wait

for the next repetitive chore.

Few people working with computers

consider the term Artificial Intelligence

to be a valid one to describe what com-

puters can do, or to outline what they

may do in the future. Sophisticated

Processing might be a better way to put

it.

Before getting further into AI, let's

be specific about what intelligence is in

the first place. For computer purposes,

two types of intelligence have been

defined: Factual Knowledge and

Heuristic Knowledge.

The first kind is the type you find in

pocket calculators and in Ma Bell's

mighty computer banks. It's of logic

that the phone company's computer

uses when it says you made a $300

phone call to Hong Kong last

Christmas Day. You can't argue with it

because the computer has no way of

discussing the issue.

Heuristic Knowledge is the kind that

you have, and ostensibly the kind that

the person at the phone company has,

too. Il enables you to immediately

remember that you made no such call,

and then leads you to an emotional

reaction that tells you to phone the

operator and get it straightened out.

Since this individual has Heuristic

Knowledge as well, they'll discuss the

problem with you reasonably, and

figure out what's wrong with the com-

puter.

Here are some basic comparisons we

can make between Factual, or Compu-

ter-type, Knowledge, and Heuristic, or

Organic, Knowledge:

FACTUAL
INTELLIGENCE

• Based on logic

• Needs a reason to "think"

• Can be programmed to create other

"thinking" entities

• Goes from point-to-point to arrive

at a solution, and arrives at a pre-

programmed logical solution

• Has no reaction to thought

processes

• Thinks only to process information,

and only when incited to do so

HEURISTIC
INTELLIGENCE

• Based on emotion

• Thinks with no reason
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• Can deal with ridiculous and im-

practical concepts

• Can conceive of a machine that

"thinks" more efficiently than

itself

• Thinks in roundabout terms, as

well as logical, can pursue "new"
lines of thought, can tap into a sub-

conscious and can experience

gestalt-iype mental breakthroughs

• Is exhilarated by mental processes

• Thinks all the time, In reaction to

emotions, to problems and to

physical stimuli and even in sleep

You could probably come up with

some comparisons of your own. One

AI researcher has pointed out that

computers could be made to follow

logical steps and thus make decisions

on their own. For example, he said, if a

computer was designed to survey and

control entrances and exits to build-

ings, and to protect them in emergen-

cies, it could logically "figure out"

that it must automatically lock all

doors to prevent unfriendly forces

from entering. Such a machine could

"decide" to destroy itself, or another

computer, to prevent theft of secret

data.

But even this is not thought, as we

know it. This is merely a matter of pro-

cessing information and taking pre-

programmed actions. A computer may
have visual abilities and be able to

make appropriate responses to what it

"sees," but those responses must be

first programmed in.

Many people get frightened when

future possibilities of AI are brought

up, but if computer public relations

people talked about it in terms of

sophisticated processing, no feathers

would be ruffled.

People who have to explain compu-

ters must stay with the 1984 and Star

Wars syndromes. Too many Orwellian

tales shown on TV or in theaters have

helped nourish fears that somehow
computers may take over the govern-

ment and enslave us. And thanks to

C3PO and R2D2 or Star Wars, people

have come to think that someday

robots will evolve into emotion-filled

beings. But there's no way to somehow

graft our neuroses and sensations into

machines. If we did, it would still be a

matter of programming, not true emo-

tion. But it's a credit to George Lucas

that we all have this thought whenever

we see a robot, whether it's working at

an auto plant in Detroit or performing

on a movie screen.

Doing It

Programming, of course, is at the

core of the computer revolution. From

an investor's view, that's where the big

money is and will be, too. The big

dream, for many, is to develop a soft-

ware language that will enable people

to talk to computers the way Star

Trek's Captain Kirk talks to his

machine with the female voice.

There are problems here, though.

Since we're on the brink of such a

breakthrough, there's a tense rush to

be the first to develop that language

code that everyone will want.

You might ask why we haven't yet

developed a word processor that can

talk back to us. The problem lies in the

way we think and the way the compu-

ter processes words. We deal with con-

cepts expressed with words in an

organic and rather sloppy way. The

computer finds the correct responses

by searching for the right reply among

its microchips. It then relays the cor-

rect answer at high electronic speed to

the video screen—and, wilh any luck,

shortly to the loudspeaker as well. So,

since the computer doesn't think like

us, we must learn to talk like the com-

puter.

When we talk among ourselves, we

speak a language that is dependent

upon mutual experiences, mutual emo-

ti.onal responses and on inflections.

There are a number of other subliminal

factors, such as body language, odors,

and feelings of nervousness, apathy,

etc. Thai's why computers of the

future may come equipped with soft-

ware which will take galvanic skin

readings and measure blood pressure

and perspiration levels to help deter-

mine the right answers to what a

human will ask them. This will involve

trillions of microchips that will have to

be programmed and coordinated,

though, so don't clear a space in your

dining room for one of these com-

puters yet.

In fact, we still have constant prob-

lems with computer breakdowns.

Also, it's difficult to program in highly

complex coordinative patterns. The

computer still often gets "lost"

whenever It must search through its

complex system to find the right

responses.

At the moment, the most favored

way of processing data is to us an

"if—then" system. For example, if

your computer is working on auto

design, then the programming might

follow this kind of logic:

"If an object has a certain shape,"

the computer is told, having been

"shown" the shape, "then it's a screw-

driver. If it's a screwdriver then, it's

used for twisting screws."

The only problem might come if the

computer errs and tries to drive a nail

with a screwdriver. Then it's time for

ihe repairman.

People who have played chess with a

computer are amazed by its ability to

instantly make a countermove to a

human move. It's not that the com-

puter is brilliant, but the fact that the

program moves at top speed through a

short-distance collection of circuits to

find the programmed countermove.

The computer may be programmed

here on the "if—when" code of logic.

The machine must also run through all

possible moves during its search,

whereas a good chess player will quick-

ly see the right move as his first reac-

tion. But if this player had to watch the

computer go through its search in

slow-motion, or at human speed, he'd

see just how stupid his opponent is.

So the reality of Artificial Intelli-

gence is thai the computer, rather than

being intelligent, can simply go

through a series of clumsy processes so

fast that its performance is more effi-

cient than a human's.

The potential of uses for computers
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is unlimiied. In Japan, where indus-

trial robots are prominem, some kinky

researchers are even irying to develop

robot prostitutes from computers and

corresponding software!

On a more practical level, computers

are vitally needed to provide better ac-

cess to the vast stores of information

we've amassed, particularly in the last

40 years. The computer's quick speed

can collate, find, present and compute

instantly w^halever is needed by re-

searchers, students, business people,

banks and so forth. Computer and

software manufacturers are making

great strides in improving efficiency,

and are bringing costs down to per-

sonal home computer levels.

We are experiencing a changeover in

our economy. Because of this, (here is

widespread unemployment as one type

of economy dies, and another gener-

ates. This does not make the unem-

ployed steclworker with five kids and

a new house feel any better, but at least

we can say that in this recession we are

not dealing with a standstill, but a

changeover. More and more jobs will

open up. Younger people coming up

will automatically look for jobs in the

new areas, whereas their older brothers

and sisters looked for jobs in the steel

and auto industries. People laid off

from these jobs can adapt to new

areas.

Here are some key points to remem-

ber:

• Creating new jobs: Once a workable

language is created that will enable

people and computers to talk easily to

each other, a whole new job market

will open up. New software programs

will be in demand as people find new

uses for computers. We can compare it

to automobiles. As more and more

people had cars, new car needs arose:

seats that adjusted automatically, air

conditioning that worked off car bat-

teries, convertible tops, safety fea-

tures, better tires, and push-button

windows.

As computers become more essential

to the home new and competitive soft-

ware products will be created and ad-

vertised. The industries that work

around software in these areas will ex-

pand. Services related to software, new

ways of input, not to mention trade-ins

of hardware and replenishing out-of-

date systems, will develop.

• Quality control: We may see a reviv-

al of quahty products as computers

proliferate. First of all, the hardware

of computers is amazingly inexpensive;

it's the software that's so costly. It will

be easier to put together a high-quality

machine at a low cost, especially since

they can be computer-made without

any union problems.

Because computers present the pos-

sibility of a future where unemploy-

ment can be eliminated, and where the

educational and intelligence level of

humans may rise, there will be a de-

mand for quality products.

As for high quality items, such as

custom suits, limos and such, where is

the problem? Every business that

wants to cater to high-priced needs can

do so belter via computer. Some soft-

ware will enable "common" people to

order from the grocery store, make

deposits to the banks, etc. Others will

tie in to more expensive software that

caters to elite needs and desires.

• Economic relief: Because computers

can minimize manpower in certain

areas, such as government services,

which will be less in demand, the na-

tional budget will become less complex

and easier to balance. Since the private

sector will handle the problems of

employment and business, there will be

less need for huge governmental over-

load and overhead. Political cam-

paigns will be conducted via television;

there will be an easier exchange bet-

ween citizens and government, due to

home computers being able to lie in to

national banks, and even "face-to-

face" interchanges between candidates

and voters will be possible.

• How about the problem of individu-

ality? Critics have suggested that ser-

vices and products would not be able to

be custom-tailored anymore if com-

puters look over, and that people

would lose their rights if the govern-

ment could look into their homes. All

of this can happen, and has happened,

without computers; why should they

bring about slavery? In fact, a

computer-based society requires indi-

vidual freedom as a base to grow.

What totalitarian regime can provide

the economic situation of generating

millions of dollars of profits? You

need a society of free people in order to

generate needs for computers to serve.

• Each age has its own needs: During

the Forties, a telephone was not con-

sidered a necessity for everyone. Now
it's a utility. Today, not everyone has

the need for a personal home compu-
ter; in fifteen years, everyone who now
has a television will have one.

People wonder how we can switch

from one economy to another without

sacrificing some poeple. In fact, there

are people who will feel the pinch, as

some are now. In 1910, there were no

auto workers and people wondered

what would happen to all the horse and

buggy people. This is where human

emotion and help must come into be-

ing. There is work for everyone in the

future, ll is up to people in power to

come up with programs to get us

through the upheaval of change.

Where We Stand
We have not mentioned the various

types of software, such as LISP, that

are enabling us to break down the

language barrier between man and

machine. The reasons for this is, first,

that so much is being written on this

type of software that it would seem

repetitious to deal with il in passing.

But the core of the new industry of

computers is exactly that; developing

the language (o communicate easily in

human terms with computers.

At the moment it's a puzzlement,

precisely because we aren't quite sure

of (he process by which we think

overselves. We do know how to lay in a

program and circuits to gel a computer

to process information. We can even

program a computer to create a pro-

gram. What we haven't done is to cir-

cumvent the rigidity of the computer's

methods of processing, so it can match

up with the ambiguities of human

speech. On the other hand, we have not

been able to train humans to calmly

deal with the maddening rigidities of

speaking a language a computer can

understand. It's like trying to talk to

your grandfather's uncle who just

came over from Czechoslovakia. He

has a different way of running his

thoughts through his brain.

But since your grandfather's uncle

also has a brain that adapts, you know

you'll eventually key in to his subtleties

and communicate with him. As soon as

they can do that with a computer, get

ready to run. a
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AN ACT OF
CREATION
Rob Fulop Takes You
Behind the Scenes

of Home Game Design

Somciimein Scplembcr of 1982 I

sat down lo stari working on

another game. I had finished

Cosmic Ark in June and spent the slim-

mer on a project that wasn't quite right.

After 3 months the decision was made to

can the game which I had almost com-

pleted because it didn't have the right

'market appeal'. Many people at Imagic

hked the game, but the same wasn't true

with the kids in our focus group tests

who played it and hated it.

Ultimately, these are (he players—

our target audience, mostly male, be-

tween the ages of 8 and 14—who deter-

mine how good a game is. I try to design

games I think this group will like,

although usually it's a matter of simply

doing games thai I like and hope others

will like as well. It's really a matter of hit

or miss and no matter how long you've

been in the business, you can never be

sure of what players will like. I guess

that's one of my biggest 'tricks'.

I will work on a particular sound, or

motion until I like it and then I'll get

other people's opinions. Some will
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prefer a certain sound, for instance, and

others will hate it. But, as a game

designer, I have to make the final deci-

sion. It's fun and exciting lo make these

decisions, but designing a video game is

an enormous amount of work, that can

often be ver>' satisfying and well worth

the effort.

All the games that I've done basically

begin with an 'effect' on the screen,

which is simply something that looks in-

teresting and catches the eye. It's very

important that a game catches the eye so

thai people will look at it and play it. In

fact. Demon Attack started with two

shapes rushing together to create an ob-

ject. I liked the way this effeci looked

and decided to build a game around it.

Cosmic Ark started with a twinkling

starfield.

My new game, I decided, would have

something to do with .sinking and des-

cending into the water. I wanted to give

the player a feeling that he was swimm-

ing down in the water. Initially. I really

didn't know what the game would play

like. That would come later.

I starlcd with Bob's Riddle of the

Sphinx game and started changing the

display. First I made all desert objects

seaweed. Then I changed the back-

ground to blue. I had decided on scuba

diving as a theme and read many books,

mostly Tiction. to learn about the lore of

the sea and buried treasure.

Deciding on the 'concept' of any

game is totally different thati picking a

theme. The latter is usually easy since it's

basically just the 'storyline' . You can get

twenty themes from a movie like Star

Wars or from Tolkien. Saturday morn-

ing cartoons are chock full of fun

themes, especially the older ones.

On the other hand, game concepts are

scarce. We have a generic title for most

games that really describes many of the

newer titles. It's 'Senseless Slaughter'

and the concept is to simply shoot all

moving objects! Everything moving on

the screen is trying to kill you and you

have to shoot everything. This was the

concept of Demon Attack. I wanted lo

title the game Death from Above but our

marketing department knew better and



gave ii a more 'marketable' name.

Getting back to my new game, the

theme, starting out, was an underwater

treasure hunt, but the concept was very

nebulous. 1 knew I wanted players to be

able to do different things with the main

character, find treasures and maybe

dodge a few sea creatures. I wanted to

stay away from shooting. There would

be no spear guns in this game. 'Cute' was

defmitely in.

As far as the game 'concept,' I wanted

players to get a real sense of exploration

and adventure. Typically an adventure-

style game means complexity and what I

wanted was to create something that was

easy to play right away. I had a feeling

that a game could exist i f it were basically

a little movie, or cartoon, and you as a

player could control the main

characters. 1 wanted the final game to be

fun to play, but ideally, that players

could enjoy jusi moving the characters

around the screen. When I decided on a

theme (underwater hide-and-seek) and a

concept (cartoon-like realism/adven-

ture) 1 was ready for the next

step—writing the code.

As is so typically the case when you're

designing home games. I encountered a

major problem right away. I wanted the

main character lo be a little scuba diver

who carried around little air tanks,

shovels and maps. But this is extremely

difficult 10 draw, with all the detail,

when you only have 8 bils. No mailer

how many versions the artists came up

with, nothir>g ever came close to the im-

age I had in my head. The point was to

give the diver the abiliiy to turn in all

directions and swim realistically, bui he

jusi couldn't. Litlle men are always

tough to draw. The litlle maps and air-

tanks were always too big and he never

looked like he was carrying them.

After4weeksofplaying with this little

scuba diver I was beginning to get an-

noyed. The marketing department had

done research and asked a bunch of kids

what they thought about scuba diving

games and all responded thai they

thought it would be great. The problem

was that those kids didn't know what 1

know now. It wasn't going to be enough

fun to only move the scuba diver

around. The real problem was the

graphic limilalions of the VCS. It

honestly looks silly when a scuba diver is

carrying a map as big as his whole body.

It was about this time that Michael,

one of our artists, came up with a

beautiful litlle dolphin as decoration but

we hit on the idea of having il be the cen-

tral character of the game. This gave us

two advantages since a dolphin is easier

and more graceful to draw as well as be-

ing slightly magical which lends itself

very well to video games. Fantasy is

much easier to work with since there are

no expectations and characters can do

anything we want. Michael also sug-

gested the addition of a little mermaid

which seemed to fit nicely into my new

conception of the game. Somehow the

dolphin would work with the mermaid

10 achieve a goal.

From this point I spent a couple of

weeks getting the dolphin to swim

around the seaweed and letting him

jump out of ihe water. 1 also had the

mermaid at the bottom swimming

around the rocks and il was all very nice,

but there was no game lo Ihe action. I

tried different things such as having

limited air lo find the mermaid, using

sonar to find treasures or using the mer-

maid to guide the dolphin through a

maze. I even considered arming the

dolphin with lazer bazookas and making

a shoot'em-up.

The real 'breakihrough' came, as

always, by accident. ! had been unhappy

with the title screen because the sky

seemed barren, so I put in a seagull to

balance things off. The seagull was go-

ing to fly around and look graceful since

1 never intended to incorporate it into

the game play. One afternoon, after

having returned from a lunchtime visit

to a nearby arcade, I had just finished

making the seagull fly around.

However, I had also playeda lot of Joust

that day and the idea of pushing a button

to nap the wings really intrigued me.

1 decided to move the seagull around

Ihe same way, just to see what would

happen. Needless to say, I loved it and

started searching for a lie-in between the

seagull and the dolphin. My first

thought was to have a two-player contest

with one controlling the seagull, the

other the dolphin. Everyone liked the

idea, but what were these creatures try-

ing to accomplish?

With the Summer CES only 4 weeks

away, I had a tremendous amount of

work left lo do. All the elements were

there—a dolphin that swims around, oc-

topi, seahorses, a mermaid, a seagull,

volcanoes, clouds and enemy birds. I

started reading children's stories to get

some idea for how to tie everything

together. Approaches were tried and

discarded, as I searched for the right

answer. The willingness to discard some-

thing you've worked on and then start

over is tough, but I truly believe it's what

makes good video games. No one can

really tell how much fun a new idea will

be until it's tried.

Finally, with the help of some creative

people in our advertising agency, we put

the whole game together. The object

would be to free the mermaid from a

spell cast upon her by a wicked magi-

cian. To free the mermaid, players

would have to find 3 pieces of a trident

that are hidden somewhere in the game.

The pieces could be anywhere—in the

sky. on land, or in the water. Looking

for the trident would force the player to

explore all the screens and really under-

stand the simply geography of this video

game 'world.' The game would be

adventure style, yet wave oriented so
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that players would need to get ihrough

successive waves in order lo achieve cer-

tain goals. Each wave would present the

player with a larger 'world' in which to

search for the trident.

Only three more weeks remained

before CES.

Once the idea of a game is totally

defined it's time for 'brute force.' There

are always countless details to take care

of. In this case, how to change from the

seagull character into the dolphin? How
to represent the trident pieces? How lo

make the game simple enough to learn,

yet challenging enough to hold interest?

How to keep score? What sound effects

should occur and when?

There are also limitations lo be con-

cerned with. In terms of memory, 8K

goes quickly and you have lo cleverly

trade off certain elements. Is it worth-

while to fully animate the ociopi if doing

so won't leave enough manory to have a

Iwo-player mode? These are difficult

decisions to make. In the case of this

game, the real limitation was becoming

time. My working days kepi gelling

longer and longer.

The next phase was consumer testing.

Working in front of the game for 10

hours a day can make me, and probably

any other designer, lose sight of how fun

or interesting a game is to a newcomer.

At Imagic we bring kids in to play, while

we waich their reactions behind one way

mirrors. This is an important practice

because it allows us to learn things from

watching new players, before ihegame is

actually complete. Hopefully, at this

stage, we can discover aspects of a game

which might noi be working and make

necessary improvements or modifica-

tions before the game is released. In this

case the kids didn't like the 'allracl

mode' ofthegame. They couldn't figure

out what was going on and game play

was too difficult past the first level. One

day of testing was enough to see that

there was still more work yet to do.

We had reached the point in develop-

ment that I like to call the 90% factor.

All the interesting details are done; the

concept is complete and graphics as well

as sounds are usually finished. But the

game, as a whole, is only 90% there. It's

a point where I personally think too

many designers just 'ship it" because

they're tired of looking at it. However,

it's also the point where a bad game can

become good, or a good game can

become great

.

What's required is discipline and the

ability to do what is necessary to com-

plete the project. Little 'bugs' or errors

invariably keep popping up as you try to

scrunch the program and make it fit into

the required memory space. This can

really gel annoying as was the case this

time around. The mermaid swims

through the rocks, the dolphin jumps

the wrong way and the seagull disap-

pears into the volcano ai certain points.

The result only reinforces the fad that

computer programming is a humbling

experience, since you're constantly be-

ing reminded that you've made
mistakes. My guess is that I must make

!00 errors during a typical day of debug-

ging a game. But you j ust have to get us-

ed lo it.

Slowly, the bugs disappear one by one

and I sense that the game is almost com-

plete. People begin playing it in the lab

and some even seem to like it. We have a

staff of 'bug testers,' who are game

players specially trained to find bugs in

games. Every day I get a sheet from them

telling me their new findings. They're

happy when they find something

because it means they're doing a good

job. However, what they don't know is

that every bug means a possible

catastrophe for me. What if I can't

reproducethebug? What if 1 can't find h

and fix it? After seven days of receiving

"No problems found" from these

testers, it's time to 'ship it.' My new

game. Fathom, is done, as far as I'm

concerned.

I get a tremendous sense of elation

and anxiety when a new game is re-

leased. There may be praise from our

sales and marketing people, but all game

designers, myself included, take this

feedback with a grain of sail, The real

test, after all. is seeing if people play the

game. When someone comes up to me
and says, "Gee Rob, I really like Demon
Attack," I usually say something like.

"Thanks a lot, whal'syour best score?"

The praise or affirmation thai I've done

a good job really only hits home when it

comes from someone who actually plays

the game 1 designed. It's the same with

criticism, since it maycome from people

who don't even play the game or gel into

it.

I won't really know ifFathom is a suc-

cess for at least three months, which will

be well after it's been released to the

public. So I have to be content to wait

and sec if I've accomplished what 1 set

out to do and if players respond to the

game play.

Fathom is now in the hands of our

marketing deparimcnt and what they do

with it is another story altogether.

Packages have to be designed, manuals

written, print ads, TV commercials, pro-

motions, package copy, counter cards,

spinners, buttons, slogans and all the

rest must be created. Meanwhile, five

other designers have started doing

Fathom for other computer systems.

Theirjobisalittleeasiersincetheganieis

complete. However, adapting a game to

lakeadvantageofa particular system is a

substantial test for engineering that's

never cut and dry.

As for me, I'm burned-out on

Fathom and wani to gel as far away

from seagulls and dolphins as possible.

In fact, I have this idea for a new game,

something along the lines of shooting

monsters in space.

Eciifor's Note: At press time, il was an-

nounced Rob Fuhp was no longer

associated with Imagic. *
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AT LAST!
3-D scrolling action

for the Commodore 64®
SentineT" brings a new dimension to Com-
modore 64'"' games. From the cockpit of your

storship your instruments signal the approach

of life forms. You shudder in horror as the data

describes a legendary terror. The Gorgonitor

approaches! Are you ready for this meeting?

THE WAIT IS OVER!
Shamus " is here

for the Commodore 64
The odor tells you the Shadow's there— in one

of four levels of 32 rooms, each bristling with

danger. You know it won't be a high school prom

but there's no turning back! Arcade adventure

more intense than the original with three new,

never before seen maps. Videogame Player

Magazine's game of the year!

Both games available at software dealers everywhere. Or order direct from Synapse Elite.

Only $34.95 plus $2 shipping and handling (California residents add 6*72% sales tax). Send

check, money order or your Visa/Mastercard number.

5221 Central Avenue, Richmond, CA 94804 • (415) 527-7751



New Game Themes And
Developing Trends

Thanks largely to the success of

Dragon's Lair and Star Wars, the

arcades are showing signs of life again.

The slump which had been so well

documented the past year or so, has

finally given way to a noticeable feeling

of optimism. Admittedly, although the

interest and activity hardly match the

hysteria of a few years ago, enough i>eo-

ple are back playing and the industry is

breathing a little easier as a reSuIi. Much

of the increased attention has been due

to a more diverse array of coin-up attrac-

tions. And casual, as well as hard'core

players are discovering that new

challenges await.

By John Holmstrom

Probably the best development to

emerge from the slowdown last year has

been in game themes. No longer are we

seeing dozens of Pac-Man maze game

variations, or Donkey Kong inspired im-

itations. Instead many of the new games

are offering something unexpected as

designers seem to have greater leeway to

take chances. It's obvious that the

manufacturers are learning that today's

players aren't satisfied with knock-offs

of old hits. Hopefully this trend will be

further reinforced at the annual AMOA
convention in New Orleans at the end of

October.

Games such as Elevator Action and

Cluster Buster aren't based on recent

success stories and from the current crop

of games, tend to stand apart from the

crowd. Dragon's Lair, meanwhile, has

proven its appeal as something more

than a novelty and ushers in a new era

where almost anything is possible if it

can be coin operated. It's time for all of

us to let our imaginations soar since

design and programming barriers are

rapidly fading away. For coin-op players

the forecast looks to be getting better

and belter as the evolution and further

development of arcade games con-

tinues.

Data East's

<UliT<K W»T<K
While trying to champion an in-

novative conversion kit system. Data

East has enjoyed a fair amount of suc-

cess by licensing out such recent efforts

as BurgerTihie and Bump 'N Jump. Al-

though gearing up for the release of their

laserdisc game, the company hasn't been

idle when it comes to more conventional

video. Cluster Buster owes a great deal

to that old classic—Breakout—but, for-

tunately, incorporates a few elements

from more modern games including

crisp graphics and unusual as well as

tempting scoring possibilities.

The controls are simple. There's a

small, omni-directional joystick on the

left and an "up" button on the right.

Above this is an "angle change" button.

The joystick controls a "bouncer" ball

which then controls a smaller ball by

bouncing it up to the top of the screen.

The smaller ball knocks pieces off of

giant geometric formations at the top.

At ihe bottom of the screen are three

layers of bricks, which keep the smaller

ball from disappearing off the screen,

although these bricks will disappear each

iiiinn
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time the smaller ball hits one.

The ' "up" button moves the objects at

the top of the screen further up, so they

can't hit the bouncer ball, which would

cost you one life. The "angle change"

button directs the smaller ball to a dif-

ferent angle of movement, similar to

slapping the ball with the paddle in

Breakout, although the action this time

is up and down rather than sideways.

Unlike Breakout, however, the objects

above are clustered together in forma-

tions. If you can hit a key "grape," as

they're called, the whole formation will

fall down, and you'll receive increased

bonus points.

In terms of game play, if you can hit

the smaller ball with the bouncer 17

times in a row, without missing, you'll

earn a bonus of 2001 points and a little

man will travel across the bottom of the

screen pulling down a new layer of

bricks. You can gain a free bouncer by

hitting "Mr. Grapo," who is occasional-

ly stuck in one of the formations above.

If you knock down the formation he's

in, however, you miss out.

In addition to all of that, spiders drop

from the clusters above, like the fleas in

Centipede. If the smaller ball hits one.

vou gain 500 points and an extra "up"

button . You get only three at the beginn-

ing of the game. You'll lose a life if a

spider hits the bouncer ball. The grapes

are worth 10 points apiece, and core

grapes, colored red, are worth 100.

The skills in Cluster Buster are iden-

tical lo those in the original Breakout.

There's more leverage here, since the

bouncer can be moved all over the

screen, not just back and forth. Good
hitting is still the most important thing.

Each new level of clusters present dif-

ferent challenges that require new

strategies.

The top of the screen contains rele-

vant data, such as how many "ups" are

left, the score, what pattern you're on,

and how many bouncers are left. The

most challenging and rewarding situa-

tion is trapping the ball by hitting it at the

top of the screen and pushing the "up"

button to trap the patterns.

Cluster Buster is an excellent game.

The graphics are colorful, the sound ef-

fects are good, and the game play is in-

volving. The pace is fair, the controls

responsive, and the difficulty levels

engaging. It's not for everyone, but it

could very well develop a devoted

following, if it's given half a chance.

QoRliebfMylstar*s

After developing Q*bert and Mad
Planets in-house, Gottlieb/Mylslar has

gone outside to license this effort from

Konami. Originally introduced back at

the AOE in the spring, Juno First is a

Space Invaders-style game that's a real

challenge for shooting fans. Reminis-

cent of Radarscope or a vertical

Defender, it's an abstract space game in

the old "paranoid" school of design

where everything's out to get you. so

shoot them before they can shoot you.

A joystick flanked by two buttons,

for warping and firing, controls the

spaceship. The action can be as fast or

slow as the player wants, since the stick

will also control your speed and move-

ment. The enemy ships are worth 150,

300, and 500 points, in addition to a

mystery bonus. When you shoot a space

capsule, you can capture enemy

astronauts for bonus points, while

destroying all the aliens in a round

before the time runs out. also scores ex-

tra points. Any surviving aliens will turn
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into UFOs. which makes them more

powerful and deadly.

The aliens descend in waves from the

lop of the screen. By moving your

spaceship up or down the grid that forms

the battle arena, you can control how

many aliens to attack, and how many

will be attacking you. As the game goes

on, the waves of enemy ships become in-

creasingly more difficult to destroy.

The graphics are simple, but effective.

Since so many games have started to

follow the cluttered look, Juno First is a

pleasant change of pace. Once you play

it for a while, you'll find that the bright

colors of the enemy ships, contrasted

against the inky black background, ef-

fectively enhance the game play. The ex-

plosions of the enemy ships are quick

bursts of color and the growling sound

effects only add to the game's theme.

The problem with Juno First is that

the play action is so dated. The challenge

of shooting targets at the top of the

screen has been done to death . The game

does offer the added ingredient of in-

Hnile space and unlimited movement

backwards as well as forwards, but

something is missing. A round featuring

a new setting, left to right instead of up

and down, or different game play, where

you might have to smash into the enemy

ships instead of shooting and avoiding

them, would have been a welcome break

from the relentlessly familiar setting and

situation employed here.

Juno First doesn't offer any innova-

tions. What you see is what you get. For

players tired of the sci-fi shoot'em-ups,

it will seem like more of the same. Those

who still enjoy the unique challenge of

kill-everything-that-moves outer space

paranoia, will find Juno First to be a

welcome addition to their inventory of

favorites.

Data East's

PRO

BOWLING
Given the success of Sega's Champion

Baseball, it shouldn't come as any sur-

prise that other manufacturers might

want to try their luck with other sport-

themed video games. Except for some

home cart crjeaiions, bowling hasn't

been tried for a number of years, but

Data East is hoping to strike it rich with

their effort.

Pro Bowling features a four-way joy-

stick and a shoot button. The stick

moves the bowler to the left or right side

of the lane for position, while moving it

up or down determines the ball's trajec-

tory. Move it up to hook the ball or

down to slice it. The red "shoot" button

releases the ball, and the bowler throws

it down the lane. A timing meter at the,

bottom left hand side of the screen in-

dicates whether the ball will be thrown

slow or fast

.

The screen is divided into three parts

with the top showing the score in frames,

and in Pro Bowling's own scoring

system. The right side screen shows a

realistic picture of a bowler in the alley as

seen from behind. The left shows ihe

"scope meter course"—a miniature

depiction of the bowling lane as seen

from above, the position of the bowler,

and the course of the ball . To the far left

is the timing meter.

Before you throw the ball, you must

set its trajectory with the joystick. Just as

in real life, you cannot alter the ball's

direction after it's thrown. The timing

meter moves up and down quickly, and

when it turns red, the ball will be thrown

automatically whether you're ready or

not. You get 5 frames per game, and a

bonus frame for each strike, and every

three spares. You can also win another

frame for reaching a point value, which

should vary from one machine to

another.* The scoring is based on a

regular bowling game, only it's predic-

tably higher. For instance, a strike is

worth 500 points, a spare 200 points, and

soon.

It's too bad that you're only given five

frames in a game. Thai's a minimum of

ten shots per game, which isn't very

generous for a quarter. In addition.

there's not enough time to set up shots,

since only a few seconds elapse before

the timing bar runs out and the ball is

thrown automatically.

To make matters worse, the controls

aren't flexible enough. When you move

the joystick up, the trajectory curves

sharply. When you push it halfway

down, it straightens into a line. There's

no in-between. You can't curve it

halfway, at a 45-degree angle or utilize

any other subtle touch.

For my money the old-fashioned

bowling machines are a better deal . They

offer different types of scoring,

unlimited time for setting up shots, a full

game and also give the player some of

the physical action that real bowling pro-

vides.

Pro Bowling is barely better than a

home video bowling cartridge. It offers

little of the real challenge of lhe'.sport

and instead provides too much frustra-

tion. It does look good, but looks aren't

every! hing.
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Here is a company which has ex-

perienced its ups and downs in recent

years, trying a combination of game

design approaches which have included

some licensed efforts, conversion kits

and even a novelty attraction such as

Mazer Blaser at the beginning of the

year. Stern has had its share of exciting

games such as Rescue and Minefield,

but the big news as Video Games goes to

press is the announcement that this

manufacturer will be joining the ranks

of laserdisc companies with their first

called Cliff Hanger.

1

i

REST*

With some similarities to Xevious.

Zaxxon and Tac-Scan. this latest effort

from Stern offers some interesting ac-

tion. Starjacker's setting is outer space,

where your spaceships ' 'Dare the Galac-

tic Gauntlet." Enemy aliens throw

everything at you but the kitchen sink.

The twist to this game is that although

you get three ships at the beginning of

the game, you have to use them all at the

same time.

The controls are an eight-way joystick

with a fire and bomb button on either

side. The game begins with your trio of

spaceships taking off into space from a

cosmic aircraft carrier. Soon the action

has you flying over a gigantic super

spaceship that houses the "Galactic

Gauntlet." Waves of geometric-shaped

alien vehicles fly around in gyrating for-

mations or descend from the top of the

screen.

There are also many ground targets to

aim for. The bomb button destroys these

from close range, while the fire button

wipes out the air vehicles. The bomb
button can also dissipate enemy Hre. If

you can dodge the enemy fire, including

gun turrets mounted along the sides, and

avoid the towers that rise from the

Gauntlet's surface, you'll eventually

pass the super spaceship and dock with

the carrier, receiving a 1,000 point bonus

for each ship that's still left, before mov-

ing on to the next round, After the se-

cond round is passed, you're awarded a

free ship, but it's carried piggyback just

like the others.

The later rounds break up into dif-

ferent patterns with more battles in outer

space and shorter rides through the

Gauntlet. Larger spaceships appear that

release the smaller vehicles, and other

alien shapes burst into deadly debris

when blown up.

The pace of Starjacker is much faster

than its inspiration, Xevious, and it also

features very colorful graphics. The fir-
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ing and bombing of your ship has a nar-

row range, so you must be accurate in

shooting to hit targets. There's no scor-

ing table for the different targets, so it's

best to shoot anjthing that might get in

the way of your ships, and stay alive as

long as you can.

The only problem with the game is the

three-ships-at-once gimmick. Although

you get a little more firepower when the

three are linked together, they're just too

large to keep from getting blown up ear-

ly in the game. The enemy formations

and firing are designed for a one ship

game. It's not a fair contest until you're

down to your last ship—and then you're

down to your last ship!

As far as science fiction shoot 'em-ups

go, Siarjacker's not bad. It's fas^,

there's a lot of variety in enemy ships

and targets, and it's fun to play. ..once

you're down to your last ship.
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GET BACK TO THE BASICS-
Order Your Missing VGs Now!
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Year-End Outlook: Home Games Getting

Better And Better
By Dan Persons

Flashback to 1982: Home
gaming enters its third

generation with the Iniroduc-

tion of the ColecoVision and

the Atari 5200 game systems.

Atari is insistent that they will

continue to support the six-

year-old Atari 2600, drawing

an analogy to the auto indus-

try, where one can choose

between a stripped-down

Chevrolet or a classy Cadil-

lac. According to Atari,

there's room for both their

tow-priced Chevy, the 2600,

and their high-priced Caddy,

the 5200.

For the owners of the 2600,

another bit of Detroit terminology may

very well have crossed their miners:

planned obsolescence, the technique

where a manufacturer kills off the future

of some piece of equipment by introdu-

cing another, incompatible, and pre-

sumably "improved" piece of equip-

ment. They see the writing on the walls:

Both the 5200 and the ColecoVision

have more memory, better graphics, and

more sophisticated controls, while the

2600, which had been originally de-

signed to play only tank and pong

games, is a virtual dinosaur, an antique

that has trouble conjuring up the

simplest of images.

Compounding an owner's fears is the

fact that, in spite of the large number of

games being released, about the only

elaborate thing that most titles have are

their ad campaigns. Most game manu-

facturers seem content to produce sim-

plified, low-res knock-offs of Space

Invaders, or Defender, or Pac-Man for

the 2600, while the ' 'super systems' ' can
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boast arcade quality adaptations of such

games as Gala.xian, Turbo, Vanguard,

and Zaxxon. The message is clear: The

2600 is dead, long live the 2600.

Here we are, one year later, and it's

safe to say that not only was the news of

the 2600's death greatly exaggerated, but

it appears that this "antiquated dino-

saur" is actually going through a sort of

rebirth. Game manufacturers have not

been quick to abandon the system,

which is not so surprising when you

realize that a manufacturer would have

to be certifiably nuts to drop a game

system that has a built-in base of around

12 million units.

Meanwhile, having been chastened by

the demise of companies like Games by

Apollo and Data Age, manufacturers

have come to the realization that the

public will no longer buy anything with a

flashy package and a catchy TV com-

mercial. From now on. it's what's

locked inside those microchips that

count and, with retailers cutting back on

shelf space as the video game boom

winds down, only those

games that offer the gamer

more than just another slide-

and-shool can hope to sur-

vive.

The result has been that

designers have been killing

themselves to squeeze every

last bit of power out of the

2600's limited memory. The

techniques have ranged from

the reduction of game op-

tions, the elimination of two-

player games and the disa-

bling of theGame Option and

Difficulty switches, all the

way to new chip designs that

permit the 2600 to access an

unprecedented 8K of memory.

The efforts have been worthwhile. We
are starting to see games with elaborate

ptotlines and graphics that we didn't

dare dream possible just a year ago. The

effect of all of this has been to give the

2600 a new lease on life. With the mam-

moth library of cartridges already avail-

able (and lots more on the way), and

with the price of a 2600 now dropping to

below one hundred dollars in most

areas, it now becomes the system of

choice for the gamer who wants the most

for his/her money.

Finally, credit must be given to Atari.

It would have been easy for them to

dump the 2600 in an effort to increase

sales of the 5200. Instead, they were true

to their word and kept up support for the

system, not just with new carts, but also

with such items as a trakball. The Grad-

uate keyboard adaptor and replacement

sticks. They have finally gotten the

message that they can no longer rely on

just a famous name, such as Pac-Man or

E.T. to move a cartridge. As we shall see



in the next few months. Atari is prepar-

ing to release a series of licensed titles

thai, while allowing for the graphic

limitations of the 2600, are some of the

most faithful adaptations done for the

home.

So don't throw out your 2600 jusl yet.

While it may show its age in many ways,

there are more than a few titles coming

up that will convince you that, perhaps,

the best is yet to come.

GALAXIAN
{Atari/2600)

Well, all I can say is: It's about Time.

In the world of dodge-and-shoot games,

we owners of ihc Atari 2600 have been

able lo battle everything from demons to

Communist mutants and, for the most

pan, they were worthy adversaries. But

we have been waiting for a crack at the

Galaxians, those insect-like aliens who

almost single-handedly established the

genre of macho games. Well, wait no

longer— Atari has finally released

Galaxian for the 2600.

By now, I bet ihai 90 percent of the

video gamers in the United States could

recite the setup of Galaxian in iheir

sleep. At the top of the screen is a con-

tingent of Galaxians, while at the bot-

tom is your spaceship. On occasion,

Galaxian.s will peel away from the group

to make a bombing run on your ship.

Using your joystick to move your ship

back and forth, you can pick off the

aliens as they remain in formation

(they're sitting ducks), or you can go for

the big points and try to nail those dive-

bombers. Any creatures that slip past

your ship return to the formation from

the top of the screen. Clear out a screen

of aliens and a faster and more ag-

gressive contingent appears. This is a

one-player game only, but Atari gives

you thechoiceofstarlingout at nine dif-

ferent difficulty levels.

Those who are well-acquainted with

the arcade game will notice that this ver-

sion of Galaxian is markedly different.

Whereas the aliens in the original stayed

in a tight formation that moved back

and forth across the screen, the Galax-

ians in the 2600 version are spread out

nearly the entire width of the screen, giv-

ing them less room to move. They are

also larger, making them easier to hit.

Fortunately, this change in size and

spacing is more than compensated for by

the challenging game play. Especially at

the higher difficulty levels, this version is

definitely the equal of its arcade counter-

part. The graphics, while simplified, are

well-done. The animation is particularly

good, and is enlivened by a neon-bright

color scheme similar to ihe one used in

Demon Attack.

Usually, after an extended .session of

game testing, I 'II pop a personal favorite

into the machine and play a few rounds

just to relax . Normally, I choose Demon

Attack or Reactor, but of recent vintage

I've been selecting Galaxian. It's not an

identical twin of its arcade brother but,

with its great graphics and challenging

game play, it is still a very good adapta-

tion. Anyone who has waited all these

years to get a hold of a Galaxian for hLs

or her own will not regret having picked

up this translation. Like the original, it

stands as a true classic. —D.P.

Q^BERT
(Parker Brothers/2600)

By now, you must be acquainted with

0*bert, if not by playing the game at

your local arcade, then by the series of

magazine and TV ads that Parker Broth-

ers has been running for several months.

These ads, announcing the imminent ar-

rival of the home version of Gottlieb's

popular cube jumper, all follow the

same approach: Prominent are big,

beautiful representations of the arcade

graphics, while illustrations of the

graphics for the home versions are con-

siderably smaller. In fact, the TV com-

mercials feature displays so small that,

even with a 26-inch TV, it is extremely

hard to judge how close the home game

will come to the arcade original. 1

assume that the idea behind this ap-

proach is to tempt you enough so that

you'll purchase the cart just to see for

yourself. If that's the case, then those

people who are going to be buying the

Atari 2600 version may find themselves

just a little disappointed.

Not that the game doesn't play very

close to the original. As before, your

joystick controls Q*bert, whose one joy

in life is to hop up and down a pyramid

composed of twenty-one cubes (seven

less than the arcade version), changing

the colors on the tops of the cubes as he

lands on them. Needless to say, Q*bert is

not permitted to pursue this simple plea-

sure for very long. Soon after Q*bert

starts his trek, a purple egg drops onto

the pyramid and bounces down to the

bottom row. There, the egg hatches into

Coily, a snake who hounds Q*bert's

steps and attempts to put the bite on

him. Coily is deadly, but he's not very

bright. In fact, he can quite easily be led

10 his death. Hanging over the edges of

the pyramid are several discs. Ail a

player has to do is to position Q*ben on

a cube just below the discs and, when

Coily tracks him down and is just about

to strike, hop Q*bert onto the disc.

Q*bert will be carried back up to the top

of the pyramid while Coily, in a fit of

frustration, will hurl himself off ihe

edge, netting the player a juicy 500 point

bonus.

In addition to Coily. Q*bert has u-

watch out for Sam, a tiny green guy

who, if not stopped by Q*bert, will reset

whatever squares he lands on back to the

original color. Setting the left difficulty

switch at "A" also introduces into the

game a profusion of deadly red balls

which bounce at random down the pyra-

mid, forcing Q*bert to take extended

detours to gel to the areas that he hasn't

changed. Fortunately, Q'bert can freeze

all these enemies for a few seconds of

blessed relief by landing on a bouncing

green ball that occasionally shows up.

When the tops of all the cubes have

been changed to the color of the score

counter, bonus points are awarded and

Q*bert starts a new round on a new

pyramid. Four rounds make up a level,

and each level is distinguished not only

by the increasing speed and intelligence

of your adversaries, b 't also by some

significant changes in I e rules.

Level two. for instance, requires you

to land on each cube twice, the first time

to change it to an intermediate color, the

second time to change it to the target

color. In level three, every time you land

on a square, it changes first to the target

color, then back to its original color,

forcing you to plan Q*bert's moves very

carefully if you wish to complete the
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round. This is a one player game only,

and the only player selectable variation

is whether or not to have the red balls

present.

Judged against the arcade game,

Parker Brothers' Q*bert comes out a

decidedly lesser man. The graphics are

low-res, with the pyramid losing it's

three-dimensional optical-illusion effect

and the characters losing most of their

engaging animation (now I know why

they used such teeny-tiny illustrations in

the TV commercial). The chatter of the

original's voice synthesizer has, by

necessity, been replaced by inarticulate

squawks, while the music, with the ex-

ception of a few ineptly executed

themes, has been totally excised.

Two whole characters, Ugg and

Wrongway. who travelled across the

pyramid on the left and right-hand sides

of the cubes and who also gave the game

some needed variety from its essentially

up and down movements have been

omitted. As it is. the computer struggles

with what few characters remain. Coily,

who in the arcade game is constantly on

the go, suffers the most. If you move

Q*bert fast enough. Coily will freeze in

his tracks while the computer tries to

figure out what to do next. Even the

visual part of Q*bert Qursing has been

reduced to a measly "!#?".

And yet, if you can somehow forget

the arcade game on which it is based , you

might find that Parker Brothers' Q*bert

is not such a bad game for the 2600. Ar-

caders might find this version a push-

over, even in difficulty setting "A," but

home gamers not acquainted with the

kinetic pandemonium of the original

should find this version a unique chal-

lenge. About the only thing that some-

one not familiar with Q*bert might find

annoying is the joystick response, which

is actually very similar to that of th& ar-

cade game. Q*bert's stick is very sen-

sitive. So sensitive, in fact, that a player

might find that Q**bert is much more

precisely maneuvered with a sharp flick-

release of (he joystick rather than the

more fluid and firm movements that

most other games require. Between the

unorthodox manner of holding (he stick

and the need to adjust your playing style,

more time has to be spent acquainting

oneself with the playing mechanics of

Q*bert than is normally required.

Whether you're going to want to

spend that time may well depend on how

much you want a Q*bert of your very

own. Arcaders who are hoping to

recreate the original in their homes with

this version would be better off sticking

to dropping quarters into the original.

While Q*bert for the 2600 remains an

original and unusual game, it just can't

hold a candle to the charm and challenge

ofGoltlieb'sarcade version. The game is

there, but what made it so alluring in the

first place isn't. —D.P.

MOONSWEEPER
(1magic/2600)

The folks over at California-based

Imagic have really outdone themselves

with the release of Moonsweeper for the

Atari 2600. This one's murder.

In this one or two-player game, you

are the pilot of the U.S.S. Moon-

sweeper, a small ship that has been sent

on a rescue mission to Star Quadrant

Jupiter'. In the first screen you are in the

solar system of Jupiter'. This is not a

peaceful place. In addition to the orbit-

ing moons that are your ultimate

destination, your bottom-mounted
spaceship encounters such destructive

forces as Aurora Flares, which are

emitted from the blazing sun at the top

of the screen, and orbitting Photon

Torches and Space Bullets.

The last two are especially treacherous

since, in their circular movement around

the sun, they can dip down below the

bottom of the screen and then rise back

up from behind your ship. You can cope

with this onslaught of space debris in a

variety of ways. What would appear to

be the most sensible technique, manip-

ulating your joystick left and right to

dodge the solar refuse, is also a perilous

one since, as your ship moves back and

forth, it obeys the laws of inertia and

momentum. Thus the Moonsweeper

may not move fast enough to get out of

the way of some bit of cosmic waste or,

in successfully dodging one object, you

might send your ship careening into

something else.

Pressing the fire button permits you to

shoot at the space junk for points, but

you have to keep in mind that, as the

Moonsweeper glides back and forth

across the screen, it angles in the direc-

tion of its movement, thus making the

shots fired from your cannon also travel

at an angle. If all else fails, and you are

staring Death in the face, you can pull

back on the joystick and press the fire

button to activate your forcefield. This

will protect you from any collision but,

for every second it remains active, points

are deducted from your total score.

Because of that, it should only be used in

emergencies.

However, the best way of avoiding

annihilation is to have your ship inter-

cept one of the many moons orbiting the

sun. This causes the second screen,

which lakes place on the moon's sur-

face, to literally unfold before your eyes.

Here, as the moonscape speeds under

your ship, you must fulfill the primary

goal of your mission: To rescue the

miners that have been stranded on the

moon.

They turn up at random on the sur-

face, tiny dots on the horizon that even-

tually turn into Httle, frantically-waving

figures as you draw closer. You need

only pass your ship over them to pick

them up. To help you locale them, a

flashing square at the lop of the screen

will indicate a miner's horizontal loca-

tion long before he shows up. Your ship

maneuvers in a manner similar to the

first screen, except here, forward and

back on the joystick speeds up and slows

down your ship.

Pressing the fire button allows you to

shoot at both the towers that loom

towards you on the surface and at the

surface destroyers, which are saucer-

shaped ships that zip crazily back and

forth as they try to eliminate both you

and the defenseless miners with their

missiles. Pulling the joystick back while

pressing the fire button fires a shot

straight up into space, which allows you

to destroy either (he benign, but high-

scoring, satellites that occasionally pass

overhead, or the mother ship that

launches the surface destroyer.

Once six miners have been rescued,

you must guide your ship through a set

of "accelerator rings" in order to gain

the speed to blast off from the moon's
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surface and back into the solar system,

where the game repeats on the next high-

est level. Care must be taken on the

moon rescue screen, since any collision

with a tower, a surface destroyer's mis-

siles, or the surface destroyer itself will

cost you all the miners rescued and kick

you back into the solar system, where

you again have to struggle to make your

way through to another moon.
Designer Bob Smith must have been

in a mean mood when he created Moon-

sweeper, because it is murderously hard.

The first screen teems with deadly

detritus while in the second the surface

destroyers and towers form an obstacle

course that's a nightmare to negotiate.

The speeds of all the targets arc mani-

acally fast. Adding to the frustration is

the fact that, by either design or acci-

dent, in the distance the miners closely

resemble the towers.

Too many times, in thinking that a

collision was imminent, 1 have snuffed

my key to escape. But it's the severity of

the punishment for being destroyed on

the rescue screen that gets to me. I don't

so much mind if a game kicks you back

to the beginning of a screen when you

bite the dust, but to send you all the way

back to what is essentially the beginning

of the game, without even letting you

hold onto the humans you've rescued,

strikes measbeingjust a bit unfair. And,

unless you're the type who can latch on-

to a game's mechanics the second that

you press the RESET switch, you can ex-

pect to be kicked back to the solar system

screen quite often during your first few

attempts at this game.

There are some wonderfully subtle

and realistic details, such as the barely

perceptible shadows that your ship and

other objects cast on the moon's surface.

A unique feature of Moonsweeper is

that it actually, lets you control its dif-

ficulty level white the game is in pro-

gress. The moons you land on are color-

coded to indicate how difficull rescue

operations will be. Blue moons are the

easiest (and they're no pushovers), green

moons are harder, yellow still harder,

and red moons, well, do the words

"suicide mission" mean anything to

you?

But, with practice, it is possible to

complete the rescue missions and, with

victory such a dear commodity in this

game one can justifiably feel a great deal

of satisfaction in completing even the

easiest levels of this game. Beginners

may proceed at their own risk, but sea-

soned gamers, particularly those who
have extensive Defender flight time

under their bells, may just find that

Moonsweeper is their kind of game.

—D.P

POOYAN
(Konami/2600)

The practice of naming games with

the phonetic spellings of iheir Japanese

counterparts has definitely gone too far.

Pac-Man and Donkey Kong were okay,

but Pooyan? That has to be the worst

sounding name of all time. Still, I sup-

pose it's better than if the folks at

Konami had named the game with the

English translation of the word, "Pig"?

If you haven't already guessed, this

one or two-player game for the Atari

2600 is about a pig. A mother pig,

specifically, who is suspended from a

basket on the right side of (he screen and

is trying to protect home and family

from an onslaught of ravenous baby

wolves. The wolves launch their attack

from balloons which carry them up to

and down from a branch that stretches

across most of the width of (he screen.

Using the joystick to raise and lower

the basket, you must shoot arrows to

pop the balloons, which sends the wolfl-

ings plummeting to earth. This is not as

easy as you might think. Not only do the

wolfettes protect themselves with shields

that they only intermittently drop, but

they also fire back at you. Allowing any

of the wolf'uns to land safely only spells

more trouble for the pig.

In the first screen, where wolves drop

from the top of the screen to the bottom

.

the first lobo to touch down unharmed

will scramble over to the far right of the

.screen. Here the malevolent canine will

climb what looks like a three-story con-

dominium, complete with balconies,

and try to lake a nip out of the pig.

whose basket hangs from the roof of the

building.

In the second screen, if you let enough

wolfenkinder reach their perch at the lop

ofthescreen, they will awaken their dad-

dy wolf (or mommy wolf, the sex is hard

to determine from the low-res represen-

tation of the character) who works

his/her way down the tether that sup-

ports the pig to give the mother porker a

very unhealthy piece of his/her mind not

to mention teeth.

From time to time a brick will appear

at the top of the pig's rope. Position

your pig over the brick for a second (not

so easy, since it makes your pig an attrac-

tive target for the wolves' fire) and she'll

turn red, indicating that she's picked the

brick up. When fired, the brick will

travel to the far left of the screen and

then drop straight down, a neat way to

eliminate one or more of those hard-to-

reach mini-wolves at the far end of the

screen. The bricks are useless, though,

against the unaccompanied balloons

that drift in the row closest to the pig.

The brick just bounces off them.

In its original arcade incarnation,

Pooyan was cute from the word go. And
Konami has tried to capture as much of

the feel of the arcade game as possible,

but it just doesn't work. Aside from the

fact that the graphics and movement

don't come anywhere near those of the

original. 1 haveaproblemwith the entire

concept of the game. It is perhaps too

pal, too much of an attempt tojam all of

the successful elements of other "cute"

games into one package.

Admittedly, the action game under-

neath all the frills is not such a bad one.

When it really gets going, you have to

watch for attacks from both sides of the

screen, while timing your shots for when

the wolves drop their shields, also keep-

ing your eye out for the appearance of

the brick, and on and on. Stripped of its

floss, and with improved graphics,

Pooyan could have been quite a nice lit-

tle game. As it is, I find it unappealing

andunextraordinary. —D.P.

GHOST MANOR/
SPIKE'S PEAK

(Xonox/2600)

XONOX spelled upside-down is

XONOX which is the name of the video

game division of K-Tel International,

the record distributor that brought you
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such classics as Slim Whitman's New
Wave Polka Parly. The word "xonox"

has no meaning, but its peculiar ability

to read the same whether righlside-up or

upside-down very nicely reflects one of

the major selling points of the

company's games.

Each Xonox game cartridge is open at

both ends. Insert one end of this

"Double-Ender" cart in your Atari 2600

and you play one game. Flip the cart

over and you're playing a totally dif-

ferent game. And ifyou fear, as 1 initial-

ly did, that these iwo-in-one cartridges

mean thai you'll be receiving twice the

games with only half (he quality, let me
reassure you right off the bat that the

two games in Xonox's initial release.

Ghosl Manor and Spike's Peak, are not

only the equal of many games currently

on the market, but are also two of the

most elaborate games designed for the

vcs.

Ghost Manor is a rescue game in

which you must reach a friend trapped

inside a haunted house. It starts out a lit-

tle flai-fooied, with a game of tag played

between you and a ghost in a graveyard.

The game, however, then picks up con-

siderably in the second screen, which

takes place in front of Ghost Manor.

Here you must avoid the blows of a

hammer-swinging mummy by
maneuvering your on-screen persona

back and forth at the bottom of the

screen.

Meanwhile, you must shoot away all

the various skeletons, witches, and bats

that zip back and forth "above you and,

with all their activity, make Ghosl

Manor look more like Animal House.

Clearing out the ghoulies and zapping

the mummy transports you inside the

house, where you must negotiate mazes

on two different floors to locate the

crosses that are hidden in the caskets

scattered throughout.

Complicating matters is a vertical wajl
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that slides back and forth across the

mazes. Contact with it means death.

Reach the third floor and ward off the

vampire that guards your friend and you

stilt must lead yourself and the freed vic-

tim back out of the house before you can

consider your rescue mission complete.

All of this must be accomplished within

the time limit indicated by the hourglass

at the top of the screen, and you had bet-

ter do it right the first time, because you

are only given one life per game.

On the flip-side there's Spike's Peak,

a climbing game where you must use

your joy.stick to gel your mountaineer,

Spike, up the side of a treacherous

mountain. The first screen starts you off

on a winding mountain path where

Spike must avoid polar bears who
emerge from their black caves, dash

along the path, and enter other caves.

Spike also has to jump mountain

streams and duck into yellow colored

caves in order to avoid the attacks of div-

ing bald eagles.

Make it to the top of the path and the

scene shifts to a sheer wall of rock . Here

Spike must leap from ledge to ledge and

climb painstakingly up the mountain-

side, all while avoiding showers of rocks

and a giant boulder that can either push

you back or cost you a life. Survive this

screen and you still must climb a wall of

glacial ice by either walking Spike across

a zig-zagging crack in the wall or by hav-

ing him slowly pull himselfup with a sort

of hand-operated elevator. In either

case, Spike has to watch out for the

Abominable Snowman, who rises up

and sinks into the ice crack . In addition

,

frequent snowslides can send Spike

sliding into the waiting arms of old

abominable. Reach the lop and the next

screen shows Spike planting a flag ai the

summit as Ihe wind screams around him
and the Aurora Borealis glows in the

sky.

It is obvious that designer Steve Beck

has pulled out all the stops in creating

these games. Both have the feel of a

complete story—wiih beginnings, mid-

dles and ends—a rarity in a field where

most games are designed to just go on

and on and on. The variety within each

game is amazing.

This is especially true of Ghost

Manor, where each screen is practically a

game in itself. Both games are

distinguished by well conceived sound

effects and, in spite of the macabre

theme of Ghost Manor and the life-or-

death struggle of Spikes' Peak, some of

the cheeriest color schemes I have seen in

any game. Even the spirit who inhabits

the cemetery of Ghost Manor looks

more like an animated rainbow than a

threatening spook.

Comparing these games is like com-

paring apples and oranges. Thai's to

Mr. Beck's credit, since it means thai

you're not just getting the same game
done twice over when you purchase this

cart.However,if Ihadtochoose, Ithink

I would give the nod to Ghost Manor.

Aside from its varied game screens, it

also features detailed graphics that more
closely portray the real life objects they

are supposed to represent . There are also

such touches as a flickering simulation

of lightning for the backgrounds, and a

nicely ominous soundtrack that starts

off wiih a wicked rendition of the tune

that I believe is called "The Villain

Lurks."

Xonox has even struck a blow for

equality of the sexes in Ghost Manor by

permitting the player to decide whether

their on-screen persona will be male or

female. This, thankfully, does not effect

the difficuhy of the game (though both

games can be made harder by using the

two difficulty switches), but it is a

welcome addition, especially for those

people who are tired of the pre-

dominantly male cast of most games.

If there's anything to criticize about

Ghost Manor, it's that you're Hmited to

only one life per game. This may not be

an issue once you get used to the

mechanics of the game, but until you

achieve mastery, having to start from

square one every time you bile the dust is

a nuisance. Spike's Peak, in compari-

son, starts out with the traditional three

lives and awards bonus lives at various

point levels.

Neither Ghost Manor nor Spike's

Peak are easy games. The latter in par-



ticular requires some quick thinking and

deft timing if your mountaineer is to sur-

vive. 1 have yet to achieve the ultimate

goal of either game, yet [ don't doubt

that victory is indeed possible. Taken

separately, these would be impressive

games. Put together and they form an

incomparable package. If Xonox holds

to its pledge to price this cartridge at a

level competitive with other single-game

carts, then Ghost Manor/Spike's Peak

may very well be one of the best buys of

theyear. —D.P.

PORKY'S
(Fox Video Games/2600)

No. I didn'i get to see the movie

Porky's. And although according to

most reviews, ihe film was tasteless, sex-

ist and sophomoric. to the general public

it was one of the most popular films of

1982. Apparently, somebody at Twen-

tieth Century Fox figured that ihe people

who filled the theatres for this film are

also the people who play the most video

games. So here comes Porky's for the

Atari 2600. True to the movie, it's taste-

less, sexist, and sophomoric. But it's

also a great deal of fun.

In this one-player game, you assume

the role of "Pee Wee" Morris, a char-

acter who, according to the coyly written

directions, does not gel his nickname

from his height. Your goal is to blow up

Porky's bar. depicted at the top of the

screen, by using your joystick to

manipulate Pee Wee through four dif-

ferent playfields.

In the first screen you must cro.ss a

vertically scrolling obstacle course of

horizonially moving people and objects,

ala Journey Escape, without getting hit.

Make it all the way through the course

(difficult, but not impossible), and you

wind upin Porky's bar. At thispoinl you

must maneuver up a maze hidden in the

beams of a scaffolding, without falling

into the hands of Porky, a large.

Stetson-halted gent who tracks you al

the botton of the screen.

Green and red arrows at either side of

the screen will tell you if you're on the

right path. If not, you have to return to

the bottom of the scaffolding and start

all over again. Care must be taken on the

scaffolding, since standing directly on a

vertical beam will send you tumbling

down to the bottom of the screen and,

most likely, into a confrontation with

Porky.

Strictly speaking, if you can suc-

cessfully complete these two screens, the

next thing you will see is the sequence

that ends the game: Pee Wee pushing the

plunger that blows up Porky's. In most

cases, though, you will either be run over

by somebody in the first screen or come

face-to-face with Porky in the second.

Either event will send you plummeting

into the other two screens of the game.

In the swamp screen, you must pole-

vault yourself over the swamp to reach

the ladders located al either side of the

screen on ledges overhead. The first time

you encounter this screen, you must"

build the ladders by placing bricks that

show upon alternate sides of the .screen.

On subsequent visits to the swamp, you

will only have to contend with Porky,

who wails on one ledge to lake some of

your points away. Climbing up the lad-

der to exit the swamp places you in the

shower screen.

Here you must ignore the silhouette of

a young woman taking a shower ai

screen center, and maneuver up and

down ladders and across platforms to

push an object into a pit located al the

bottom center of the screen. While do-

ing this, you must avoid the amorous ad-

vances of the buxom Ms. Balbricker.

who desperately hounds your steps. If

you allow her to plant a kiss on your

cheek, or if you fall into the pit, you will

be bounced back to the swamp screen. If

you successfully complete the shower

screen
,
you will be able to again try your

hand at the obstacle course and scaf-

folding screens. Each time you complete

the swamp/shower cycle, an object is

taken out of the obstacle course, making

it easier to gel into Porky's bar.

Scoring is unusual. You not only gain

points for achieving each step toward

your goal, but you also lose points for

any setbacks you encounter. Since Pee

Wee is essentially immortal (confronta-

tions and accidents do not cost him any

"lives"), the object of the game is not

one of blowing up Porky's bar, but of

doing so while winding up with the

greatest number of points. Once you

have mastered the game play, the color

and difficulty switches can be used to in-

crease the challenge.

Until now, I haven't been too im-

pressed with the output of Fox Video.

Their movie-based cartridges have ap-

peared to be excuses for lacking famous

titles onto games that could best be

described as derivative. Happily,

Porky's, while essentially a climbing

game, is not only fresh and original, but

also appears to reflect the spirit of the

film upon which it was based.

The only major problem with the

game lies in your punishment for bump-

ing into any of the game's heavies. Until

you get used to the mechanics of the

game, expect to spend a fair amount of

lime in the swamp and the shower room,

a situation thai could prove to be very

monotonous. Achieving masteiy over

the game play is something of a chal-

lenge in itself, since the instructions can

al times be very vague.

As a remedy, here are a few hints: In

the swamp screen. Pee Wee appears to

pole-vault easier if you tilt the joystick

diagonally in the direction of the j ump as

you press the action button. In the scaf-

folding screen, although you can climb

up to the next level from either side of the

vertical beams, only one side may be Ihe

correct patli. If after you have climbed

up a level you receive a green arrow at

both sides of the screen, it means you are

on the right path and can then climb up

to another level. If you receive a red ar-

row, then you must return to the bottom

of the screen (watch out for Porky!), re-

trace your steps along the part of the

path thai you know is correct, and try a

new beam to get to the level where you

failed.

The game is so original and entertain-

ing that I can't help loving it. If it is as

popular as the movie upon which it was

based, and it should be, then Fox has a

winner on its hands.

—D.P.

STRATEGY X
(Konami/2600)

There may be businesses that are more

trendy than video games, but I'm fin-
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ding il difficult lo think of any. A case in

point has to do with the fact that not

much more than a year ago, if you

wanted to play a tank game on your

Atari 2600, you had no otherchoice than

to plug in Combat, the original cart thai

came with all VCS consoles.

Now, after all these years, everybody

is suddenly coming out with a lank

game, including Fox Video (Worm War
1), Mattel (Armor Ambush), and Activi-

sion (Robot Tank), not to mention

Atari's own (Batilezone). Konami, jusi

now entering the home game field itself,

has decided to follow suit with the

releaseofSlralegy X, which some of you

may remember as a Stern-released ar-

cade game.

In this one or two-player game, you

use your joystick to maneuver a tank

through a vertically scrolling maze of

obstacles. Your object is lo blast the

pillboxes that are firing at you, while

making your way lo the gas tanks that

will replenish your supply of fuel.

Joystick control is a little unusual ; lefi

and right sends you moving in that direc-

tion, release the stick and the tank

returns toils forward direction. Pushing

the slick forward speeds up your lank.

while pulling back neither slows you

down nor moves you backward. In fact.

It doesn't appear to do anything. Occa-

sionally you'll come across a barrier that

must be shot away, piece by piece, but

you can normally drive through most

obstacles, an act not recommended since

doing so wastes fuel like crazy. Both you

and the enemy can also fire through

most of the obstacles. Your fuel in-

dicator, a shrinking bar, as well as ihe

number of tanks you have in reserve are

displayed at the bottom of the screen.

This is a good, no-frills style combat

game. The action is involving and the

enemies are reasonably accurate in their

shooting patterns. A certain amount of

liming is required in the manipulation of

the lank: accelerate at the wrong mo-

Q*bert
Video Shirt

Everybody's Qrazy about playing
Q'beri. Now you can take him home
with you on a colortui, baseball-style

shirt. You get two FULL COLOR
Q'beri designs printed on each shirt:

arlwork featuring O'bert. his friends

and enemies appears on the shirt

front and sleeve.

The stylish. 50/50 cotton-poly

jersey comes in white with royal blue

sleeves— perfect (or guys, gals,

Q'beri fans of all ages. Available in a

full range of sizes (S.M,L,XL), machine
washable and your salislaction is

guaranteed or your money back.

You'll love your official O'bert Video
Shirt. Order yours today!

Send to:

COMPUTRON PRODUCTS
350 Fifth Avenue
Suile6204.Dept.V12

New York, NY 10118

:. YES' Pieasesendme_ (now many)
olficial O'bert Video Shirls @ only S7 95

each {prus S2 each tor posiage and hand-

ling). lhavecircledlhesi!e(s]of mychoice:
S M L XL

Name

Address

City

Slate Zip,

Send cfieck oi' money order (no casf> please)

lo COMPUTRON PRODUCTS Canadian, I

foreign orders add S2 to toial (U.S. funds
|

only). New Yorkresidenlsa<fd4% sales la», i

New York Clly residents add 8'4% sales I

tax Allow d'6 weetts delivery. I

meni or hang around too long and you'll

wind up losing a life. The scrolling

obstacle course is nicely varied, and the

graphics are simple, but smooth. I only

wish there were more variety lo the bad

guys. There appears to be only the sta-

tionary pillboxes to battle against, with

your lank the only moving object on the

screen. It would have been nice if some

other moving targets, such as tanks or

trucks, were added to make things a bit

livelier.

Strategy X is another basic shool'em-

up. No complex plot or fancy motiva-

tions, just shoot-and-move until your

tank eventually bits the dust. It's fun to

play, and challenging, but I can see it get-

ting monotonous after a certain length

of lime. If you're in the market for a

good stripped-down combat game,

however, you might want to check it

out. It's just a shame that the company
didn't keep closer to what they offered

in the arcades.

—DP.

KANGAROO
{Atari/2600)

In Kangaroo, Atari's adaptation for

the 2600, a mother kangaroo and her

bgby find themselves in the midsl of a

bunch of monkeys. They kidnap the

baby kangaroo and ensconce him at the

very top of their tree, bsing your joy-

stick, yoLi must guide mother kangaroo

up the branches of the tree lo rescue her

baby. As in ihe arcade game, which was

a licensed effort from Sun Electronics, a

multitude of functions are packed into

one joystick control. Left and right

moves your kangaroo in that direction.

Up and down will either cau.se your kan-

garoo tojump and duck in place, if she is

standing on a branch, or climb and de-

scend, ifshe is sianding in front of a lad-

der. Tilting the joy.stick upward at a

diagonal will cause the kangaroo to ex-

ecute a "super-leap," which is a jump
combined with horizonial movement.

The action button activates your kan-

garoo's boxing gloves, her only means

of striking back at her tormeniors.

You start off each screen with your

kangaroo at the bottom left. As you
work your way across the branches and

up the ladders, monkeys scramble down
the tree trunk and attempt to knock you

off by hurling coconuts al you. If you're

close enough to the simians, you can

deck them for 200 points by hitting the

action button. If not, you can avoid the
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coconuts by either ducking under or

jumping over them. Don't get too close

to the monkeys, however, because con-

tact with one will knock you off the

branch. And don't hang around wailing

for them to come to you, either, because

not only do you run the risk that the

monkey wil! stop and lob a coconut at

you , but you also court being konked on

the head by another coconut dropping

from the top of the screen whenever you

cease horizontal movement for more

than a fraction of a second.

Scattered around the tree are bonus

fruits that can be picked up for extra

points. A bell near the top of the screen

can be rung to replenish the fruits which

have been picked up, just in case the

mother kangaroo feels like a second

helping. Climbing to the same level as

the baby kangaroo rescues the infant,

and starts you off on the next screen.

There are three screens in all. one less

than the arcade version, and two dif-

ficulty levels to choose from, as well as

one-or two-player games.

Although Atari has made a decent

enough effort at translating the arcade

version, including the tune-flUed sound

track, so much else is missing. The

graphics have suffered most, lacking the

subtle details of the coin-op machine.

Joystick response seems to be a bit off as

well. This is not so bad during the

relatively simple first screen. However,

in the second screen, where timing Is

critical in order to jump from one

branch of a multi-level tree to another,

the situation is so bad that I have not yet

been able to make it to the third screen,

my kangaroo having fallen to her un-

timely death all too often. And don't

hang around waiting for the appearance

of the big monkey with the boxing

gloves. He's in the arcade game, but

must have been on vacation when Atari

developed this cartridge.

Still, Atari is to be commended for at-

tempting a climbing game that is a good

deal more sophisticated than the 2600

version of Donkey Kong. Kangaroo

may very well appeal to experienced

gamers, or those so enamored of the

concept of the arcade game that they are

willing 10 ignore the total lack of graphic

style in this low-res version. When it was

originally introduced in the arcades the

concept and execution proved to be suc-

cessful for Atari. However, here there's

just too much detail work missing and

the effort suffers for the comparison.

—D.P.

MARINE WARS
(Konami/2600)

Back in the days before video was pre-

eminent in arcades, a staple item of any

self-respecting location was the sub-

marine game. This was the machine

where a player peered through a make-

believe periscope across a molded plastic

ocean and fired torpedoes at a set of

ships that moved across the back of the

cabinet. As the technology evolved,

Midway resurrected the genre in a game

that replaced the fake ocean with a video

screen depicting torpedoes whizzing off

into the distance and lines of ships mov-

ing in perspective. Then, video came

home and Atari introduced a game call-

ed Air-Sea Battle, in which submarines

at the bottom of the screen fired rockets

at targets that passed overhead. Well

now Konami has sought to fill in a miss-

ing dimension with their latest release

for the Atari 2600, Marine Ware.

In this one or two-player game, you're

the captain of a ship located at the bot-

tom of the screen. Arranged in rows,

located at three different distances from

your ship, are lines of enemy vessels.

Your goal is to use your torpedoes to

knock all of the ships out of the water,

while avoiding oncoming torpedoes

from the enemy.

Moving your joystick to either the left

or right will accelerate your ship in the

direction selected. Swinging the stick in

the opposite direction first decelerates

your ship, then reverses course. You can

tell your speed and direction by watching

the movement of the little boat below

your ship. This boat always moves in the

direction opposite from the one yoiu"

ship is moving in, while the speed with

which the boat crosses the screen directly

reflects your speed.

As the enemy vessels scroll onto the

screen, you must lime your shots so that

the paths of your torpedoes will cross

those of the enemy's crafts. This is sim-

ple enough with the ships closest lo your

own, while those farthest away from you

require a keen eye and a sharp sense of

timing.

Clear the first screen of ships and the

action switches to a nightime battle,

where the furthest row of ships is only

visible during a brief Hash of light that

follows a torpedo explosion. Clear out

this screen and you get to take on dive-

bombing airplanes in day and night

combat.

An unusual feature is that you not

only start this game with the requisite

three ships, but each ship can lake three

torpedo hits, with each blast sinking

your ship further into the water, before it

is totally destroyed. You also have a

limited amount of fuel, represented by a

shrinking bar ai the bottom of the

screen. This supply is replenished every

time you hit a target.

After so many fast-moving shoot'em-

ups. Marine Wars comes as a pleasant

change of pace that's slower, but no less

challenging. The maneuvering of your

ship, with the need to take into account

the momentum built up by maintaining

a certain speed, gives the game a realistic

feel. Adding to that feel is the necessity

ofallowing for distance when firing your

torpedoes. The graphics are nicely done,

with the three layers of enemy ships

moving in perspective relative to one

another, and your torpedoes shrink in

size as they zoom off towards the

horizon. I only wish that Konami had

provided some selectable game varia-

tions. As it is, you have the choice of one

or two player games, and (hat's it.

Fans of fast paced action games may

be a little disappointed with Marine

Wars. Nevertheless, this decent adapta-

tion of an old arcade standby is a nice

change of pace. If you feel that the cur-

rent crop of sea games have been missing

something, you might want to check out

Marine Wars.

—D.P.
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GAMES ON VIEW
FOR THE COMMODORE 64
By Mark Brownstein, Dawn Gordon and Dan Persons

The Commodore 64 is a very

good computer. Sure, you

can use it to balance your

budget, figure your taxes, maybe
even draw up your biorhythm, but

if you only use it for computing,

you're really selling it short. Besides

having a very advanced sound con-

trol chip (which gives you more con-

trol over sounds than you probably

know what to do with), with its large

available memory and bit-mapping

graphics (you can actually control

each dot on the screen) it's an excel-

lent gatne playing machine.

We 've added the 64 to our stock

of hardware for game reviews, so

that all the 64 owners out there (at

under $2{X). it's really something of

a bargain, at least until ADAM
comes out) can make your own
choices. Over the next few months,

we plan to give comprehensive

review for all the major computer

systems.

NEUTRAL ZONE
(Access Software/Disk or Tape)

The 64, as stated, is quite a graphics

machine;. Neutral Zone musl be the

definitive state-of-the-art in computer

graphics. What you get is a view of your

fighter, as it attempts to steer through

space and destroy the numerous ships

that are attacking (or heading toward)

your base. These nicely drawn ships

shoot what looks like meteors in your

direction. If you don't avoid or destroy

them, the screen goes white as the explo-
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sion rocks your ,ship. In fact, the explo-

sions sound very similar to what you'd

expect tohear if you bowled a strike at a

bowling alley.

But, the key to this game is the graph-

ics. Through all the space battle, the ac-

tion takes place against a very high

resolution spacey background. Individ-

ual stars (not round clusters of dots) dot

the sky. here and there planets and other

intergalactic bodies can be seen; all

drawn with exceptional detail . The game
scrolls across the sides, much like repeat-

ing wallpaper, with the space station in

the middle.

Since drawing such a nice picture

involves a great deal of machine

coding, if you have a disk drive, by

all means get the disk version (1 am
[old that the cassette tape takes

about nine minutes to load—any er-

rors in those nine minutes and you

have to try again). The game comes

in a one and two player version,

with five selectable difficulty levels

(from beginner to crazy), uses only

one joystick, which must be alter-

nated between players. After each

game, the computer calculates a

value and ranking.

Neutral Zone certainly is a major

showpiece for any serious computer

gamer. Ahhough a relative un-

known, if this fine first effort is

repeated by Access, it may emerge as

a major supplier of better software.

SUPERCUDA
(Comm * Data Disk or Tape)

Supercuda is a well executed maze

game which involves your fish (a

Pakacuda) in a series of three mazes, one

connecting to the other by openings at

ihetopand bottom of each maze. Using

aPak fish, the similarity to the other Pac

games is unquestionable.

This isn't Pac-Man, however. The

three mazes really ffredifferent from one

to the other. Unlike the original versions

of the game, many of the mazes involve

"pellets" that are two deep (in other

words, you have to go through two levels

to clean out one row of the maze). The

graphics are pedestrian, with fish, an-
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chors, lines, etc., drawn white on black.

The major characters, however, are col-

ored and fairly detailed. An interesting

sound (which sounds as if It was lifted

from Jaws) plays as you pick up each

"pellet." And, of course, there are the

special pieces which allow your fish logo

after your attackers.

While there is no authorized Pac-Man

for the 64 (and may not be for quite some

time, if ever), Supercuda isn't really a

perfect replacement. However, it is kind

of fun, and would make the wait more

tolerable. —M.B.

Games For The Tl 99/4A
It seems as if many of the manufac-

turers are, in a way, dragging their feet in

developing software for the Texas In-

struments computer. There are a num-

ber of reasons for this. 'First and

foremost is that Texas Instruments has a

proprietary chip (meaning they own it)

that must be used in order lo program

games with more than 8 K of memory. If

anyone gets around to using this GROM
chip (as Tl calls it), they will be sued for

patent or copyright infringement (as Tl

has announced in many media publica-

tions). The risk of being sued is too great

for many companies to worry about

—

it's easier designing for more tYiendly

systems.

The basic shortage, however, should

be decreasing in size. Imagic has recently

completed a deal which would have Im-

agic developing games for Texas Instru-

ments. Although the details haven't

been disclosed (and may not be partic-

ularly interesting, anyway), let it be said

that the Imagic games will be legal, and,

coming from Imagic, should be quite

good.

We do, however, have two games

from Funware, which somehow has

been producing cartridge games for this

computer (and may have had one of the

earliest arrarigements \^ it h Texas I nstru-

mcnts). In the next few months, there

should be many more Tl compatible

reviews In these pages. —M.B.

SAINT NICK
(Funware/Cartridge)

Although it may seem odd sitting in

100 plus heating reviewing a game called

Saint INick, well, maybe it is. Saint Nick

is also a bit odd. Saint Nick is a cute

game, suitable tor young or old (6 levels

of difficulty provide increasing chal-

lenge).

When you first turn the game on, you

have a title screen that must take about a

minute or so, in which two witches,

angry about having been left off the list

last year enchant Santa's elves. The elves

leave the house, spread gifts all over the

front yard, and finally Santa comes out

and picks ihem up.

Actual game play involves the elves

walking through a maze, randomly

distributing the letters to spell "SAN-
TA" and leaving balls, liorns, toy boats

and dolls. When the elves are done with

their mischief, Santa appears at the bot-

tom of the maze. His job is to pick up all

of each toy. as indicated on the side of

the screen. If he catches a witch, or

touches the wTong toy, the elves return

and scatter more toys. If he spells Santa,

he has a short period to run around im-

mune from mistakes.

During the intermissions, the elves do

their dirty work to the sound of Christ-

mas carols. One of the major problems

involved in the game, however, is that

Santa is too big lo fit in many of the

spaces, so you can't really just move him

around picking up parts.

In spile of that shortcoming. Saint

Nick is a surprisingly good game. It will

probably appeal to younger players and

is also a great way for parents and their

children to pass some time. Although

the interest in this game is probably

limited to mostly seasonal play (meaning

November-December), it can be dusted

off every few months and played fresh.

And considering the current shortage of

Tl game titles, it couldn't have come at a

better time. —M-B.

RABBIT TRAIL
(Funware/Cartridge)

Going from the ridiculous to the even

more ridiculous, we now venture to Fun-

ware's second cartridge this month:

Rabbit Trail. The object is to get your

rabbit from the bottom of the trail to the

top. On the way, he must grab the car-

rots that are strewn along the trail, while

avoiding the weasels who are out to get

him. At higher levels you get hawks,

traps and cars to avoid.

The game has seven screens, each

more difficult than that preceding it (or

so we assume), and basically, you go left

to right, up and right to lefi. Really Ex-

a'ling. There really doesn't seem to be

enough going for it to make Rabbit Trail

a really good game—sofiware shortage,

or not

.

The recommendation on Rabbit Trail

is to //> it before you commit your

money to buying it. If you like it in the

store, maybe it's for you. It wasn't really

for me. —M.B.

ASTROBLITZ
(Creative Software/VIC-20 Cart)

Astrobliiz is an interesting Defender-

ish game that puts you in control of a

"fast moving rocket plane." What you

must do is make your planet safe by

ICREOTVE
ISOFTWAIIE

>4SrROBLITZ
CAPrRIDGE FOR USE tfWIH THE COMMODORE VlC-20

NOADDITIONALMEMORY REQUIRED

destroying all dangerous objects, either

in the air or on the surface. And there are

plenty of them. On the surface, gun

lowers are busily shooting at you. In the

air, UFO's, Bombs, and Guppies are

similarly attempting to shoot you down.

But avoiding all (hose little while shells is

a really rough job: Hand-eye coordina-

tion is a must here.
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At the top of the screen is a skinny lit-

tle radar line, telling you what's coming

at you. And at the end of the game, you

have a high score screen, which will

remember high scores until you turn the

game off.

One of the best parts of the game,

however, has little to do with game play

itself. At the beginning and end of each

game, the screen scrambles, with the

existing screen receding off into the

distance. It sounds like a person running

downstairs, and is a good effect.

Astroblitz offers you a different

challenge each time you reset it. And it

lakes a lot of practice to do well at the

game. Again, since the original (Defend-

er) probably won't make it to the

VIC-20, you will probably be happy

with this in some ways superior game.

—MM.

FLIP <N' MATCH
(Sierra On-Line/VlC-20 Cart)

Flip 'N'Malch from Sierra On-Linc is

an adaptation of the classic game of

Concentration. You're presented with a

grid of one hundred squares, each cover-

ing one of a pair of objects. Using either

a joystick or the VIC keyboard, you

select two squares at a time. If the ob-

jects under the two squares match, then

the objects are removed from the board

and you're awarded ten points. If the

objects don't match, then the squares

are covered over again.

Your goal is to uncover and match up

all fifty pairs of objects. Two players can

compete against each other for points,

or one player can race against the clock

,

which can be set for a time period rang-

ing from fifteen to forty minutes. If the

thought of facing a one-hundred-

square-board is too intimidating for

you, then the tape can be turned over to

load up Flip 'N' Match Junior, a

decidedly simpler game where one or

two players can go up against a board of

twelve pairs of objects and one "wild

card."

You've probably already gotten the

idea that this is not a game for action

fiends. But who said that the only worth-

while thing in life is blasting aliens?

Done solitaire, Flip 'N' Match is a good

test of memory. With a friend, it's one of

the few non-sports games that can be

played head-to-head. As far as graphics

and sound are concerned, the package is

far from lush. But designer Doug Whit-

taker has come up with a wide variety of

objects ranging from abstract designs to

happy faces, with the graphics on the

.lunior version being especially well

detailed. Bothjoysiick and keyboard are

easy to handle. The joystick, however,

holds the edge as far as speed is con-

cerned, which is something to keep in

mind if you're going against the fifteen

minute time limit.

Flip 'N' Match is not exactly the sort

of game that gets trotted out when you

want a hard-driving shoot-'em-up. It

does, however, provide a nice change of

pace, especially for people who flinch at

the mere sight of a laser cannon. If you

want something that emphasizes brain

power over refiexes, then you should

definitely look into Flip 'N' Match.

—D.P.

SERPENTINE
(Creative Software/VlC-20Cart)

Serpentine is an interestinggame. The

object is to guide your snake through a

maze which is being patrolled by other,

initially larger snakes. It's a case of

snake-eat-snake. What you have to do is

maneuver your snake in such a way that

it can eat the other snakes on the maze.

Alternately, the other snakes will eat

yours if you get in the way.

Head-to-head contact goes in favor of

the other snakes and is sure death (unless

they are partially eaten by your snake

and turn white). Jumping around the

maze are snake parts—whichever snake

eats the part grows another segment.

The smaller snake moves fastest, since

its whole body can turn quickly (some-

thing like a Volkswagen compared to a
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Cadillac), but you pay the price by hav-

ing less segments to lose.

The graphics are clean and crisp, con-

troller motion is appropriate and

responsive, and the sound enhances the

overall playability. Serpentine is a

welcome change from many of the other

games available for the VIC-20.

SPACE EGGS
(Sirlus Software

Atari 400/800 Disk)

Space Eggs is a fast and exciting game
that pits the player against enemy eggs

and their inhabitants. With your hori-

zontally mobile three stage spaceship

you must defend your home world

against these creatures or they will wreak

havoc among the planet's dwellers.

Your ship's fir^t stage (which blasts

away from the other two) has one

phaser. The other two stages also sepa-

rate from each other as each stage is de-

stroyed, and they come equipped with

dual-firing phasers.

As the scene opens your first stage

separates from the other two and con-

fronts a moving swarm of seemingly

benign eggs. As you blast each egg its in-

habitant pops out and descends for the

kill. To gain points the player must hit

the inhabitant (spiders, lecherous lips,

wolves and fuzzballs) before it hits the

ship. As each wave of attacking mon-

sters is destroyed the next variety ap-

pears for another confrontation. If the

player manages to defeat every on-

slaught, the final drove will include all

the nasty creatures at once, making the

play much more difficult. If by chance

one of your stages is destroyed, you must
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go through each variety all over again

and defeat the beasties before they take

over your planet.

The best strategy Is to pick off each

egg one by one, as the other eggs won't

attack until their inhabitants are broken

free by your fire. And this becomes most

difficult with your second and third

stages because of their dual-firing phaser

weapons. Fortunately, you have unlim-

ited energy, and continuous firing is pos-

sible by holding down the joy button.

Because Space Eggs is a horizontally

mobile game a keyboard, joystick or

paddle can be used. However, the pad-

dle is rather slow and sluggish, so the

joystick is a belter option. The graphics

are decent, the sound good and it's a fast

and action-packed game. —D. G.

GORF
(VIC-20 ROM Cartridge

Commodore)

What's in a name? That depends. If

it's a name like Gorf, there could be

several million dollars in it. That, I

assume, is the reason why Gorf's

creators at Bally/Midway have permit-

ted three different software vendors to

release their own versions of the game.

CBS Electronics introduced an Atari

2600 cartridge, Roklan Software has one

for Atari computers, while Commodore

created a ROM cart for their VlC-20.

As with the other home versions of

Gorf, Commodore has translated four

out of the five original screens of the ar-

cade game, the missing one being the

Galaxian wave. (Atari, which owns the

exclusive home rights to Galaxian, ap-

parently has sharper lawyers than

Bally/Midway, although the originators

were Namco.) The rest of the screens

have been brought intact to this version.

The game starts off with Astro Battles,

which is really a rewrite of Space In-

vaders vrith a smaller group of more ag-

gressive aliens.

Complete that screen and you move

on to Laser Attack, where a pair of

Gorfian leaders, each protected by four

ships, including one laser-firing craft,

take potshots at your spaceship and try

to dive into it. From there it's on to the

Space Warp screen, where you must

choose to fire at, or dodge, the

spaceships that come whirling crazily

out of a central core.

Survive that wave, and you face the

Gorfian Flagship, which fires photon

torpedoes at you. This ship can only be

destroyed by chipping away ai its outer

hull and landing a direct hit to its central

power core. Complete this screen and

the game starts all over at a faster speed

.

As in the arcade machine, your joystick

controls the spaceship at the bottom of

the screen. This ship can move horizon-

tally the full length of the screen and ver-

tically up to about a third of the screen.

I won't deny that Commodore has

kept this translation challenging. Bat-

tling the denizens of the Gorfian empire

is tough and only gets more so as the

game progresses. Nevertheless, I can't

help feeling that there's something miss-

ing from this VIC-20 version. The

graphics and sound are lackluster, im-

itating the original but not quite captur-

ing its feel. With the exception of the

Hashing, colorful display that comes

with the destruction of the Flagship,

there are no fanfares, or visual fillips to

egg you on and make you want to see

more.

There's also one unpleasant peculiari-

ty in the firing mechanism. If you press

the firing button while a shot is still on

the screen, that previous shot is can-

ceiled out and a new shot Is fired. This

eventually works out to your advantage,

sinceyou don't have to wait for one shot

to clear the screen before firing another.

But people who are used to rapid-fire

mechanisms will find that, while the

game lets them think that they are pull-

ing off round after round, they are ac-

tually only cancelling out shots that

never have a chance of touching the

enemy.

With so many Gorf enthusiasts out

there, 1 wish 1 didn't have lo say that

Commodore's version, while probably

better than the one CBS did for the 2600,

still isn't much fun compared to other

alternatives.—£>.P

SNAKE BYTE
(Sirius Software

Atari 400/800 Disk)

What can you say about a game which

can literally tie you up in knots? Well, if

you're not careful Snake Byte will gel the

best of you, and your poor little reptile

will go bye-bye. This twenty-nine level

maze-typie game is full of fun, as you

must maneuver your snake in position to

eat the ten apples strewn about the

playfield. Only after this is accom-

plished can you exit the door that ap-

pears at the top of the screen, and then

on to the next level of play.

After you become proficient at eating

apples you can make the game more in-

teresting. A screen prompt at the begin-

ning of play asks you how many Perilous

Plums you want (0-2). By answering 1 or

2 you will get 1 or 2 hazardous plums.

What's so bad about plums? Well, these

little bouncing cereal-toppers will

destroy your snake ifany ofthem should

land on its head. Of course, you will gain

five or ten points extra for each apple

eaten ifyou play with the Perilous Plums

on the screen. Also, if you want a higher

score, eat the apples quickly. Not doing

so means that three penalty apples will

appear, and you will have to eat them as

well before you can exit to the next level.

Fortunately, a little time graph on the
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side of the screen will let you know how
much time you have left, so you can plan

to work faster if lime starts to run out.

Joystick control is pretty good, and it

has to be, because if you hit a wall your

snake dies and you have to start again

with another one (there are three in all).

By the way, as each apple is eaten the

snake becomes longer and faster, and

ultimately more difficult to control. So

it's a good idea to lake care of ihe closest

apples first and then move up toward the

top of the screen.

All in all, Snalce Byte is an interesting

and very enjoyable game, with above

average graphics, and pleasant sound

characteristics. The game has a pause

feature because of the keyboard and you

can quickly start where you left

off.—D.G.

WAYOUT
(Sirius Software

Atari 400/800 Disk)

Just as its name suggests, Wayout pits

the player against a tortuous 3-D maze,

and the obvious object of the game is to

find your way out. With only a compass

and a mapmaker (which visually marks

your route at the bottom of the screen by

displaying the parts of the maze you

have traced) at your disposal, you must

follow a labyrinthine path to the black

and red pulsating portal. This portal can

only be seen and heard (it sounds like a

hurricane) as you approach quite close

to it. And fireflies (little white specks)

found in abundance can signal the

player that he or she is close to getting

out.

As usual, there is one catch, and it's

called a Cleptangle. This creature's only

purpose in life is to steal your compass

and mapmaker. Fortunately, this only

occurs when you come in contact with

him, and each time you do one of your

tools will be taken from you. The only

way to retrieve them is to make contact

with the Cleptangle, and his very distinc-

tive sound will tell you that you're close.

There are twenty-six mazes in all, and

scoring is accomplished by time units:

The faster you get out , the less time units

you consume for a better score. The disk

will remember your score for each maze,

and when you break a record for getting

out of a particular maze, the computer

will automatically set the new record.

The player may exit a game at any point

.

have the game saved, or even resume the

game at the same point later on.

Keyboard, joystick, and paddle control

is all possible, and the player should try

all three to see which best suits his or her

taste.

Wayout's graphics are quite good,

and traveling through the maze will re-

mind you of running very quickly

through a partitioned office facility. The

sound too, is above average, and the

player is always kept abreast of the

amount of time units spent, as the clock

is at the top of the screen. Unlike many
other games, this one has numerous sav-

ing features that make it very easy to

store favorite positions, and continue a

game at a later date. This is very impor-

tant because it could conceivably take a

number of hours at the higher levels to

find your Wayout.—/).G.

FAST EDDIE
(Fox Video Games

VIC-20 ROM Cartridge)

This month's entry in the "Big Deal!

"

category is Fox Video's FasI Eddie. This

ROM cart climbing game for the VIC-20

was originally released in an Atari 2600

A'OdlKIMSlrul-

version that came out just slightly before

Coleco released their version of Donkey

Kong. Apparently, in their rush to beat

Coleco to the punch, the folks at Fox

forgot to put a few things into Fast Eddie

such as good sound or graphics, as well

as interesting game play.

The object of the game is to help Ed-

die grab prizes such as hearts and zep-

pelins that float around a five-level

screen. Getting in his way are the

Sneakers, little dome-shaped creatures

moving back and forth across the plat-

forms. The joystick controls Eddie

either horizontally or up and down on

ladders, while the action button lets him

Jump over the Sneakers or hop up to

grab a prize.

Grabbing ten prizes causes a key to

materialize over the head of the top-

most Sneaker. All Eddie has to do is leap

over this Sneaker's head and grab the

key. Eddie can then begin at the next

level, grabbing ten prizes and getting the

key so that he can grab ten more prizes

and another key, and well you get the

idea.

Ail this wouldn't be so bad if Fast Ed-

die had some character, something that

made it unique. Instead it comes as close

to being a generic video game as 1 ever

want to see. The graphics are

nondescript and the sound unexciting.
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The Sneakers don't exhibit a trace of in-

telligence. Aside from the ladders

changing places and the Sneakers

speeding up between rounds, there's no

variation in game play. There are no

traps, no pitfalls and, since there's no

time limit, there's also no real reason for

Eddie to be Fast!

There isn't one element in Fast Eddie

that an experienced gamer couldn't han-

dle in his sleep. Fast Eddie is another one

of Fox Video's "Games of the

Century." The claim is true enough: 1[

must have been designed for people who

are 100 years old.—D.P.

CYCLOD
(Sirius Software

Atari 400/800 Disk)

As a lone Eyeball you must smash as

many snakes as possible before they gel

you. That's the idea behind Cycled, and

this imaginative game requires fast ac-

tion as well as smart strategy.

As soon as the maze screen appears

you notice blocks of red bricks strewn

around the playfield; also present is a

slithering snake, and to put it out of

commission you must hit it with a brick

at any point on its body. Rather in-

teresting are the different methods you

can use to smash a snake. Options in-

clude a direct hit (but be careful, if the

reptile hits you you're dead, and you on-

ly get three Eyeballs), or even blocking a

snake in with bricks, and when executed

correctly the snake will smash into the

bricks and kill itself for you. This is

especially useful during the higher levels

when there are numerous snakes run-

ning about, and you can only concen-

trate on one at a time.

Scoring is based on how many snakes

you kill (the shorter and faster ones are

worth more points) and there are seven

snakes in each level. Bonus points are

awarded at the completion of each level,

and the last ten scores are retained on the

disk.

Cyclod offers twenty different and

challenging levels of play, with the

highest levels requiring a great deal of

patience, as you no doubt will be con-

fronted with at least three fast moving

snakes. The lower levels, 1 -5, have their

own problems because the Eyeball is

rather sluggish at slower speeds, but

once you gel up there everything moves

very quickly. The graphics are average,

and so is the sound, but the game is

good.—O.G.

TURMOIL
(Fox Video Games

VIC-20 ROM Cartridge)

Turmoil, which had been adapted for

the VCS, has now been programmed for

the VIC-20. In this Fox Video ROM
one-player version there's hardly time to

breathe, much less think! Your joystick

controls a ship that occupies a seven-

level vertical channel at the center of the

screen. Across each level travel several

types of alien craft . Your goal is to zip up

and down the channel and. using the

joystick and fire button to shoot left and

right, zap all the aliens while avoiding

collisions.

Arrows, if permitted to travel from

one end of the screen to the other, turn

into tanks that can only be destroyed

when they're moving away from you.

Pulsating, donut-shaped "prjzes" occa-

sionally appear. If you don't travel

down the level occupied by the prize and

touch it for bonus points, then it turns

into a Supersonic Cannonball that

oscillates quickly over the channel, mak-

ing passage across that level very dif-

ficult. Even ifyou do grab the prize, you

still have to get back to the channel

before an indestructible Ghost Ship

mows you down. There are nine dif-

ferent skill levels and a bonus ship is

awarded at the completion of each level.

At first, 1 wasn't too impressed with

Turmoil. The ship, which moves in

seven discrete steps, seemed hard to con-

trol . With the alien ships moving so fast

,

it was impossible to line my ship up with

the level that I wanted to fire in. Then I

caught on to the secret of this game:

Speed counts more than accuracy.

Forget about aiming, just keep your

finger down on the fire button (the ship

is equipped with a rapid-fire laser), and

keep spraying shots down the lanes.

With time, your reflexes will develop to

the point where you can nail ships, grab

prizes, and avoid obstacles with a flick

of the wrist. And believe me, there's a

great deal to develop your reflexes with.

The acceleration of action is well-

planned and the prizes, tanks and can-

nonballs will keep you on your toes.

You're given the option of playing

with either a joystick or the VlC's

keyboard, however, I suggest you opt

for the joystick. The graphics are color-

ful and clever, especially in the way

aliens skitter offscreen when hit, rather

than just blowing up.

The only complaint I have is one that

applies to all Fox games designed for the

VIC-20. In testing these games, I've

found that the cartridge casings are so

flimsily con.structed that I eventually

wind up breaking one of the pins that are

supposed to hold the circuit board in

place. Without those pins, inserting the

cartridge into the VIC becomes an even

greater ordeal than it normally is. Of

course, the circuit board can be removed

from the cartridge and inserted without

itscasing, but theentire situation doesn't

speak well for Fox's quality control.

Cartridge problems or not. Turmoil's

action is quick and neat, with game play

that's clever and original.—Z?.f*.
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Coleco's
The Dual Purpose Game System

By Mike Sittnick

For years , the choice between low-cosi

video game systems was limited lo

the Atari 2600 and the Odyssey', in fact.

Atari held a huge advantage over the

Odyssey because of its superior graphic

and memory capabilities. Odyssey's key-

board and optional voice module, how-

ever, allowed Odyssey to create superior

educational games for children. Now,

another video game giant, Coleco, has

entered the low-cost video game market

with Gemini, a machine that can play all

cartridges made for the Atari 2600 (in-

cluding Starpath's supercharger and

Tigervision games, which do not fit into

Coleco's Expansion Module #1 for Cole-

coVision) and with the addition of the

KIDVID Sound Module will add pre-

recorded voices tochildren'sgames made

by Coleco.

This new machine had to clear several

major obstacles just to make it to the

marketplace, all part of a lawsuit Atari

levied against Coleco. Atari charged that

its patents were violated in Gemini's

construction. The companies settled out

of court and Coleco is paying an

unknown royalty to Atari from the sales

of Gemini. It may yet turn out that Atari

loses money on tne deal, however.

Since Gemini's debut in May, there

has been a price war between the two

machines. It is no coincidence that Atari
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added Pac-Man as a free cartridge in ad-

dition to Combat when Gemini included

a free Donkey Kong Jr. game wlih its

purchase. Coleco retaliated to Atari's

addition of a free Pac-Man game with a

free Mouse Trap game, which looks and

plays more like Atari's Pac-Man than

the original Mouse Trap coin-up. Since

then, prices have steadily declined on

both machines and are now selling for

approximately $70.

Physical Attributes
Gemini measures a slim II x 6.5 x

2.25 inches, which is slightly smaller

than the Intellivision II, making it the

smallest major video game machine on

the market. Because of this, it's very

light and portable. If it weren't for the

transformer and controllers, il would be

as easy to carry as a small hardcover

book. The machine's black color with

silver trim is sharp, and makes the

Gemini look a little like a small Coleco-

Vision.

The cord to the television .set can be

removed for easy carrying, or il can be

replaced with a shorter or longer cord,

an advantage not found on the Atari

2600 or Odyssey '. The game select , reset

,

on/off. and difficulty switches are con-

veniently located in the front. This is

especially important in games such as

Star Master and Phaser Patrol, that re-

quire movement of these switches during

the game.

The controllers plug into the from,

unlike the O^^yssey ' and Atari 2600 con-

trollers which plug in the back. Having

the controllers plug in the front gives the

game a neater appearence since there are

no wires going over the top of the con-

sole. Frontal jacks for the controllers

also allow the players to move a little far-

ther away from the machine.

Except for the small size of the con-

sole's switches, Coleco made Gemini as

convenient to operate as possible. The

small machine feels very solid, and it ap-

pears that thought went into every detail

of its design, from the compact size of

the unit itself, to the location of the con-

troller jacks.

Controllers
The controllers look like the young

offspring of a ColecoVision joystick.

Atari 2600 joystick. Atari 2600 paddle

controller, and the Intellivision con-

troller. It has the same shape and color

as the ColecoVision joystick, the same

shape of stick and paddle knob as the

2600 controllers, and the petite size of

the Intellivision controller.

There are important pluses and min-

uses about these controllers. The joy-

stick definitely feels better and more pre-

cise than either the Atari 2600 or the

Intellivision controller. Some even like il

better than the more expensive Coleco-

Vision and Atari 5200 controllers. The

stick is good and long, and moves easy,

but quickly self-centers again on release.

The bad news is that this is a very

cheaply made joystick. Open it up, and

there are no leaf switches, and not even a

dimple switch. All you'll find is a metal

brush that will complete the circuit for a

certain direction by one or two (for

diagonals) of the four metal contacts.

With metal constantly hitting metal

directly, the metal will fatigue very

quickly. The 2600 and Odyssey' joy-

slicks are not much better, but they do

have a protective coaling to add to the

lifespan of the joysticks.

Coleco made Gemini

as convenient to operate as

possible. The small

machine feels very

solid and appears thought

went into every detail

of its design.

Interestingly enough, Dave Zurzuski

of D-Zyne, who makes quality replace-

ment joysticks for the Atari 2600 and

compatible machines, said he was ap-

proached by Coleco about making joy-

sticks for Gemini with microswitches,

the most durable joystick mechanism

available. However, a while later, Col-

eco decided to "put their energy in a dif-

ferent direction."

The fire button on the controller is

mounted on the side just like the Coleco-

Vision model. Unfortunately for south-

paws, there is only one, and it's on ihe

left. The fire button is as cheaply made
as the joystick, but it's very responsive

and has good action to it.

Too bad the same cannot be said

about the built-in paddle controller.

Even though any paddle controller com-

ing with the system is an advantage.

since Atari removed the free paddles

from the 2600 package when they lower-

ed the price, the Coleco paddles are far

and away the worst ever seen. Even the

paddle controllers on a $15 Pong game

are better.

Coleco does not use a normal analog

potentiometer ( a potentiometer is any

variable resistance device, like the

volume control on a television set) in the

construction of the Gemini controller.

Instead, they opted for a paddle con-

troller with a metal brush mounted on

the bottom of a plastic knob, that

touches a place of metal. The paddle ac-

tually scrapes as it is turned! There is no

resistance in it, either, nor any tension in

the knob so it's difficult to move it

precisely.

Coleco's Gemini controller, however,

was well conceived in design. The shape

is comfortable and eliminates a set of

wires by building the paddle into the

same controller with the joystick which

was ingenious.

Unfortunately, the quality of con-

struction does not match the quality of

design. For less than $5 more per pair,

Coleco could have made a more durable

set of joysticks and paddle controllers

that are at least adequate. Not to men-

tion another fire button for lefties.

Overall, these controllers rate better

than the Atari 2600 and Intellivision

controllers simply because they are

easier to use (except the paddle), and are

more responsive and accurate.

KIDVID Sound Module
Coleco is planning lo support Gemini

with an expansion module called the

KIDVID Sound Module. This is not a

voice synthesizer like Odyssey's Voice or

Mattel's IntelliVoice. Basically, it's a

cassette player that is turned on or off by

the video game. The tape will relay in-

structions to players who are too young to

read the instruction booklet. Moreover,

the instructions will be explained by vocal

characterizations of the characters in the

game.

At any time during the course of the

game, the on-screen character may ask

for a response from the young player.

The youngster will then have a limited

amount of time to answer a question, per-

haps, for instance, by pushing the fire

button for "true" or the joystick for

"false." The games are intended to be

educational as well as entertaining, and

three cassettes come with each game car-
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tridge to keep the action varied enough.

The KIDVID Sound Module will work

on any Atari 2600 compatible video game

system, including the Sears Video Ar-

cade, Coleco Expansion Module #1 for

ColecoVision. and the Mattel System-

Changer for Inleliivision. The original

announced retail price was $70. But now
sources at Coleco say that the KIDVID
Sound Module will sell for about $50. It

can also be used as a low-fidelity tape

player.

Although it works on any Atari VCS
compatible system, the sound module has

the same black trim and rounded edges

that makes it look most at home sitting

right next to a Gemini system. The addi-

tion is supposed to be on store shelves in

October, butdon'tbesurprised if it's late.

Coleco has been working so frantically on

the ADAM computer that they have

missed announced release dates for

several Coleco cartridges and hardware

peripherals, and the company has put off

the seperate release of the Super Game
Module for an entire year!

This may not happen with the KID-

VID Sound Module, however, since it's

construction is comparitively simple.

Not to mention the fact that Coleco has

dropped big money for licenses that are

geared entirely for children. Coleco now

owns the rights to all Dr. Seuss charac-

ters, such as the Cat in the Hat, Myrtle

the Turtle, Sam I Am, and the Grinch.

Coleco also has licenses for the Beren-

stain Bears, the Wizard of Oz, and of

course, the Smurfs.

KIDVID Sound Module will come

with a free Smurf cartridge, a tradition

Coleco has continued with almost every

piece of hardware ever since Donkey

Kong came free with ColecoVision. The

free cartridge will have different adven-

tures for the blue furry creatures than

the original Smurf Rescue in Gargamel's

Castle, and will be available with three

cassettes to provide the narration and

vocal characterization.

The KIDVID Sound Module does

have limitations. Coleco isn't pretending

that it's as sophisticated as a voice syn-

thesizer, nor is it a random access device.

The tapes play straight through with the

module only starting and stopping on

cue from the Gemini or another ma-

chine. On the other hand, the voices are

totally realistic and identifiable, unlike

computer voice synthesizers.

Coleco will not be releasing any adult

games in the Sound Module series, and is
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aiming the games they are making for

the three to seven-year-old group; a

group the company feels has been prac-

tically ignored by the video game

market. The module is probably just

right for these youngsters. It only has

three buttons and a volume control, and

is as easy to operate as a portable cassette

player. Most children can operate it

without adult supervision.

Even though the tapes play the same

every time, it's the videogame that inter-

prets. For instance, if there is a question

asking how many Smurfs are on the

screen, the tape may ask the child to

press the fire button for Smurf. Even

though the tape will always say, "How
many of us Smurfs are on screen, press

the button for each of us," the actual

number of Smurfs can change each lime

the game is played. It will not be a matter

of memory for a child to master such a

task, he or she will actually have to learn

to count.

THE KIDVID Sound
Module is probably just

right for youngsters. It

has only three buttons,

a volume control and is

easy to operate as a

portable cassette player.

With a name like KIDVID Sound

Module, can a more sophisticated

Sound Module be far behind? After all,

Coleco has already announced expan-

sion peripherals for ColecoVision. At

the moment, according to Barbara

Wruck at Coleco, no other expansion

units are in the works. Of course. Coleco

has been known to pull surprises before.

Most likely, Coleco's releases will be like

modern motion pictures. That iSi-don'i

expect to see module 1 1 unless module 1 is

a big hit.

Overall, the Gemini unit appears to

truly be an alternative to the Atari 2600

and Odyssey'. Unlike Expansion #1 and

the Mattel System Changer, it works

without support from another machine.

The price is as low as, or lower than, the

other two stand-alone low price systems.

With" the addition of KIDVID Sound

Module I, the Gemini has real educa-

tional capabilities or young children.

Its small size is ideal for a small apart-

ment, a dorm, or just for children who
may want to bring it over to a friend's

house. The Atari 2600 compatibility

allows the largest individual source of

cartridges to be used on it. The joysticks

are superior to the Atari 2600's in terms

of playability, and are on par with the

Odyssey ^'s less versatile joysticks.

Gemini is definitely recommended for

Atari 2600 owners whose old machines

may be irreparably broken.

If these owners buy a new Atari 2600,

they will be stuck with two crummy
Combat cartridges and probably two

almosl-as-crummy Pac-Man cartridges.

The two free Coleco Gemini games,

Donkey Kong and Mouse Trap, are cer-

tainly better than the free game that

comes with Odyssey', which is a boring

car race game and word scrambler.

"Gemini" is certainly an appropriate

name for this nifty little system.

Everything about it suggests duality.

Not only does it come with two free

games, but the controllers serve a double

purpose, containing a joystick and pad-

dle controller in the same device.

With the KIDVID Sound Module,

Gemini can serve entertainment pur-

poses and educational purposes. Final-

ly, thanks partially to the introduction

of Gemini, the cost of "low-end" video

game systems has fallen into double-

digits.

Last year, Coleco ushered in the third

generation of video games with Coleco-

Vision. Gemini may not be as revolu-

tionary as ColecoVision in an obvious

way, but it is a good, solid, low-cost

machine that will get support and supply

competition for the seven-year-old Atari

2600. Maybe Gemini will open the door

for others to manufacture video game

systems that are similar to the Atari

2600. Even if it doesn't, the consumer

will still have a choice between low-cost

video game machines.

The sound module will allow Gemini

owners and the millions of other Atari

2600 compatible system owners the op-

portunity to use the game machine for

educational purposes at a low price.

Even if the Gemini system and its

peripheral{s) are not being as loudly an-

nounced as Coleco's other major

machines, it's still a solid addition to

their expanding lineup, and to the video

entertainment/education market in

general. A



Rites of

Passage
(continuedfrom page 22}

Another condition is an explicit agree-

ment about royalties. Royalties should

become the rule rather than the excep-

tion, and not just for the team leader,

but shared by the entire design learn. In

addition, agreements about ancillary

products, such as game title or character

concept sales, cartoons, or

cable/satellite transmissions should be

covered.

In reality, the royalty structure will be

dependent upon the popularity of the

designerandtheamount of risk incurred

as well as development equipment sup-

plied, by the manufacturer. For exam-

ple, a, proven home game designer,

working on a system he purchased,

should earn greater royalties than a

novice coin-op designer who is supplied

with an expensive development system

and salary.

One last condition I would like to

mention is the concept o^ a minimal

guaranteed publicity and advertisemeni

budget. Similar to author/publisher

contracts, designers of home games

should be guaranteed a minimum adver-

tising and publicity budget to insure that

a reasonable market ingeffori will be put

behind their creation.

Contracts that include finer points

like these will surely bring about happier

and more motivated design teams and

inevitably, belter and more creative

video games.

At the conference, we mentioned

earlier, the designers who attended

shared a strong desire to organize a sup-

port group. (Something short of a

union.) In fact, a group is now being

created. I and some close associates are

forming the Association of Videogame

Designers for the purpose of;

• generating educational materials and

.services covering financial and
creative aspects of video game design

• forming a referral service for enter-

tainment attorneys and talent agen-

cies qualified to represent game
designers

• creating the "standard contract"

guidelines for distribution to our

members
• combatting against the manufac-

turer's refusal to acknowledge the full

design teams of video games publicly.

The Association plans to publish the

• assisting game designers in class ac-

tion legal suits, if necessary, to help

establish favorable legal precedents

names of members of design teams to

provide deserved recognition (in some

cases, long overdue) in nationally dis-

tributed video game magazines such

as Video Games in the fuCure

• holding an industry awards ceremony

to bring needed recognition for pro-

fessional excellence by our peers,

especially in areas loo technical lo be

appreciated by the average player

—

brilliant software algorithms, hard-

ware breakthroughs, and so on.

If you want to make a difference in

our industry, joining or supporting the

Association will help. This is a group

started by designers, which exists solely

for the benefit of designers.

Whether you're a budding games

designer, or one with tenure, please res-

pond to the address below. If you're in-

terested in more information, or have

suggestions, or need more help, contact

A proven home game
designer, working on

a system he purchased,

should earn greater

royalties than a novice

coin-op designer.

us. If you're an entertainment attorney

or a talent agent, or offer some service of

benefit to games designers, feel free lo

send us literature about yourself to be in-

cluded in our referral listings. If you

designed a notable game, and you and

your design team wish to have your

credits published, lei us know as soon as

possible. All replies will be held in the

strictest confidence.

Thank you,

Moses Ma, Director

Association of Videogame

Designers

P.O. Box 842

Huntington, CA. 92648

P.S. A special thanks to Scot Norris, and

others.

Editor's Note: Moses Ma is presently a

consultant in the videogame and com-

puter graphics industries. A

Alternative Games
(continuedfrom page 27)

Not all members of the travel and

hotel industry are convinced of the value

of games and information on the go,

even if, as Altus and Air Video stress, it

could help fill the 400,000-plus seals that

fly from U.S. airports daily. For exam-

ple, some hotels argue that few guests

are ready to rent computer equipment,

and they don't believe people are yet

willing to pay for services most aren't

accustomed to receiving in their homes.

Many think truly widespread use of in-

room computers and electronic infor-

mation is years away. "1 don't know

that somebody wants to pay $5 to $7 to

play video games in a hotel room," says

a Ramada Inn spokeswoman.

Some also foresee systems causing

billing and equipmeni problems.

Republic Airline.s, for one, has expressly

banned the use of video games and por-

table computers (in-seat or otherwise) on

all nights, contending that operation in-

terferes with transmission of crucial

flight information. Eastern, too, says it

reserves the right to ask passengers to

turn off equipmeni if il interferes with

the pilot's operation. Dick Theriault, an

Altus engineer, says his company is in-

vestigating the effects of high-power

units on Hight equipment. Airplay

games, he says, do not generate enough

power to cause interference problems.

Like Altus, other proponents rebut

that on-Une telecommunications is

becoming pervasive in a society thai is

increasingly comfortable with and

dependent upon computers, and that

adjustments will be made to improve

transmission and acceptance of remote

communications at home, in the air and

everywhere.

"We don't carry telephones around

wherever we go because they're so wide-

ly available," comments Quazon's

Lokey. "Similarly, at some poini down
the road terminals will become so abun-

dant that nobody will need to carry

one." Adds CVC's Segal, "Teledelivery

is coming fast. The question of what it

will deliver is already being answered.

Pretty soon consumers won't care how
or where they gel their information and

entertainment, as long as it comes to

them in an economically viable and con-

venient form." Telecommunications,

he believes, provides the ideal pipeline

for the "information generation." a
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Top Arcade Games

Top Ten Home Games
Present Last

Position Position Weeks on

9/17/83 9/3/83 Chart Game

1 4 5 Q'bert (Parker Brothers)

2 1 15 Enduro (ActJvision)

3 2 29 Ms. Pac-Man (Atari)

4 3 25 Centipede (Atari)

5 5 11 BurgerTinie(lntellivision)

6 10 5 Pole Position (Atari)

7 9 9 Robot Tank (Activision)

8 6 9 Jungle Hunt (Atari)

9 11 51 Pitfall (Activision)

10 6 19 Keystone Kapers(Activ.)

* 1983 by Billboard Publications, Inc. Reprinted by permission. These

are the best-selling video games compiled Irom outlets by the

Billboard research department.

Percentage

1. Dragon's Lair (Cinematronics) 100.0

2. Star Wars (Atari) 87.9

3. Pole Position (Atari) 76.5

4. Star Trek (Sega) 63.9

5. Q'bert 55.5

6. Millipede (Atari) 55.0

7. Mario Bros. (Nintendo) 53.7

8- Turbo (Sega) 53.6

9. Frontline (Taito) 52.8

10. Xevious (Atari) 52.6

11. Sinistar (Williams) 51.4

Provisionally rated

1. Championship Baseball (Sega) 66.2

2. Krull (Gottlieb) 66.6

3. Crystal Castles (Atari) 65.4

4. Fax (Exidy) 60.7

5. Buck Rogers (Sega) 55.4

6. Food Fight (Atari) 53.2

7. Zoo Keeper (Taito) 51.0

These are the top earning arcade games according to a poll of

operators. Those with asterisks indicate operator responses were be-

tween 25-50 percent. * 1983 by Play Meter Magazine

HIGH SCORERS
Baby Pac-Man

Bagman

Buck Rogers

BurgerTime

Centipede

Crystal Castles

Champion Baseball

Defender

Dig Dug

Donkey Kong Jr.

Dragon's Lair

Food Fight

Frenzy

Frontline

Gorl

Gravitar

Gyruss

Guzzler

Joust (new chip)

Jungle Hunt/King

(effective 10/15/83)

6,685,130 Richard Sattilaro

Edison, N.J.

6,840,850 Jerry McCloskey
Pentteton, B.C. Canada

731 ,030 Bruce Borsato
Trail, B.C. Canada

5,882,950 Darren Kenney
Lakewood, CA

16,389,547 Jim Schneider
Spring Valley, CA

823,640 Eric Glnner
Mllpitas, CA.

123,700 Gus Papas
Upland, CA.

76,377,300 Bert Jennings
Durham, f^orth Carolina

4,129,600 Ken Arthur
Blacksburg, Va.

1 ,01 7,300 Joe Malasarte
Anchorage, Alaska

454,974 Steve Harris

No. Kansas City, Missouri
16,725,700 KenOkumura

Santa Maria, CA
4,804,540 Mark Smith

Shelby, No. Carolina
727,500 John Dunlea

Wilmington, No. Carolina
2,220,000 Jason Smith

Midland, Tx.

4,722,200 Raymond Mueller
Boulder, Colo.

4,067,000 Tony Salisbury
Salisbury, Md.

431,108 MikeKlug
San Jose. Calif.

98,565,550 Christian Gingras
Quebec, Canada

1,510,220 Michael Torcello
East Rochester, N.Y.

Journey

Liberator

Lost Tomb

Millipede

Moon Patrol

(7 cars)

Ms. Pac-Man

Munch Mobile

Motorace U.S.A.

Nibbler

Pac-Man Plus

Pengo (4 men)

Pole Position
E.T. 215.71

Popeye

Q'bert

Quantum

Robotron

Satan's Hollow

Star Trek

Super Pac-Man

Star Wars
(6 shields)

Time Pilot

Xevious

Zoo Keeper

12,181,850

3,016,010

1,210,460

4,304,549

1,214.600

419,950

2,035,540

1,219,400

838,322,160

3,213,900

809,990

66,760

1,232,250

32,204,485

1,029,160

348,691,680

43,086,600

46,330.500

588,430

1,568,660

4,134,400

999,990

11,915,060

Chuck Coss
Stubenville, OH
Sean Middleton
Anchorage, Alaska
John Marks
Parkersburg, W. Va.
Ben Gold
Stockton, Calif.

Mark Robichek
Mountain View, Calif.

Tom Asaki
Ottumwa, Iowa
Ivan Luengas
No. Miami Beach, Fla.

Steve Harris
Ottumwa, Iowa
Tom Asaki
Bozeman, Montana
Shannon Ryan
Upland, CA
Kevin Lelsner
Racine, Wise.
Less Lagier
San Jose, Calif.

Steve Harris
Ottumwa, Iowa
Mike Lee
Richmond, B.C. Canada
Judd Boone
Moscow, Idaho
Brian King
Durham, N. Carolina
Aaron Samuel
Moscow, Idaho
Gary Hatt
Upland, Calif.

John Azzis
Santa Maria, Calif.

John Frye
Madison, Wise.
Bill Bradham
Dubland, Ga.
Don Morian
Seattle, Washington
Roury Hill

Myrtle Beach, N. Carolina

Our itianks 10 Walter Day Jr. . of Twin Galaxies Inierneiional Scoreboard {226 East Main St., Ottumwa, Iowa 52501 ). Readers w^o thiink iney might tieve a high score shouli] send a self-

addressed, stamped envelope to Waller Day who will forward the necessary inlormation and farms. Cities given are ttie locations where the high scores were achieved.
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•Pole PoiHitin IS a itifMwark anafc NAMCO 1963. ManulaUurefl under license by ATARI Ini. ^fidicaiasa itaiiL-niarV ot StaisHoebucli antlCo tl9B3 Atari. Ini; All Mghis rescrv^

/VOW YOUCANGETiNTOPOLEPOSITIONATHOME.
Prepare to qualify for Pole Position right in your living room. Because

tfie #1arcade hit of 1983 /snow available for theATARr^eOO'^^Game and
the Sears Video Arcadet systems. As well as an exclusive version for

allATARI Home Computers and the 5200'*^ SuperSystem.

No other racing game will demand your total concentration like Pole

Position will. The hairpin curve will tax your reflexes. And avoiding

accidents will challenge your ability to make split-second decisions.

Prepare yourselffor the ultimate driving experience-Pole ATAQI^
Position— the home version by Atari. OAWarnerCammunigat.onsCompany#\|#%|\|

ATARfT WARffi


